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Join N O W and become a member of the nation's largest grassroots feminist organization! NOW-NYC, the founding chapter
of NOW, is the largest N O W chapter in the country. By becoming a member, you will make feminist history as you participate
in direct action and work for the full political, economic, and social equality of women.
NOW-NYC's committees work on issues affecting your life: reproductive rights, sexual harassment, workplace equity, and lesbian rights. NOW's electronic Activist Network will alert you to key votes on the city, state and federal level. And NOW's
Service Fund offers help to women in need through its Helpline referral service and provides a safe place for rape and incest survivors to heal through supportive workshops led by a trained therapist.

YOU can make a difference
• These are just a few of NOW-NYC's recent actions: • NOW-NYC's Reproductive Rights Committee called upon the
Mayor, the Police Commissioner, and a local police precinct captain to enforce the city's Clinic Access Law at an area clinic. •
NOW-NYC led a coalition of feminist groups in protest of Time magazine's cover story declaring that feminism was dead. Not
only did Time agree to broader coverage of feminist issues, but the editors also decided to print an editorial by a feminist leader
responding to the false obituary. • NOW-NYC picketed MTV until they agreed to stop airing a homophobic and misogynist music-video that depicted women being battered. • And many, many more! •

NOW-NYC The Founding Chapter
We invite NYC area OTI readers to join us at a special discounted rate of $35 ($10 off regular rate)!
•

Yes, I would like to join NOW-NYC!

G I would like to make an additional contribution of $
O Enclosed is a check.
Credit card number

O Charge my credit card:

to support NOW's work.
O Visa
Expiration date

D Mastercard
Signature

Print Name

Address

N A T I O N A L
ORGANIZATION

City/State/Zip

FOR WOMEN~

Day Telephone
Evening Telephone
d I would like to join the NOW-NYC Electronic Activist Network. E-Mail:

Fax:

Mail to : NOW-NYC, 150 West 28th Street, Room 304, New York, NY 10011 or call: (212) 260-4422.
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o you consider yourself
k visionary or forwardI thinking? Feel that you
f have something to say
you want to share with
others? Have you harbored a dream of
being published? Now here's your
chance to do all those things, plus win
a cash prize, by entering OTTs essay
contest: "Beyond the Millennium."
Visionaries, with their ability to distill a hope or a faith, have always provided great leadership. A visionary can
effect change, tweak a notion in her
own mind until it becomes an imperative, inspiring a groundswell of enthusiastic support. All it takes is imagination,
intuition, and boldness—the elemental
qualities that characterize futurists, cosmologists, and progressive thinkers
alike.
Envisioning the future was once a
courageous undertaking for women.
While male prophets, among them
Moses and Mohammed, were lionized
for their prescience, more often than not
when women shared their gift of foresight they were accused of practicing
the so-called diabolical arts. As
Cassandra well knew, a woman's gift of
prophecy could make people uncomfortable. Thousands of women visionaries gave their lives for their spiritual,
CONTEST RULES
1 . To enter, send your essay of no more than
1,000 words to On The Issues, 29-28 41st
Avenue, 12th floor, Long Island City, NY
11101. Or submit it via e-mail to onissues@echonyc.com. One entry per person.
2. Entries MUST be typed and double-spaced
or sent by e-mail. Handwritten submissions
will be automatically disqualified.
3. Each submission must contain a full
name, address, and daytime phone number,
even if transmitted via e-mail.
4. Essays must be received by June 1,
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religious, and moral insights; others
were dismissed as charlatans.
Yet history has proven repeatedly that
visions, aspirations, and dreams shape the
course of our lives. Hope is a springboard for some visionaries, apprehension
prompts others. Some prognosticators
wave flags to warn of an impending
Apocalypse, others see a future of
Harmony on Earth. What is your vision
for the next millennium? How would
you design the future? What achievements of the twentieth century can we
build on? Can we hope to put behind us
virulent diseases, annihilating civil wars,
environmental corruption, and brazen
violations of women s human rights? Are
we headed for a period of successful
convalescence? Is this new millennium a
threshold we should cross with optimism or with despair?
Tell us, in 1,000 words or less, what
your concept of the next millennium
encompasses and we'll print the two
winning essays in an upcoming On The
Issues. Your visions can be grounded in
reality, or pure fantasy; they can reflect
political opinion, dreams, or even fears.
Winning entries will convey originality
of thought and be effectively written.
Celebrated authors Marge Piercy and
Vivian Gornick, along with the editors
of OTI, will judge your entries.
1999. OTI is not responsible for lost, damaged, or postage-due entries. Manuscripts
cannot be returned.
5. The award-winning submissions become
the property of On The Issues, which retains
the right to print the winning entries, subject
to the magazine's editorial process.
6. All federal, state, and local regulations
apply. Taxes are the winners' responsibility.
7. The judges' decision is final. First prize is
$750 plus publication in the magazine; the
second place winner will receive $250 plus
publication.
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FEEDBACK

Emma Thompson Inspires and
Provokes
Fabulous magazine. I am sending a
check to subscribe. I picked up a
copy in Sylva, North Carolina, after
seeing Emma Thompson's picture on
the cover [FaU 1998]. I had heard she
was making a movie about Victor
Jara, and I was wondering how I
might find out more about that.
Thank you so much for the great
magazine you put out. I'll look forward to future issues.
Chuck Brodsy - Asheville, NC
Emma Thompson ["The World's Her
Stage," Fall 1998] says she "likes
human beings who have suffered.
They're kinder." If only that were
true, there'd be a lot of kind people in
the world! But it isn't true: All victims
do not become perpetrators, but all
perpetrators were once victims.
(Adolf Hitler was a severely battered
child; most, if not all, sexual abusers
were themselves sexually abused as
children.) Suffering does not inherently make people good; it's all in
how you deal with it. Victims who
consciously deal with their victimization and don't internalize it will probably end up empathizing with other
victims; but victims who internalize,
repress, and deny their experience are
very likely to repeat with others the
same cruelty they were subject to.
Judith Antonelli - Brookline, MA
Truth in Movies Needed
Regarding Margaret Morganroth
Gullette's article proposing that feminists boycott movies showing violence against women ["Reel Danger,"
Fall 1998]—I understand and support
her outrage at the misogyny in our
culture. I too have walked out of
movies too violent or too sexist to
endure. But I think we need to be
wary of focusing only on details. The
context does make a difference.

It's sad but true that assault, rape,
and murder are real-life experiences;
they're not just movie themes.
Women who have experienced
domestic violence or child abuse
have a right to have their stories told.
They should not be asked to remain
silent, as if it didn't happen or they
were ashamed it happened to them.
Being a witness is an important part
of feminism, and the arts have a role
to play in that process.
My own theory is that men generally like movies in which the main
character is either the detective or
the perpetrator. They denigrate
movies that show the victim's perspective because they don't want to
(or can't) imagine themselves in that
position.
But let us tell the truth. As Primo
Levi, a survivor of the Holocaust,
said, "Silence is complicity." The
answer is not to demand violencefree movies but to support feminist
directors and playwrights who tell
the truth about women's lives even
when it's ugly.
Jesse Winter - Seattle, WA

emia, I'm appalled at the exploitation
of temporary and part-time faculty,
many of whom deserve, and would
be able to contribute much more in,
secure, full-time teaching positions. I
also know that many women's studies program, including my own, are
trying to correct the situation by
pressuring administrators to convert
part-timers to full-time and by creating their own endowed professorships. Any women's studies program
would be thrilled to receive an application from someone as well known
and valued as Kate Millett.
I do not have the slightest idea
why she's been unable to find the
place she wants in academia. Still,
each of us makes choices, and experiences successes and failures that
lead to further choices, and time
passes. I'm sad that Millett's brilliance
is no longer being rewarded as it
should be, and that she's unhappy
with her present situation, but I'm
terribly disappointed that she's so
bitter and resentful.
Kathleen Preston Knight -

OTI Pumps Up the Brain Cells
I just received my sample issue, and I
must say that I am delighted with the
magazine. After a few years of being
"out of it" and just dealing with my
life at hand, I was in a void and desperately needed something to get me
back into feminism and to get my
mind and enthusiasm working again.
Thanks for bringing us your magazine!
Tina Yeamans — Salt Lake City, UT

New Empathy for Afghan
Women
Responding to a trial offer of On The
Issues, I received the Summer 1998
issue. If it had contained no other
article but Jan Goodwin's report
"Buried Alive: Afghan Women under
the Taliban," I would still subscribe,
and after I told a friend about it, she,
too, will subscribe.
Never before have I been so
affected by the plight of women outside my own nation. I cannot forget
them. I imagine myself, as I go
through my daily routines, wearing a
burqa veil. I feel in a new and powerful way the contrast between my
freedom as an American woman,
which sometimes I take for granted,
and the oppression of my gender in

Sad about Millett, but Also
Disappointed
I thought other readers would share
my feelings about Kate Millett's essay
["Out of the Loop and Out of
Print," Summer 1998], but apparently not. As a 20-year veteran of acad-

Teasdale, UT
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pumping iron makes me a little
uncomfortable."
Hello. Molly, have you ever
walked into a health club? Perhaps
you were too busy pumping ink to
notice what's been going on for
years.
As for women going to war, I
have a problem with anyone coming
home in a body bag, given that war
is an exercise in futility. But is it better that we stay home only to be
treated by men as the enemy, than go
to war alongside them as equals?
The world has miraculously
survived the threat of women
becoming stronger mentally, emotionally, and even politically, but
there remains the threat of women
gaining corporeal strength that the
world, according to Molly just
might not be ready to handle. I can
understand (but never condone)
men's desire to hold on to their
last bastion of hope for claiming
privilege and power over women
(i.e. their testosterone-induced
greater physical strength). But
shame on you, Molly Haskell, for
helping these men keep women
limited to their role as soft, physiIf America wants such a leader,
Tracye Sine - cally weak little creatures, thereby
then hire the Dalai Lama or the
Owens Cross Roads, AL invalidating those women who
Pope. Those individuals who live in
cannot, or choose not to, conform
glass houses in Washington, D.C.,and Female Muscles Not to Be
to such a role.
in their home states should be mind- Feared
Kathleen J. Thomas ful of their own sexual encounters In
her
article
"Hollywood
Arvada, CO
before passing judgment. How many Downsizes Women" [Spring 1998],
affairs has Ken Starr had, how many Molly Haskell commends Helen
partners has Newt Gingrich enter- Hunt and Pam Grier for not selling
OTI welcomes letters and
tained, how many media reporters out to the Hollywood notion that
considers them for publication
are sinless, etc.? If it became neces- leading ladies must appear young
in the magazine and on its web
sary to cleanse government of sexual and beautiful in order to receive a
site, unless otherwise specified.
activity, then Washington would be a part. (Funny that Hollywood should
Letters may be edited for clarighost town.
mirror society's notion of how
ty and space. Send to OTI, 2928 41st Ave., 12th floor, Long
We hired William J. Clinton, the women must appear in order to
Island City, NY 11101-3303 or
politician, and he's a damn good receive credit or have value.) It
e-mail us at: onissues@echopolitical leader!
seems contradictory, then, that Ms.
nyc.com.
Halina Biernacki — Haskell admits that "the vision of
Cheektowaga, NY Demi Moore, in the film G.I. Jane,
Motherhood Is a Feminist Issue
Westry Green's "Loving LongDistance: Notes from a Lesbian
Mom" [Summer 1998] is a chilling
account of the state of motherhood
today. This woman has truly lived a
nightmare,
and I can only marvel at
Cheers & Jeers for Clinton
the
strength
she has maintained for
Condemnation
the
sake
of
her
son, a child ripped
Finally! A voice of sanity in the
out
of
the
arms
of
his mother to be
world ["What's a Feminist To Do?"
raised
by
a
misogynist
homophobe.
by Merle Hoffman, Summer 1998]!
I thought I was the only real feminist
It is clear to me that the usurpaleft.
tion of motherhood is among the
I'm going to "buy" the word fem- most important challenges we, as
inist and copyright it, and people feminists, face today. Some shy away
will have to check with me before from the issue, claiming that to recthey can use it. You can use it any ognize women's life-creating abilities
time you like, free of charge. Thank would somehow be an admission of
you for an articulate well-written "inequality." I fail to see how recognizing such a unique and vital abiliarticle!
Kim McCarten, via E-mail ty would entitle women to fewer
rights. Surely the fact that women
It's quite obvious that reports on can have children is a strength and
the Clinton "sex scandal" are a not a weakness, as long as motherconvenient cover for some political hood remains voluntary. Women
scheme. The only truth about lying who fail to realize this are only
is that everybody lies. Some other harming themselves, and I urge the
truths are: Sex is natural; celibacy is feminist community, if they wish to
not hereditary; and most impor- attack the heart of the patriarchy, to
tantly, politicians are not spiritual start by helping women like Westry
Green.
leaders.

another nation. I commend you for
your courage and insight in publishing that article.You have done a great
service to womankind.
Glenna E. Cook - Tacoma, WA
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The Hormone Wars

Mothers, daughters and estrogen

My teenager, dressed in two layers of tee
shirts, a sweat shirt, and pants big
t started just as the bus left the enough for the two of us, met me at the
expressway. The familiar warmth door with the phone attached to one
began somewhere near my waist- ear. She was the picture of cool, and I
line, and crept upward, spreading felt the familiar heat return to my waist,
a layer of hot moisture that would triggering something close to anger—
end at my scalp—where icy-hot ringers admittedly both misdirected and
would make my roots stand on end. I unfounded—because she was not
felt my underwear starting to cling, and sweating.
instinctively groped for buttons, zippers,
"Hi, mom," she said with sincere
anything I could loosen or remove to nonchalance.
get some relief and still remain
"Why isn't the air-conditioner on?"
respectable. I started to feel panicky, and
"I'm not hot."
for a brief, wild moment entertained the
"Well, I am.Why are you wearing all
thought of dashing up to the driver and those clothes?"
ordering him to drive to Iceland. The
"I like them."
urge passed, and I dabbed at the line of
"Well, it's too hot. Take them off."
perspiration trickling down my left
"Why do I have to take my clothes
temple, stealing a glance around the off because you're hot?"
crowded bus to see who was witnessing
Having drawn in my breath to furmy private battle against the inferno that ther voice my displeasure, I was silenced
had engulfed my body. N o one was by the reality that she was right. Why
looking. I sighed and sat back, bracing should she have to strip to cool me off?
myself to ride out the heat—and pre- Why is it that menopause makes you
pare for the feel as if everyone in the world should
...Stie
chiU I would understand your dilemma and, in a uni. , ,
feel afterward, versal show of sympathy, start to strip
quickly
m the air-conthe moment the fire hits you?
T
ditioned bus
L (I R E T T \
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sion course in our house, and the best
we could hope for was that the worst of
each would hit on alternate days. Still, in
all honesty, this little period of turbulence was inevitable. After all, there had
been numerous signs in the course of
the almost two decades we had shared
on this earth that these days were
unlikely to consist of a continual procession of Kodak moments.

Loretta Williams (left) and her daughter
deal with life's seasons together.

Our life together was fairly uneventful until, at around age seven, when the
first little seedlings of independence
sprout, my daughter brought my lifelong dream of dressing my little girl in
cute little dresses, jumpers, and ruffled
reminds me
i 5 t e p p e d off
y daughter and I had arrived socks to a screeching halt. "Mommy, it's
simultaneously at places in our time to update my wardrobe," she
7 ^ 7
the bus into the
lives where hormonal changes announced one day with adult convicthat the reason s d f l m g
July
7-5
7• 7
heat, my hair would wreak physical and emotional tion, when I picked her up from the
havoc with both of us, and coping after-school program. "I'm the only one
I'm so highwould require all the patience and who wears dresses." Determined not to
plast;re/to m y
understanding we could muster for each have her be the odd one out in anys ku11 and m
strung and
,
, ^ other. As my body screamed in protest, thing, I made a beeline to Kids ' R ' Us,
°
dress stuck to trying desperately to hold onto what and loaded up on the latest in kidalways going
thefromof me. Mother Nature was slowly draining diewear—sweatshirts and jeans. When
J
°
°
The edgy feel- away, that wise and knowing Mother did little little girls start to dress like
backtOthe
ing that was my was dousing hers with mega-doses of boys anyway?
c o m p a n i o n the same stuff, catching her off guard,
hen suddenly she was a teen,and
and causing responses eerily similar to
past is that I
* e s e days start- my
the real hormones kicked in. I
own. As I battled wackiness and selfed to surface as absorption, my teenager struggled with
found myself wondering where
don 't have a
I approached moodiness and self-doubt, plus the per- her need to challenge everything with
my house, and I plexing dilemma presented by her her youthful brand of logic came from.
comforted
wanting to cling to me even as she was Could it be that the horse-sized premyself
with fighting to let go. Emotions hung in the natal vitamin pills I and, perforce, she
visions of short shorts, iced tea, and the air like storm clouds, ready to rain down took for nine months were the timefamiliar drone of World News Tonight on both of us at the first provocation by release variety?
filling my air-cooled bedroom. But it a word or look. In other words, adolesAccording to the experts, no matter
was not to be. I was greeted instead by a cence and menopause were on a colli- how grown up teenagers feel, they still
hot breeze pouring in through wide
open windows, and music loud enough
ON THE ISSUES
to shatter glass blaring from the stereo.
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need guidance, support, and a haven
from which to venture forth and to
which they can return. I have tried to
provide all of the above, but some of our
biggest disagreements these days center
around these matter. I say that fifteen is
too young for unchaperoned parties
and one-on-one dating, and she is forbidden to do both. She says that everyone else's mother trusts their daughters) to go out alone, and she is the
only one being treated like a baby. I am
mindful of the generation gap, yet am
unable to fight the urge to tell her that
I was fully 17 years of age before I was
permitted to go out alone with a boy, in
addition to which I had to be home by
10:30 pm. In fact, my mother used to
set her alarm so she could get out of
bed at 10:15 and sit by the door for the
countdown. I never asked why she did
it, I tell my daughter; nor was I alone,
since all over the neighborhood "everyone else's" mother or father was sitting
watch by the door. Of course, I concede, this was almost 40 years ago,
before the "village" was eroded by
media that seem to teach disrespect and
violence. She tells me to calm down and
that I get too carried away about things.
I often wonder whether, if my
daughter had been born 10 years earlier, when I was at the ideal physical age
of 27 (instead of when I was 37), the
music would still be too loud. (I have a
hard time these days separating normal
agitation from the effects of youknow-what.) But surely anyone over

sense that the coming and going of my
fifth decade must mean something. I'm
still not sure what, or to whom, but I'll
hang on to my old cart and rummage
through it from time to time and pull
out another piece of ancient wisdom
for her to challenge.
In spite of the spaces created by
time and distance, and the hormonefueled battles that we sometimes
acknowledge that the age of inno- engage in, there must run between us
cence, when fun for a child was fol- an underlying current of love, respect,
lowing a ladybug all day long, and and mutual support. I take the time to
the biggest challenge jumping off the celebrate her—I love her level-headhenhouse without breaking one's edness and determination, and the
ankles, is long gone; I admit that, despite beautiful melodies that fill our house
trying to keep an open mind and not be when she bursts into song. I respect her
too critical, I do slip at times. right to question me, and ask in return
Whereupon, she quickly reminds me only that, since I've been around a
that the reason I'm so high-strung and while longer, she trust me to know
am always going back to the past is that that some things never change. I tell
I don't have a life. I'll admit to that too. her that she should find her voice but
After working all week, running a lower the volume once in a while to
household, attending evening school, hear the time-tested messages passed
running 5K races, timing hot flashes, and down from her grandmother and
generally holding everything together great-grandmother, messages that
on all fronts—when does her cyber- worked for me and most assuredly will
smart little mind suppose I have time for work for her. The important thing is
a life? Just as a hot flash overtakes me, I that we continue to grow, and go on to
remind her that her comment was quite become the people we were intended
an observation for someone who hasn't to be. We should not let the seasons of
seen the floor of her room in six years.
our lives cause us to stand in each
These days, I'm left feeling as though other's way, for as surely as winter turns
I'm slowly pulling a rickety old cartful into spring, this one too shall pass.
of knowledge against traffic down the
information superhighway with Loretta Williams is a freelance writer who
microchips whizzing by on both sides. I lives in New York City with her daughter.
am urged onward, however, by a strong Site is at work on her first novel

30 would crumble under 160 decibels?
I've concluded that what makes her
turn the music up so loud is the same
monster that urges her to go outside in
freezing weather without a coat, and
impels her to remind me of something
I did to her when she was two years
old, yet won't let her remember to take
out the garbage.

I

Serving the Sentence
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ly friend Elizabeth is in prison.
] "Please send me poetry
|books," she writes.
I imagine her sitting in her
Icell until lights out, reading
Keats or Marge Piercy, and writing letters to
her husband and son. I imagine her lying on
the two-inch mattress, tucking the thin blanket around her, grieving over her family, her
home, her work, all the things she had to
leave behind.
When Elizabeth and her husband were
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From both sides of the bars

accused of insurance fraud in connection
with their small business, I knew little about
the charges, except that they were controversial.
"I am not guilty," she told me two years
and ten lawyers ago when the story first hit
the papers. Already she was immersed in
depositions, enormous legal bills, hearings,
the case entangled in politics. After that first
story in the newspaper, many of her friends
abandoned her.
"I am not guilty," she told me, when she
was on bail and forced to live under partial
house arrest, wearing an electronic ankle

bracelet that let her whereabouts be known
at every moment; when she missed seeing
her 15-year-old son play basketball because
she had to be home by 7 p.m. every
evening.
"I am not guilty," she told me after the
trial, and after she was sentenced to prison:
five years in the federal penitentiary. Her
husband got seven.
I look in the mirror and I see Elizabeth. I
wonder, Who is truly not guilty? Is putting
someone like Elizabeth in prison making the
world a better and safer place?
Before Elizabeth, prison was for "other

people," people who didn't follow rules, who
didn't care about others, who were hurtful
and harmful. But Elizabeth is one of the
kindest, most caring people I know.
"I am lucky because I can see the KMart parking lot out my window," she
writes. I feel her longing. She has been
sent hundreds of miles south and her husband has been sent hundreds of miles
west. "The parking lot reminds me of ordinary life. I can't see the people, but I imagine them buying towels and socks and
sweatshirts, and I know someday I'll be
doing that again."

She feels an odd

until Elizabeth I have never met someone
like me. The inhumanity seems unconscionable. Even more unconscionable is
that I can't figure out how to help.
camaraderie
So I write to her and pray for her, and I
think of her often. I think of her when I am
with the others.
discouraged, when I am worried about
money, concerned about my children or
feeling stressed out by work. Sometimes,
She also feels the
when I am rushing through the grocery
store, I think, "Elizabeth would really
emotional tension.
appreciate picking out her own food,
drawal from drugs and alcohol. Many are unloading her basket, carrying her gromothers and wives, torn from their hus- ceries out to the car." I slow down, and
Meanwhile, Elizabeth is on "butt bands and children, isolated from every- remind myself that what I am doing is a
patrol," spending four hours a day picking thing they love. The mourning and anger privilege, not a chore.
up litter in the prison yard. As one of the are sometimes overwhelming.
"I'm taking two classes in Bible studfew women in the prison with a college
Elizabeth too feels overwhelmed. Three ies," Elizabeth writes. "The teacher treats
education, she asked if she could help weeks after her arrest, her older son was us like we are real human beings."
other prisoners study for their high school shot and killed in a random act of violence.
Elizabeth was one of my closest friends,
equivalency test. Her offer was refused, She and her husband sought permission to someone I loved eating dinner with, going
without explanation. She signed up for a see their son's body.
for walks with, talking about books with.
creative writing class, but was told her
They were told they would have to pay She and her husband welcomed me into
"sentence was too long. Those classes are special marshals to escort them, that is, if their family. Now, Elizabeth is no longer
for short-timers."
the marshals were available. An hour just a friend: She is an inspiration. I admire
My images of prison, like most peo- before the funeral home closed, the mar- the way she is making a spiritual journey
ple's, are from television and the movies. shals appeared, manacled them, and drove out of her prison time. I admire the gentle
In my letters, I ask if she is afraid of the them to the funeral home. Elizabeth sat and courageous way she is living through
other inmates, if she feels she could sud- next to her husband, but couldn't even her "too-long sentence." And even though
denly be stabbed or raped. Elizabeth is not hold his hand, because of the way her my own life sentence is different—freer,
afraid. She feels an odd sense of commu- hands were manacled. At the funeral more filled with hope and opportunity—I
nity and camaraderie with the others. She home, they looked at their nineteen-year- pray that I can do the same.
old son for the last time. Heavy chains
also feels the emotional tension.
"Every two weeks or so, emotions rise. weighed down Elizabeth She couldn't Deborah Shouse sees her writing as a way
to understand and celebrate the intricaThen, I know something will happen. I try to touch her son or kiss him good-bye.
Her work has
How does she stand it? I wonder with cies of everyday life.
lie low, hang out in my cell more," she
each letter I get from her. I have met peo- appeared in Ms., Family Circle and
writes back.
Many of the inmates are suffering with- ple who have been in prison before, but Christian Science Monitor.

sense of community and
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y grandmother told me
the same stories over and
over. Many times she'd
recount the tale of receiving her first paycheck and
what she bought with it (a housedress for
her mother and a shirt for her brother).
She also liked to tell me how she'd
caught her nephew Edward, who'd run
away, by waiting with Grandpa in an
alcove until Edward walked by on the
sidewalk and Grandpa jumped out and

grabbed him.Then there was the story of
how Grandpa almost lost his construction business when a less than scrupulous
business partner talked him into building
laundromats.
My grandmother was the daughter
of Irish immigrants, and the Irish have
never been slouches in the storytelling
department. My father used to find his
mother's story recycling exasperating.
My mother thought it amusing. Neither
of them understood what was going on.
I had an advantage: I'd studied anthropology for four years as an undergraduate

at the University ofVirginia. In telling her
stories again and again, my grandmother
was both shaping and passing on her
truths. She created and nurtured myth.
"The oral tradition," as we anthropology
students called it, was something to be
respected and preserved. With the running
threads of her characters, my grandmother wove a tapestry of life as she knew it, as
it had been told to her and as she wanted
it passed on to the generations to come.
After all, my grandmother, the daughter of
Irish immigrants, had grown up with a
kitchen-full of Irish women tellina; tales
ONTHEISNIES 9

and reading fortunes in teacups.
Which reminds me of one of my
grandmother's favorite stories . . .
Once, when a friend of the family
asked to have his fortune read in tea leaves,
my grandmothers mother foretold a car
accident "within a week or two."The prediction proved true, and the young man
never let anyone tell his fortune again.
hough my grandmother was
accustomed to teacup fortunes
and card readings, it took a lot for
a friend to convince her to go to a palm
reader. And when the palm reader told
her she would marry twice, she grew
indignant and declared the fortune teller
a fraud. "I'll never marry more than
once," my grandmother said.
The palm reader, however, wasn't
wrong. My grandmother eloped with my
grandfather (Irish Protestant and Irish
Catholic families didn't exactly encourage
mixed marriages).When my grandfather's
mother found out about the marriage, she
marched the couple to church, had the
marriage banns announced, and eventually saw that they were remarried by a

T

Myfather used to
find his mother s story
recycling exasperating. My
mother thought it amusing.
Neither of them understood
what was going o
priest. "So I did get married twice, you
see," my grandmother would recount.
"But both times it was to the same man."
My grandmother was a book-keeping
clerk with a tenth-grade education, and
my grandfather was a construction
worker with even less schooling. When
the Depression hit, they found themselves out of work, with a newborn to
feed. Construction projects were nonexistent, so it was my grandmother who
found a job, though she had to pretend
to be single in order to be hired. Despite
10
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the desperation of the times, enough
people had enough money to keep the
hotel business in business. (Long after the
Depression and long after they'd learned
about her family, the staff at the Waldorf
Astoria still called my grandmother
"Miss") She worked each evening until
she had her accounts balanced to the
penny and, eventually, was promoted to
head of bookkeeping. Oscar Tschirky, the
famed manager of the Waldorf, often sent
presents down to my grandmother to
thank her for her work.
Though she worked long hours, my
grandmother was never too tired for a
good time. She told me about stopping
on her way home from work to pick up
ice cream packed in dry ice, about
watching baseball games on Friday
nights and going to the dances afterward,
and about cooking steaks for all their
friends in the backyard.
Without realizing it at the time, I was
learning from my grandmother's stories
that effort is rewarded, that women are as
strong as men, and that it's possible to
balance work with play.
I was learning, as well, what loyalty,
honesty, and generosity meant.

the brown suit," and the other was my
grandfather. By the time the dance was
over, my grandmother had chosen. She
was 18 years old when she married my
grandfather, and she was 65 when she
buried him. In the years between those
two events, my grandparents created
together the stories that were my grandmothers favorites—stories about their
friend Gene Krupa and parties at the
Forty-Four Club, about their first trip to

Jody Lannen Brady with her grandmother,
the late Mae J. Lannen.

Mexico, and so many, many more. These
are the kinds of stories we should know.
They tell us who we are by telling us
what has gone on before us. They are stories of joy and of heartbreak—often in
equal measure.
I buried my grandmother last May. I
can't find words adequate to describe the
loss. But I do know words that make the
loss bearable; they are the words I heard
over and over again. They are my grandmother's stories, a gift she gave me to
store away for the day when she wouldn't be here to sit in her favorite chair and
tell them to me.

learned much from the stories of
family pain. Of the day my grandmother found her teenaged brother
Frankie dead in his bed. About how my
grandmother's sister-in-law, Lillian, died
in the hospital after giving birth while
my grandmother's brother Eddie was at
home getting things ready for the new
baby, and how later Eddie refused an
autopsy: "He said, 'It won't bring her
back, will it?'" And, the story goes on,
Eddie agreed to send his infant daughter
home with my grandmother. They
named the baby Lillian after her mother, Jody Lannen Brady is the granddaughter of
and my grandparents gave her a home Mae]. Lannen. She is a freelance writer and
and shared her parenting with Eddie until lives with her family in Annandale, VA.
the day he died, alone in his apartment
after being hit by a car and stumbling
home bleeding. My grandmother lost her
On Tlie Issues accepts personal opinion
"beautiful" Eddie, but she raised his
essays for Talking Feminist of up to
daughter. "My angel," she called Lillian.
1000 words for which we pay $125.
Grandma had worn a black suit with a
Please send a self-addressed stamped
paisley blouse to the dance at the Waldorf
envelope with submissions. Our ediAstoria the night that she met my grandtors cannot comment unless manufather. Two young men vied for her attenscripts are accepted.
tion that evening: One was "the man with
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, when it was originally discovered, was a horrible concoction that had
red peppers boiled in it. You drank it holding your nose. It took the creativity of
nuns in Mexico to eliminate the capsicum and add milk and sugar. Their creation
tasted so good that, after inventing the drink, the nuns did nothing else but produce, and
probably consume, it. Ultimately, the Vatican banned chocolate—and the nuns.
Women clearly invented ecstasy. Which is probably why
Western culture has long banned them from creative and controlling roles in the most ecstatic endeavor we have—music,
the chocolate of the mind.Yet in all probability, music was also
invented by women, though you would never know it from
looking at the Western canon: from Bach to Gershwin to
Lennon and McCartney to Tupac Shakur, it's mainly men.
When one thinks of women in the music world, what comes
to mind is women as performers: Women on display, not
women as composers or impresarios.
Now, in a rapidly changing world, the assumption is that the
place of women in all kinds of music has changed for the better. In some ways it has. In many ways it's worse.

certain creativity in going from "Like a Virgin" through the
dark corridors of S&M to being the spiritually well attuned
mother of a fatherless child, like the original. But it speaks
more of shamelessly cynical marketing savvy than the highest
peaks of art. Madonna might make two points, however: One,
what other place does this society have for women? And two,
how else can a gifted woman make a mint and get power?
The question to ask, of course, isn't, Why have there been
no female musicians of the stature ofVerdi or Elvis, but rather,
Why don't we know about them and their music? After all, one
of the oldest forms of music, the lament, was not only the
exclusive province of women but also the basis for much
"mainstream" Western music. Research published by Gail
Hoist- Warhaft in her book Dangerous Voices and by
SILENCED BY THE CHURCH
Constantina-Nadia Seremetakis in The Last Word has shown
Though women have had to fight to create in all arts, histori- that the lament tradition—which includes the preparation of
cally music has been the arena most inaccessible to them. That the corpse and the celebration of the life, and ends with long
is odd, given how important women's music is in many prim- cries and songs of grief—was passed on from one generation
itive cultures. It is even more peculiar when one considers that of women to the next. Women alone made creative changes.
the first people to sing, indeed to speak, were most likely The men stood around and watched uncomfortably.
Women lamented the death of Christ with music, and very
women. Gathering out in the fields, calling to one another and
their children, women probably sang as a means of communi- likely invented the Passion narrative. Jesus had women followcation quite frequently, while for men on the hunt silence ers, and wealthy and well-connected matrons occupied imporwould have been essential. And surely, from time immemorial, tant positions in the early commemoration of him. According
even in caves, mothers have crooned lullabies to restless babies. to Pliny, if hymns were sung (as he suggests in a letter to the
Yet in a world where music has made multi-millionaires, it Emperor Trajan, c. 111 C.E.), many, if not all, would have been
is rarely women, save the few like Streisand, who have made written by women. In the 2nd century, the "inspired utterthe fortunes in music. Those who usually have done best are ances"—probably chanted or sung—of two women, Prisca and
figurative courtesans like Madonna, who adopt the fetish cos- Maximilla, were widely known.
Women in the late Roman Empire (which is credited with
tume of the moment and sell themselves like crazy. There is a
OX THE ISSUES 1 1

"civilizing the world") had a lot of
power, legally as well as socially, as
long as they were Roman citizens.
But Christians, in their fervor to
"convert" the world, disempowered
women. Eventually the church
came to see them as vessels of sin
(rather than as repositories of wisdom, which religious scholar Elaine
Pagels has argued is what the Holy
Spirit initially meant). As music was
added to church services, the
Catholic Church preferred castrating boys to having the choir loft
defiled by the presence of women.
The basis of large-scale Western
music and theater was the "visitatio
sepulchri," or lamenting antiphons
(also called sung dialogues), which
concerned the feelings of the three
Marys during their visit to the
tomb of Christ. But the women's
roles were taken by men. Women
were not permitted to participate in
any official way in the church service, let
alone to sing or compose. Not until
later, in the Dark Ages, did touring
female troubadours emerge to help in
the gradual secularization of music and
narrative. But for their pains they were
likely to end up dead in a ditch or
burned at the stake.
One wonders if the lament of a
mother reminded a man of his own
mother's lullabies, and if linking women
with birth and death in this way has
always had and continues to have something to do with the resistance of men
to women who make music. Indeed, socalled civilization seems positively intent
on repressing women in music. The
Chinese opera, for example, which
became enormously popular after the
16th century, is an all male endeavor.
The Japanese Kabuki, less improvisational, is strictly a male preserve, passed
on from father to son. The far more
severe Japanese Noh drama is likewise
for men. (Japanese culture did allow
women to make music publicly in some
limited circumstances: Geishas, for
example, were trained musicians, but
their sole function was to pleasure men.)
The story of Christ, with its archetypal patterns of suffering and redemption is
exalting and inspiring. Naturally, women
were driven to create music to dramatize
it from the earliest times of the Christian
movement. But for most of next two
12
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Women were considered
incapable of writing
major classical workseven though they did
millennia, the fate of nun and composer
Lucrezia Vizzana, in the early 17th century, was typical. Her texts are highly
charged, and her music suggests an ecstatic dreamer. An innovator, she wrote in
the then cutting-edge "stile secondo"—
freer, more ecstatic than the chaster "stile
antico" (old style). Vizzana enjoyed a
brief vogue, then was silenced, presumably by her superiors, and wrote nothing
for 40 years. She may have been driven
mad or, far worse for a composer, into
muteness. For more than 400 years, her
music went unheard. Only recently has
her complete repetoire been given its
first recording (on a Linn Records CD).

THE THREAT OF FEMALE COMPOSERS
The outstanding exception to such
repression is the 12th-century composer
(also scientist, reformer, and mystic)
Hildegard von Bingen (1098-1179). One
of the geniuses ofWestern music, she was
also virtually forgotten until recent interest in women's history unearthed her.

Born to noble parents, she became
the abbess of a convent, where she
was in the rare position of doing
pretty much what she pleased.
Known as the "Sybil of the Rhine,"
she composed music that is amazing
in its complexity and variety, and
greatly extended the musical
rhetoric of the day. (She is also recognized today as being the author
of the first scientific treatise written
by a woman.)
In Hildegard's case, it made all
the difference that, as an abbess, she
ran her own little empire within
her convent's walls. "Music is above
all a practical art," says Ellen Taaffe
Zwilich (b. 1939), a Pulitzer Prizewinning coinposer and one of the
most esteemed creators and mentors in today's classical music. "You
need to have the elements you are
writing for available to you.
Whether they are voices or instruments or both. You need to hear what
you've written."
The history of Clara Schumann, the
wife of the early 19th-century German
composer Robert Schumann and sometime muse of Johannes Brahms, reflects
the tendency to dismiss the music of
women based on limited samples often
recorded by less than transcendently talented musicians. It would be interesting,
indeed stunning, to have the music of all
these women given the passionate advocacy Leonard Bernstein gave to Mahler's.
A couple of early opera divas, notably
Pauline Viardot (the lover of the 19thcentury Russian novelist and playwright
Ivan Turgenev, and in his mind, his
equal), composed. Today's current rage,
soprano Cecilia Bartoli, sings some of
Viardot's songs. But then as now, with
very few exceptions, women who wanted to compose exclusively, especially in
larger forms, and be taken seriously,
failed. And then as now, with a few
exceptions, women who wanted to control their own careers, to call the shots,
were likely to be shot down instead.
Felix Mendelssohn had a sister, Fanny
Hensel, who also composed, but he
mocked her creative efforts incessantly.
Yet Felix, in the immortal words of the
composer-conductor Pierre Boulez,
developed from "a genius to a [mere] talent." He was a teenager when he composed most of his famous works, while
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Fanny went in the opposite direction,
finally composing a magnificent major
work just before she collapsed and died
at the age of 42, while rehearsing one of
her brother's massive but minor pieces.
The circumstances of society forced
Johann Sebastian Bach, perhaps the
greatest genius in Western music, to use
boys and shrieking men in the magnificent arias of lament he wrote for women
"characters" in his great Passions.
Reportedly, he was not happy about this;
it is notable that the compositions of his
beloved second wife, Anna Magdalena,
appear alongside his in his notebooks.
But more often than not, women in
classical music were considered nonentities. Composition teachers even in this
century commonly thought mathematical theories (such as those on which
twelve-tone music is based), were the
mescaline of musical creativity, which of
course only men could metabolize. For a
long time it was believed that women's
brains were "weaker" on the mathematical side than men's, and therefore no
woman could write symphonic music.
By sheer determination, Zwilich, for
example, went freelance ("a nightmare for
men, too," she says, laughing). She played
in orchestras while learning how to play
the political games necessary to get her
work performed. "Once they hear you
can write a large piece for 90 instruments,
your gender really doesn't matter. But
getting to that point is the problem!"
But Zwilich's mastery of the
"game"—obtaining the right agent,
schmoozing every possible contact,
being available 24 hours a day for interviews, lecturing anywhere that would
have her, developing her own mailing
lists of sympathetic critics and arts editors—has brought its own critics. "She
thinks she's Ludwiga van Beethoven" is
how one press agent (a female) expressed
it. Peter G. Davis, a brilliant and far from
misogynistic critic says, "Zwilich proves
if you annoy enough people enough of
the time, enough of them who matter
will take you seriously."
Zwilich's music is beautiful, lustrous,
and accessible. But in a media culture,
everyone must be sold. When the sale is
clinched you can—with luck—get an
orchestra or an opera company or at least
a prominent chamber group to perform,
I and perhaps even record, your work. But
§ not everyone has the gumption, the

know-how, or the organizational skills to sell herself
successfully in the malecontrolled music industry.

BANKRUPTING THE TALENT
Nowadays, it's tempting to
forget the historic struggle
women composers have
faced, in part because there
are many highly visible
women in popular music,
where it has been easier for
them to achieve success as
performers. But fame and
riches are not the same as
power, and women have
been co-opted by commercial forces more commonly than men.
Though there is huge money to be
made in pop music of all kinds, it doesn't
invariably filter down to the performers.
The great industry moguls, such as the billionaire David Geffen
(now of
DreamWorks, the studio he started and
largely financed with Jeffrey Katzenberg
and Steven Spielberg, who are merely
multi-millionaires), have made fortunes
while the female "talent" has frequently
gone bankrupt.
Geffen was Joni Mitchell's roommate
back in the '60s, and he almost single
handedly discovered and promoted Laura
Nyro. But there are those (including at
times Mitchell and Nyro), who reportedly felt he wouldn't let them grow as
artists, abandoned them when they didn't
do as he said, and constructed contracts
to their disadvantage. With some justice,
he would claim that he was doing what
everyone did and expected, and in the
end the women went along with him.
Last year, at age 49, Nyro died of ovarian cancer in reduced circumstances and
largely forgotten, or ignored, by the male
deejays. But during the '60s, her songs
were "covered" (sung by other talent) by
more artists than any other songwriter in
popular music except the Beatles.

Mitchell's bitterness toward Geffen has
been pretty scorching in many interviews, and though she's not in financial
straits, she has far less money than any of
the men who had hits when she did.
There is a curious mentality in what
the agents in L.A. call "this business of
show." Women performers are trophies:
owned, directed, "created." Men aren't
necessarily well or fairly treated in all
cases, but there is less invested in "possessing" them, and they get more respect.
Dreamworks paid George Michael
more than $20 million before he laid
down a single track for them; no woman
has ever gotten that kind of deal.
Instead, the usual tactic is to pay
female
"talent"
(the
industry
euphemism) huge advances, and then
charge them for everything against those
advances, a la the old Hollywood starmachine system. This happens to men
too, but women run up higher bills.They
are expected to look spectacular and live
like goddesses, so costly trunks of fragile
designer gowns, vastly expensive plastic
surgery, specially engineered make-up
and hair-dos, the limo lifestyle, the secretaries, the "bodyguards" tend to inflate
their expenses beyond those such as session time in studios (hugely costly), pubUNTHEISSI'KS 1 3

licity, arrangers, and hotels that are typical in the industry regardless of the performer's gender. Even when an album
earns an immense amount of money,
there may be very little left over for the
artist once all the "charges" have been
deducted. It's also not unusual for the
mogul in this situation to have a "managerial" position with respect to his
female "talent." Typically, this position
entitles him to 10 to 15 percent off the
top of all the money that comes in, and
higher percentages of revenues from
"merchandising" or spin-offs.

music" as well as singing "spirituals," of
course. But she achieved her success
slowly, cleaning houses for a long time to
pay for voice lessons, then marrying a
light-skinned black man who got
decent-paying work by passing as white
in an all-white firm (she pretended to be
his maid when his colleagues came over
for the occasional dinner), and who
helped her pay for lessons in language
and style. It took the championship of
Eleanor Roosevelt to put her over the
top in this country, after she had long
been a star in Europe.

In this fashion, a female artist finds
herself deep in debt to the record company and/or mogul or both. As her
career cools off, she may end up broke
and in the hole to her mentor, with few
options for raising more money. Finally
the IRS shows up, usually hitting the
celeb for back taxes (penalties and interest added, of course) on money that
often actually went to the producer, the
studio, or an accountant, but was "credited" to the talent. The IRS invariably
goes after the individual rather than a
large company, probably because moguls
have a habit of forming conglomerates
to shelter their assets. Ruin is a very real
possibility for many of the women
musicians we've all known and loved.
Diana Ross went through this. So did
Joni Mitchell, who is such a fighter that
she won her case with the IRS.

While her grand manner, though
profoundly felt, was considered "highfalutin," Anderson suffered as much in
her way as did the women down home
who during the week tried (and usually failed) to keep their men
at work and their kids fed,
then spent the Lord's Day
"testifying in tongues."
Some, like Bessie Griffen,
the illustrious Clara Ward,
Jessie Mae Renfro, and
Inez Andrews, "crossed
over" to the point of making records and developing
names in widespread and
not always poor black
communities. Some even
eked out a decent to good
living touring. But that
was exhausting and dangerous in a segregated
America. Bessie Smith
bled to death from minor
injuries while an ambulance, which had been
slow to arrive in the first
place, drove from hospital
to hospital looking for one
that would take a "colored
woman" into the
emergency room.
And some of the best
talent was wooed away by
that "evil" jazz, a pop movement where black women
had an easier time becoming "stars" of a sort than
black men. Sometimes women went
back and forth from jazz (where they
could earn) to gospel (where they'd have
to crawl for forgiveness for a while).
When Aretha Franklin sang at Clara
Ward's funeral, a gospel diva was heard to
yell, "Worst thing I've ever heard, a

HAS GOSPEL BEEN GOOD TO WOMEN?
In America, one of the best outlets for
women has been gospel, an ambiguous
term first used in the '20s. It arose in the
music of poor churches, white and
black, but attained its greatest eloquence
in
African-American
Pentecostal
churches. Men, especially traveling male
quartets, popularized the form (and
contributed to jazz and to "doo-wop,"
the pop craze of the '50s and early '60s).
But especially before the '50s, black
men could not "cross over" to achieve
"white success." It wasn't that easy for
black women either.
"I thought if the white folk would let
us into their big houses to clean them,
they'd let us into their concert halls to
move and sustain them," Marian
Anderson remarked in the '60s. "I was
half right." Anderson (along with her
great male counterpart Roland Hayes)
did eventually make a career in "art
14
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white folks let
us into their
houses
they'd let us
into their concert halls"—
Marian Anderson
nightclub singer showin' off at a saint's
funeral."
The impinging of the commercial
world on gospel music continued into
the 70s and beyond. The most famous
woman in gospel was probably Mahalia
Jackson, who was successful financially.

But the sole way to get her into a people world wide experience the manrecording studio or in front of a mike at ifest presence of God," sells to the
a commercial event (not that she needed Christian Booksellers Association.
a microphone) was to go hear her sing in Integrity has also developed the largest
her home church. Only after the mogul direct-to-consumer tape and CD divihad done that would she consider sign- sion in the industry.
ing any contract.
In the last two years Christian retail
Even today, most black pop icons stores and mail order outlets have grown
make a point of mentioning that they 22 percent, but mainstream sales in ordifirst sang in the church. Whitney nary stores escalated 63 percent. In 1997,
Houston is the daughter of distinguished
gospel singer Cissy Houston. Aretha
began singing with her father, a traveling
preacher. Brandy and Monica say they
also started singing in church.
But gospel is being co-opted too. It is
now being called "new Christian music"
or "worship music."The Christian Right
understands that popular music can be
the best propaganda. Heidi Brown
Lewis, an executive at Epic Records,
explains: "America is a still a Christian
country. The vast majority of people—
out there, outside the big cities—organize their lives around the churches."
New Christian music is sold not only
at Kmart and Wal-Mart stores,but out of
churches and at "Christian" summer
camps. The audience is huge. The recording companies, many of them in trouble
from overspending into the early '90s, are
rapidly jumping on this bandwagon. So
are classical labels such as Sony and EMI.
All are looking for new ways of distributing their wares.That is not only developing a more "middle brow" kind of
worship music, but serving as a commercial boon to anything that can be labeled
"Christian," even if it's the "favorite hits"
of Handel and Bach.
Women Christian performers like
CeCe Winans and Oleta Adams have
gone along with this. Even a tough, true
gospel veteran of the old days, like Shirley
Caesar, a powerhouse who really does
"slay in tongues," has modified her abandon in order to fit in, widen her commercial appeal, and prolong her career.
But new Christian music is a betrayal
of its gospel roots. Not only does the
music reflect conventional rock, R&B,
ska, and rap, it also dilutes the cultural
impact of gospel music, which was rooted
in suffering and, often, in a woman's ability to transcend it or be redeemed by it.
Revlon, the cosmetics giant, is a
sponsor of new Christian music. So is
Integrity Incorporated, founded in 1987
with the stated intention of "helping

With few exceptions,
women in music today
are viewed as objects,
marketable produce

44 gospel, worship or Christian music
albums were certified platinum, multiplatinum, or gold. That, to put it mildly,
means: Forget that early history of riding
in the back of the bus. Your Rolls is
rocking you to the bank!

TOP-40 MARIONETTES
In today's music industry, women continue to be viewed as marketable produce. Witness the handling of Jewel, one
of todays young icons and huge sellers.
With her rich voice and a folky style
with hints of gospel and R&B, the 24year-old from Payson, Utah, has composed and sings her hits: "Who Will Save
Your Soul?" and "You Were Meant For
Me." And yet, she is described by one
music industry magnate as being "perfect" for today's market place because she
has "big tits and buck teeth." Without
shame, he adds, "Look, it worked for
Monica Lewinsky."

Naturally, this being Hollywood,
executives at Atlantic honed in on her
like vampire bats. Nevertheless, her
debut album, "Pieces of You", flopped.
But strings were pulled in executive
offices, and VH-1 was hammer-locked
into giving "Who Will Save Your Soul?"
a little play. Which is why pop performers need the male powers that be.Trade
offs are made: a lower fee for your hot
group in exchange for more air play for
this young girl we're pushing; more
advertising in the harder-to-sell time
OXTHEISSIES
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slots you have available if you feature our
creature. It's a legal form of payola, and
no individuals, certainly no women, have
the industry clout to do it on their own.
This worked for Jewel. As with most
originals, it took a little while and more
than average exposure for a large audience to feel comfortable with her. Now,
her first single has made its mark on the
Top 40, and "You Were Meant For Me"
has had a steady stint in Billboard's #1
spot. Nonetheless, she's still at the level
where you have to sell both your music
and yourself to keep the big money
coming. Though critics like her talent,
her story is very similar to that of many
other gitted singer/song writers of the
past forty years who have ultimately
been sucked dry, driven out, or destroyed
by the industry's greed.
It is necessary to sell for the conglomerate behind you, and to be ahead
of the trends, hints of which demographers are paid small fortunes to uncover.
Co-option that kills spontaneous creativity has been not only the fear but also
the reality for the vast number of women
in today's music industry.
A lot of what female pop "super
stars" are expected to do plays into the
old stereotypes of women hooking in
the suckers while the men behind
them make the money. The newer
names, like teenage pop singers
Monica and Brandy (also the star of
TV's "Moesha") are the "creations" of
male Svengalis: the clever composer
Baby Face and the driven businessman
Puff Daddy, a rap entrepreneur.
Monica and Brandy and a host of
wannabes are in the worst tradition of
women in pop: marionettes of men.
There have been female rappers, but
their biggest star, Queen Latifah, seems
to have given up and settled into a sitcom. What has empowered the phenomenally successful K.D. Lang and
Ani DiFranco is not only their huge
talent but their insistence on handling
their careers themselves, instead of
entrusting them to men. Some others,
like Lisa Loeb and Paula Cole, are trying to do the same thing, but without
that core audience with a large disposable income. Cole, however, was
helped enormously when one of her
songs—a lesser one—was used as the
theme song of the TV show "Dawson's
Creek," a typical teenage male fantasy
16
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(of the '90s) involving sensitive, eccentric, but invaluable boys, and tough,
over-sexed girls.

WOMEN IN THE WINGS
Just as things are changing in the popular
music industry, so too are they changing
in today's classical music world.
Frequently, however, the situation can
feel like one step forward, two steps back.
Union pressure in this country has
finally made it imperative that auditions
for symphony orchestra positions be
held behind a screen. In the old days, the
music director and a couple of trusted
associates would pick whom they
pleased. Replacements were often selected from whichever white male students
were in a small pool available at the time
of the auditions. The blind auditions
screen has changed that, and made it easier for the "best" auditioner to get the
job. Mainly it was hoped more nonwhites would make it into American
orchestras as a result. The edgier reality is

that more white women have—racial
minorities remain under-represented.
One irony of our time is that more
women now have powerful administrative positions in classical music. But truth
to tell, their paths are still rocky. Deborah
Borda, executive director of the New
York Philharmonic, has clashed over
seemingly everything with the orchestra's artistic director, Kurt Masur, a
German martinet of the old school.
Their feuding has made news, since the
formidable Borda has won fairly often. It
is even reported that some 50 percent of
the orchestra like her—and this from a
group credited with destroying conductors and administrators alike.
Later this season, Borda will bring the
Russian composer Sofia Gubaidulina for
a week's residency at the Philharmonic.
But already a good many music critics
are sneering about her choice, though
many musicians, among them the great
violinist Gideon Kremer, have championed Gubaillalina's work. It's hard to

A woman's looks, in music
as in life, are used to boost
or diminish her appeal.
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know whether this is the bile of misogyny rising up or not.
Even
more
powerful is Judith Arron at Carnegie
Hall, where she is both executive and
artistic director. She
has brought
Zwilich in to mentor composers (of
both sexes), and has worked to make the
work of female composers of all kinds
more available. Another woman executive is Sarah Billinghurst, second-incommand to the all-powerful general
manager of the Metropolitan Opera,
Joseph Volpe. But Billinghurst recently
accepted the directorship of London's
Royal Opera, only to read in the newspapers that at the last minute a man had
been chosen instead.
These and other women have tried to
smooth the road for female creators of
classical music and performers, while
being sensitive to accusations of reverse
discrimination. They've endeavored to
find female conductors who it is hoped
will champion female composers. But no
real stars have yet come along, and there
have been many disappointments. And
when they are disappointed, audience
and industry alike are brutal.

exhumed important works, staged them
brilliantly on a stage the size of a postage
stamp, lured great artists to Boston to
sing for next to nothing, and conducted
with probity and insight.
At her first appearance at the Met,
however, the standees started yelling, "It's
Madame Willie the Whale!" The audiences (including many women) would

THE WAY You LOOK TONIGHT
Conductor Simone Young survived
three seasons at the Metropolitan Opera
before being fired in 1998. She's now
running the Australian Opera, and has
been hired to do a new Ring cycle at the
Vienna State Opera. She also made her
debut with the New York Philharmonic
last October. At the Met her performances were not always persuasive, but
they were no worse than those of most
of the men who conduct there; in fact
they were often better. Nonetheless, she
was a target for constant booing—in an
opera house where booing for anyone
other than directors is rare. The very
sight of a woman in tails on a podium
seems to bring out the blood lust of a
certain segment of the opera audience.
And at last season's "Tales of Hoffman,"
one had the impression the orchestra and
chorus had simply decided to ignore her.
Jane Glover, a British-born freelance
conductor, has made a good but less
high-profile career in a larger range of
music. But the most remarkable female
conductor was the brilliant Bostonian
Sarah Caldwell. In Boston into the '80s,
she regularly performed miracles, producing huge operas on a dime. She

Electronic instruments
give freedom to "serious"
and creative composers
like Laurie Anderson
laugh during her curtain calls. The
orchestra ignored her. Caldwell, at 5'4",
weighed, conservatively, 400 pounds.
Opera lovers reportedly love fat
women, but in fact, this is rarely the case.
Rita Hunter, a leading Australian
Wagnerian built along the same lines as
Caldwell, was generally booed by standees
screaming, "Go on the Water Diet!"
Caldwell, had some slightly better
opportunities at New York City Opera,
thanks to Beverly Sills. But eventually
the derision of the "mainstream" and the
vicious cutbacks in arts funding
destroyed her in this country. She is now,
believe it or not, in Siberia, leading a
small, subsidized opera company, in a
culture that doesn't mind big women.
Appearance, sadly, has always mattered

in public performances. The notion that
all opera singers are heavy is foolish and
uninformed. No doubt notions of beauty were more expansive at the turn of
the century than they are in our smallscreen era, but in fact some of the most
beautiful women of that time were opera
singers. Geraldine Farrar, the fabled lyric
soprano dubbed the Yankee from
Connecticut, was an idol among young
women in the "Golden Age," and even
starred in a few silent movies.
Another siren was the Scot Mary
Garden, popular around the turn of the
century (b. 1874) who was once asked
by an older man at a dinner party, "What
is keeping that very low-cut dress up, my
dear?" Without missing a beat, Garden
replied, "Your age and my discretion."
Maria Callas may have destroyed herself by taking amphetamines to lose
weight rapidly. In her drive to match
Audrey Hepburn, she became hooked
on a variety of drugs, the combination of
which probably killed her. (See "Callas:
The Opera," on page 18.) And one of
today's divas who won raves when fat,
took phen-fen, became very thin, was
cheered louder and praised for singing
better, developed heart trouble, went off
the pills, is healthier and fatter—and
back to being giggled about again.
The way classical performers, particularly women, look has led to a trend in
which sex is used, when possible, to sell
music. Three years ago Vanessa-Mae
made a career in England by playing her
violin in a bikini in the waves. Here in
the U.S., her record company put her in
hot pants on top of a vintage auto, and
had her play in Times Square. It didn't
take. But one hardly knew which was
more horrific, the sight of this poor
young woman essentially hawking herself to mystified onlookers, or the notion
that this such a spectacle had something
to do with classical music.
A nadir of sorts was reached in April
of '98, when the Playgirl of the Month
in Playboy magazine was the Finnish violinist Linda Brava. The feature created a
sensation among music critics. As one
misogynistic critic remarked, "She's not
only a lousy fiddler, she's a dog, too." Julia
Fischer, a German prodigy at 15, is quite
stunning. Her father and her manager
have followed Ms. Fischer's own orders
to t u r n down a n y t h i n g r e m o t e l y
continued on page 59
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MARIA CALLAS
The Opera

By Phyllis Chesler

'When the curtain rises, the only thing that speaks is courage."
Maria Callas

E

o I contradict myself by the outlawed, the pagan priestess (Aida,
k loving opera? Once, I Carmen, Violetta, Norma), in Clement's
^ s a n g . In the 1950s, words, "sing their resistance"? Where else
H opera
was
an but at the opera can I see powerful, emoW "approved"
female tionally alive, sexual-spiritual women
r activity that seemed to commanding such respect, or members of
me far nobler than the ruling classes, in full evening dress,
housewifery. Years later, when I underwent weeping for a sexually independent gypsy
long, post-accident surgery, I brought a (Carmen), or for a wife who kills her
recording of Mozart's Marriage of Figaro to bridegroom to protest an arranged marthe hospital, to be played, in its entirety, riage (Lucia)? Perhaps the tragic endings
during surgery, and so keep my anes- are precisely what allow the divas to play
thetized self ever-mindful of joy on earth, untamed female heroes.
lest it decide to stray.
Where else but in the world of opera
I have always loved opera, despite the do we "allow" women, if they remain in
fact that, until recently, the great opera good voice, to live: to visibly age, right
composers were all men; the settings aris- along with the tenors and baritones; to
tocratic, misogynist. Most divas suffer sing large, dominant roles—and, despite an
awful endings. They go mad (Lucia, increasing number of exceptions, to be
Marguerite, Lady Macbeth), die of con- physically large?
sumption (Violetta,Mimi), are buried alive
(Aida), suffocated (Desdemona), burned
A t the beginning of her career,
(Norma, Azucena), or simply expire inex/ ^ ^ the legendary Maria Callas
plicably (Isolde, Abigail). Others are
/ ^ k weighed over 200 pounds.
stabbed (Carmen), knife themselves to
/
^k For years, some critics
death (La Gioconda, Butterfly), take poi/
»
scorned her as "the prima
son (Leonora,Juliet), or leap to their death donna with an elephant's legs." In early
(Tosca, suspended forever in our imagina- photos, she is lusciouslyfleshy,moist, large.
tion—an earlier, solo version of Thelma Her weight is what renders her most
and Louise). ('Tis true: their male counter- human, ordinary; unlike her utterly disciparts often suffer similarly tragic fates.)
plined voice and acting technique, this is
Am I romanticizing an art form that re- an excess which she cannot contain.Then,
enacts patriarchal triumph and the "undo- in one year, Callas loses at least 60 pounds,
ing of woman," as Catharine Clement then more until, at 117 pounds, she
suggests in her book Opera, or the Undoingbecomes literally half her original size.
of Women? Is opera dangerous because it Now she resembles the Duchess of
both glorifies and de-sensitizes us to Windsor, Audrey Hepburn, Jackie
women's daily destruction? Are opera's Kennedy Onassis: severely elegant women
women "only" severed, singing heads, wit- who move, not as priestesses on the opernesses to historical oppression, unable to atic stage, but as status symbols or screen
escape it onstage—at least, not until we idols, clinging to the arms of monied, celhave done so in real life?
ebrated men.
But where else, except on the operatic
Contrary to the popular pathographies
stage, can I see the dusky, the colonized, (biographies that diminish their subjects
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by psychiatrically demonizing them),
Callas did not diet for mortal love, but for
immortal Art. Opera critic John Ardoin
quotes Callas as saying: "I was getting so
heavy that my vocalizing was heavy. . . . I
was tired of playing the part of a beautiful
young woman and I was too heavy to
move around
I studied all my life to put
things right musically. Why don't I diet
and make myself presentable?"
But Callas remained "too large" in
other ways. Her "light" soprano voice
dared all vocal registers and roles: the spinto, lyric, dramatic, coloratura and mezzosoprano. Ardoin is right: It's as if Callas has
"not three but three hundred voices in
one." Callas sang Verdi and Wagner,
Puccini and Donizzeti and Bellini, Mozart
and Bizet—and nearly everyone else.
Callas does not have a "good" voice.
Unlike the great Rosa Ponselle,
Montserrat Caballe, or Joan Sutherland,
Callas' voice is not serene, or beautifully
tame. Musicologist Attila Csampai writes
that Callas' art "is an incessant declaration
of war against the aesthetics of the perfectly balanced register, against the impersonal, flawless, soullessly beautiful tone that
can be examined like an immaculate
female figure." If you have ever listened to
her, you know that Callas' voice is, alternately, breathlessly young, ravaged, tender,
nasal, shrill—but perfection itself when it
comes to beseeching the sky gods to take
pity on earth's children. Callas' voice is
Michaelangelo's Pieta or his Sistine
Chapel paintings made song: celestial,
serene or passionately mid-earthly. The
timbre is a lamenting lullaby or, as conductor Nicola Rescigno puts it, "like
Casals playing the cello."
Callas subjugated voice to character.
She threw herself into each role, developed it as if she were a Method Actor. "It

is not enough to have a beautiful voice,"
she said. "When you interpret a role, you
have to have a thousand colors to portray
happiness, joy, sorrow, fear. . . . Even if
you sing harshly sometimes, as I have
frequently done, it is a necessity of
expression."
n the beginning, Callas took
every part she was offered;
indeed, she sang roles (Turandot,
Isolde, Norma) that many sopranos refuse because they demand
enormous preparation, stamina, and
vocal range. "They damage and devastate
the voice," says opera critic Ethan
Mordden. Some critics believe that her
theatrical perfectionism, coupled with so
many different, but equally taxing, kinds
of roles, may have led to Callas' early,
tragic loss of voice. Contrary to myth,
Callas was physically frail; performing—
on her terms—literally made her sick.
Fame only upped the ante. Of her debut
at Covent Garden, Callas said: "I had
been preceded in London by sensational
publicity, and I was terrified by the idea
of being unable to live up to expectations. It's always like that, for us artists:
We labor for years to make ourselves
known, and when fame finally follows
our steps everywhere, we are condemned
always to be worthy of it, to outdo ourselves so as not to disappoint the public,
which expects wonders of its idols."
I have never idolized anyone, including
Callas. I am not haunted by Callas the
woman, but by Callas the artist, who, at
her best, is merged in our collective
memory with many of the roles she sang.
Callas is Norma, the Druid priestess (a
role she revived, and sang on stage 89
times) ;Tosca—vain, "violent," devoted to
a life of art; the murderous Medea, Lucia,
Tosca; the dying Mirni and Violetta. The
"real" Callas is all of these—who aren't
real at all. Or are they?
They are real: Opera fans never forget
them, and return to them, season after
season, from one century to the next.
This is the power that art has over both
life and death.

I

Callas subjugated

career. Battista puts himself second, his
wife's career first. It takes Maria about 15
years to "suddenly" conquer the opera
world. In her words: It is a "tiger" she
rides, one she can "never dismount."
Act Two:The world treats Callas with a
jinxing and fatal combination of
voyeurism, adoration, terror, hatred, envy,
and devotion. She is constantly photographed, but also hooted at, drowned
out, demonstrated against, sued. Like
Turandot (the chaste Chinese operaprincess), Callas has never loved or lusted
after anything but artistic perfection. Like
Briinnhilde, daughter of Wotan, in
Wagners Die Walkure, the divine Callas is
fated to experience mortality: She leaves
her nurturing, powerful father (Battista),
her own swarthy, fleshy self, her Art—for
mortal love, in this case, love for a patriarchal hero, Aristotle Onassis. Like Norma,
Callas
gives herself to Pollione/the
•> o r a year, I wanted to write
Conquering
Culture. Like Briinnhilde, she
' "The Autobiography of
is
now
a
fallen
daughter, destined for ordiMaria Callas." Her soul, art,
nary
life.
life, times, all called to me. I
Act Three: Once Callas decides to
listened to her recordings
and interviews, watched her on film, become mortal, she is no longer in her
read her own brief Memoir, read the crit- familiar, divinely protected element. She
ics, the pathographies, her family's mem- begins to lose her voice—her power. She
oirs. I came to realize that Callas' artistic stops performing. Her genius can no
life can only be understood as an opera. longer protect her from the indignities of
Nothing less will do. Are any interested ordinary life, or from the "shame" of
composers out there? I'm longing to being demoted from the status of demigoddess.The fact that her lover demeans
write the libretto.
her
singing, won't marry her; in fact, pubAct One: Maria is the younger of two
licly
humiliates her when he marries
sisters. She believes she is unlovable; she is
another,
less talented woman, Jackie
also a child prodigy. Maria begins studying
Kennedy,
may be important, but is also
opera at the age of seven. She drops out of
besides
the
point. The diva cannot "sucschool after the eighth grade and, driven
ceed"
as
an
ordinary
woman. At 50, Callas
both by her talent and by an ambitious,
refuses
to
become
the
Artistic Director of
devouring mother, devotes herself to
the
Metropolitan,
stars
in Pasolini's film of
studying music, full-time. Callas: "I [had]
Medea, sings concerts for a while, but then
unlimited faith in the divine protection
retreats from the world. She dies in Paris,
that would not fail me." Maria sings in
alone, a drug addict, amidst her memenAthens when she is 15. In 1947, at 24, she
tos. She is 54 years old.
sings in Verona where, both friendless and
Curtain.
impoverished, she meets her husband-tobe, Giovanni Battista Mengeghini, who
sees her as the vulnerable genius that she Phyllis Chesler, Ph.D. is Emerita Professor of
is. Battista is 28 years her senior—but he is Psychology and Women's Studies and author of
a man who has money, and who wishes 9 books, including Women and Madness and
nothing more than to nurture his wife's Letters to aYoung Feminist.

voice to character.
She sang roles

that many sopranos

refuse because they
demand enormous

preparation, stamina,
and vocal range.
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AND

MINISTAS
CUBAN WOMEN IN CRISIS
BY

A M Y M A R T I N

aridad walks Havana's famous sea wall, the Malecon, in tall orange pumps. She has squeezed
her skinny body into an electric-blue spandex body suit. Her arm is raised, her hip turned
out provocatively. She scans the oncoming traffic, ignoring the 40-year-old Fords, Chevys,
and Dodges puttering off into the sunset, crammed full of people on their way home from
work. It's the newer cars she's concerned with, the ones that carry tourists.
Caridad makes $20—$30 per customer, more than the average Cuban can make in four
months. Since the collapse of the Soviet bloc, the need for U.S. dollars is so high and the ways
to obtain them are so few, it's not surprising that the sex trade is flourishing in Cuba. "There are
babies out in the street now," Caridad
says, shaking her head. "Young girls of
11, 12, 13." Caridad's own daughter is
eight; Caridad is 33.
Almost all her customers are foreigners. "There are a few nice ones, but most
are pigs," she says. She is equally pithy in
her description of Fidel Castro. "That

question a prostitute in front of the
Inglaterra Hotel in Central Havana

son-of-a-bitch should be in prison," she entire population for HIV and locking
says. "He's the cause of our problems." I up anyone who tests positive in a sanatoask about the U.S. embargo. She laughs. rium. "Residents" of the sanatoriums,
"The bloqueo (embargo) is the only which are surrounded by barbed wire
thing keeping him alive."
and armed guards, must prove they will
Prostitution has boomed in Cuba not engage in promiscuous behavior
since the government opened the door to before they are allowed to leave. Even
foreign investors and tourists in the early then, they are accompanied by armed
1990s as a way of salvaging the economy guards on their first furloughs. Later, they
after the Soviet Union fell and Cuba's may earn the right to live unsupervised
preferential trade agreements withered. in mainstream society.
All over Havana, young women can be
It is at the expense of human rights
seen walking arm-in-arm with foreign that Cuba has been able to achieve a
men twice their age. The beaches have lower per-capita rate of death from AIDS
been turned into brothels. Websites than any other country in the hemiadvertise the virtues of Cuban prostitutes: sphere. But according to Mark Wojcik,
young, beautiful, and dirt-cheap.
an assistant professor of law at Chicago's
Caridad has been sent to prison more John Marshall Law School, and an AIDS
than once. "I don't understand why I go expert, the confinement policy has led
to jail and the men, the customers, don't," many Cubans and visiting foreigners to
she complains. "This is my body. I should assume they and their sexual partners do
be able to do with it what I want."
not need to protect themselves against
The belief that Cubans girls and AIDS. "The policy has backfired," says
women are HIV-free is another of their Wojcik. "People think 'you're not locked
selling points to foreign men. This myth up, you must be OK.' They don't use
is based on Cuba's policy of testing the condoms."
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Woman on the way to
the market walks
past a mural of the
Cuban flag

As Cuba opens itself up to foreign
tourism, this attitude becomes increasingly deadly, particularly for sex workers
on the island. The rise in prostitution is
certain to affect the incidence of AIDS
in Cuba, but Wojcik is not aware of any
special HIV testing or AIDS prevention
programs aimed at prostitutes.
Caridad's bitterness toward the revolution is increasingly common in Cuba
today, and may come as a surprise to feminists from capitalist countries. We're used
to hearing right-wingers like Jesse Helms
and the late anti-Castro activist Jorge Mas
Canosa rail against Castro, not women
like Caridad. But in Cuba, everything is
reversed. The conservatives and the communists are the same people.You can get
thrown in jail for being too much of a
capitalist. Revolution is an institution.
Socialism is sold on billboards. Owning a
business is a rebellious act.

"EVERYTHING IS DIFFICULT HERE."
Sonia* has no energy left for rebellions
of any kind. What matters is finding

something to eat. "Todo es dificil aqui"
(Everything is difficult here). She repeats
the phrase like a mantra as she explains
Cuba's confusing and inefficient economy. Fifty-one years old, divorced for
many years, and unemployed, Sonia lives
in a small dark apartment in Centra
Havana, one of the city's poorer districts.
Her home is a miracle of conservation
and make-do efficiency. A bucket is
placed under the bathtub faucet to collect spare drips in case the water runs
out. She uses only one of her three
cooking pots to cook things in oil: If she
kept pouring oil in and out of different
pots, much more would be wasted.
Almost nothing is thrown away. Potatoes
are eaten even if they're soft; old shampoo bottles become canisters for flour
and sugar.
Sonia's tattered ration card lists rice,
beans, bread, cooking oil, and a few other
basic items. "This is supposed to last
through the month," she says, "but it lasts
two weeks at the most." Soap, eggs, coffee, detergent and toothpaste are in espe-

dally short supply, often not appearing at
the rationing stations for months at a
time. Fruit, meat, and many other products are no longer available at all through
the ration system. To get these items you
have to go to the agri, the farmers' market, where prices are very high. Or you
have to go to the shoping, the stores
where goods are sold for U.S. dollars—
simply not an option for many Cubans."!
have no family abroad sending me dollars, so I just have to manage," she says.
For decades, Cuba's economy was
subsidized with imports from Eastern
Europe and the Soviet Union, which
were paid for by selling those countries
Cuban products—mostly sugar—at
above-market prices. In 1989 imports
from the USSR alone were worth $5.5
billion. By 1991 that number was
reduced to a little over $1 billion. The
Cuban government has been reluctant to
release figures, but experts believe that
between 1989 and 1993 the island's Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) shrank some
40-50%. Cuba exported 80% less in 1993
< )\ ri n: issi KS 2 1

than it did in 1989. Imports during that
period fell by the same percentage.
In the early 1990s, in a desperate
attempt to draw hard currency into the
nation's battered economy, Castro was
forced to permit significant levels of foreign investment. The tourist trade this
investment spawned, however, was conducted in U.S. dollars, which Cubans
were not legally allowed to possess.
Almost immediately, two separate and
unequal economies developed, one for
Cubans, in which transactions were conducted in pesos, and one for tourists, in
which they were conducted in dollars. In effect, the dual system
reserved the highest-quality goods
for foreigners, and forced Cubans
into second-class citizenship in
their own country.
As the state struggled to provide
basic necessities, resentment grew
and the underground economy
flourished. Finally, the possession of
dollars was legalized in 1993.
This didn't put an end to the
parallel economies, however. It
cemented them in place. Suddenly,
Cubans found themselves divided
into two distinct classes: those who
had dollars and those who did not.
People who had been receiving
illegal remittances from relatives in
Florida, found themselves on top of
the heap, while faithful revolutionaries were stranded, awash in useless
pesos. And still the infrastructure
continued to erode. In the summer
of 1994, after suffering through frequent
blackouts lasting 10 hours or more, a
series of riots erupted.This led to a spontaneous exodus, as more than 20,000
Cubans took to makeshift boats and rafts
in an effort to flee the country.
Officially, the current exchange rate is
23 pesos per dollar. Estela* is a doctor
who earns what is considered a good
monthly salary of 300 pesos. That's $13.
If she goes to a government-owned store
that does business in pesos, a pair ofjeans
will cost her at least that amount—100%
of her monthly salary or more. A pair of
underpants? Around 10%. A single pencil
could easily cost 3% of her monthly
salary—the equivalent of $125 for an
American earning $50,000 per year. And
Estela is better off than most Cubans.
Her salary is twice the national average.
This economic crisis, euphemistically
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called a "special period" by government
officials, has been as damaging on a
national level as it has been for individuals. Many Americans have long looked
with envy at Cuba's free, high-quality,
universal healthcare system. Sadly it, too,
is now going downhill. With supplies and
medicine available to perform no more
than a fraction of needed surgeries and
other medical procedures, Cubans are
forced to use family connections and
bribes to get medical attention. For
many, it is reminiscent of the Batista days,
when only the rich had access to doctors

An elderly beggar on Obisto Street receiving a few coins from a passerby.

and medicine.
Undoubtedly, the U.S. embargo is
partly to blame for this situation, particularly for the lack of medicines. Cuba is 90
miles away from the most affluent economy in the world and is forbidden access
to it. The country's natural trading partners in the Caribbean and in Central and
South America have been pressured by
the United States not to trade with Cuba.
The health system is also rotting from
the inside, at a time when collapsing
countrywide infrastructure makes it
more vital. Near-epidemics of bacterial
diseases such as dengue fever have been
linked to improper treatment of drinking
water, for example. Power is cut in the
middle of operations."I would never go

to a hospital these days," says one
woman. "They can't even clean the
instruments properly anymore. You walk
out with more diseases than you had
when you went in."
The out-of-whack economy also
threatens to undermine the nation's
prized education system. Over the years,
the universities of revolutionary Cuba
have trained an impressive group of highquality professionals. Women have been
primary beneficiaries, becoming doctors,
professors, engineers and scientists in
unprecedented numbers. But professional
jobs are scarce these days. The new
economy favors instead service
workers and street hustlers.
Engineers work as taxi drivers,
teachers clean hotel toilets. Many
young women aspire to become
tourist guides, receptionists, or bartenders—all jobs that provide access
to dollars through tips. In this environment, even when people want to
obtain a professional degree, it seems
impractical to do so. Why study for
years to become a doctor when
your reward is to work in dismal
surroundings for little pay?
Despite the emphasis on tourism,
Cuba's economic precariousness
means that buildings throughout
Havana are crumbling or in ruin.
Architects around the world are
alarmed by the destruction of so
many historically significant structures. The declining housing stock,
however, is of concern for more
than aesthetic reasons. For example,
Estela, the physician, has been legally
divorced for years, but is forced to continue living with her husband because
neither of them can find anywhere else to
live. Her situation is increasingly common.
The housing shortage is exacerbated
by a recent influx of immigrants from
the provinces. For the first 30 years of the
revolution, Cuba managed to prevent
slums from growing around its cities. But
now tourists with dollars are drawing
people in from the countryside. In
Havana, friction is already evident, and a
growing number of people blame their
inability to find jobs and housing on the
new arrivals. "All the prostitutes are from
the rural areas," complains one woman.
"They sell themselves for a dollar or an
ice cream cone."The Cuban government

has failed to articulate any clear longterm plan for the economy, leading
Cubans and foreigners alike to conclude
that there is none. These days, the government appears to be guided by survivalism, not socialism. Indeed, it is hard
to see how Cuba would have survived as
a socialist state for as long as it did without Soviet aid.
Moreover, it isn't at all clear that
Cubans, particularly Cuban women, will
be much better off once the embargo is
lifted. As the experience of many
Caribbean nations shows, a tourism-oriented economy offers a paradise only to
tourists.While new tourist hotels are built
in the city center, the government insists
that there are no bricks or plaster for
Cubans to repair their homes.
The increasing
foreign
presence is also directly linked
to the increase in prostitution.
The sex trade has become one
of Cuba's main attractions for
foreign visitors. These women
and girls are at the cutting
edge of Cuba's new marketbased economy.

the embargo. The analysis ends there.
This one-dimensional thinking is
nothing new at the FMC. The organization has often chosen to follow the party
line rather than to protect women.
Violence against women, to take one
example, has been ignored, even flatly
denied, for decades. Sociologists Lois
Smith and Alfred Padula report in their
book Sex and Revolution: Women in
Socialist Cuba (Oxford University Press:
1996) that, at a 1993 conference, "Ana
Violeta Castaneda of the FMC publicly
annaounced that 'domestic violence is
not a problem in Cuba."' Castaneda also
told Smith that "she would be surprised
if there were more than ten cases of rape
nationally each year in Cuba." Rape and

FEMINISTAS OR
FIDELISTAS?
Local prostitution and sex
tourism from the U.S. were
also big problems in the 1950s, under
Batista. But when Castro took over in
1959, the Federation of Cuban Women
(known as the FMC, Federacion de
Mujeres Cubanas), the official women's
organization of the Revolution, stepped
in, setting up rehabilitation homes and
providing job training for former prostitutes. Now, with the prostitutes back in
business, it might seem the country has
come full circle. But the situation is
"totally different" today, claims Rita
Pereira, a member of the FMC staff.
Sitting in her comfortable office at FMC
headquarters, one of the few well-maintained buildings in Havana, Pereira maintains that, unlike the prostitutes of the
1950s, those of the 1990s turn to the
trade not in order to survive, but merely
as "a way to live better" during a time of
economic crisis. But isn't this always the
case? The underlying question is overlooked: What are the roots of this economic crisis? What can be done about it?
For government officials like Pereira, the
answer is simple. The cause of the crisis is

Grinding coffee beans bought on the black
market. Cubans get only 4 ounces a month.

domestic abuse, the FMC insisted, were
capitalist problems.
Recently, however, the FMC has
begun to change its tune in this regard,
perhaps in an attempt to improve the
organization's current image as a bastion
of old-guard apologists for the regime,
out-of-touch with the concerns of
Cuban women. Pereira says members of
the FMC are making plans for a study of
violence against women. (Spousal abuse
is reportedly on the increase since the
economic downturn.) But it will take
more than a study to win back women
like Mariana,* a thoughtful 40-year-old
who thinks the FMC is "run by a bunch
of shameless criminals.''
This opinion would have been
unthinkable in the early years of the revolution, when the FMC was in its prime.
The organization played a significant
part in the famous literacy campaign of
1961. It helped women gain power in

the workplace and in government, and
shaped the progressive family code of
1975. But despite these achievements,
the FMC has always been a government
vehicle, the one and only women's organization allowed to exist in Cuba, and
run from the top down. In the final
analysis, FMC leaders are Fidelistas first
and feministas later, if at all.
The insistence on party unity over
critical discourse is perhaps the biggest
hurdle facing the advancement of
women's issues in Cuba. Any line of
thought that might lead a woman to
criticize, or even question, the party is
simply not allowed into the debate.
Although the revolution has helped
women in a number of ways, it has also
been traditionally patriarchal in
its
treatment
of
them.
Arguments for woman-friendly labor laws have been cast in
terms of protecting the nation's
baby-makers. Women have
been encouraged to join the
"productive" workforce outside the home, a mandate that
ignores the millions of hours of
housework, child-rearing, and
general family care for which
women are still primarily
responsible.
The revolutionary government has sent a host of mixed messages
to women. It has simultaneously violated
women's human rights and granted them
a fuller citizenship than they've ever had
before. It has assumed a degree of protective ownership over women's wombs
while simultaneously codifying their
right to healthy reproductive choices. It
has devalued the work women do in the
home while at the same time encouraging men to help out.
It is unlikely that this ambivalence was
an accident. From the beginning, party
leaders recognized women's power. They
knew they needed them and their labor
to build a successful socialist state. But
they also feared this power. Feminism,
after all, is about as revolutionary as you
can get. The solution? Give women some
of what they want (health care, reproductive freedom, education), but forbid them
to think in feminist terms. Keep women
happy, but make sure the only revolution
they care about is the one led by Fidel.
These tactics have succeeded in limiting the development of an indigenous
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brand of woman-oriented thought and
activism. Even women who lead feminist
lives and do feminist work often don't
see their struggles as connected to patriarchy. Sandra Ceballos, an artist whose
work would be described as feminist
outside of Cuba, says she is uncomfortable describing herself in feminist terms.
Another talented young artist, Aimee
Garcia, agrees. "I don't really think about
those issues," she says. "I just want a place
to make my art."

FACADE OF FREEDOM
Cuban women tend to talk more about
the repression imposed on all Cubans by
the government than about femalespecific issues. "We are not free,"
Beatriz* says. In her small thatch-roofed
home in the countryside, preparing a
modest dinner of rice and beans for herself, her husband, and her brother-inlaw, she describes the freedoms she lacks.
She and her husband cannot own the
land they work every day. They must
grow what the government tells them.
They desperately need dollars, but can't
sell the produce from their fruit trees
unless they apply for a special permit and
pay a tax they could never afford.
Beatriz would like to travel, but she
can't leave Cuba without a special letter
of invitation from a foreigner. And even
if she had such a letter (and the money
for a plane ticket), she doubts the government would let her go. She has to
watch what she says in front of the
neighbors: Someone might tell the
police she was criticizing the government, and she could end up in jail. She
has warned her nine-year-old daughter
not to repeat at school anything she
hears at home that could be construed as
incriminating.
The government goes to great lengths
to create the appearance of democracy.
Cubans regularly "elect" representatives
to government assemblies, but many
believe the elections are a farce. "Local
party members come and knock on your
door," says Janet,* a 44-year-old elementary school teacher. "They don't leave
you alone until you come vote." In
Cuba's latest elections, citizens voted
directly for members of the national
assembly for the first time. The only
problem, explains Janet, was that there
were only as many candidates as there
were seats. "No one could lose," she says
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with a sardonic smile. "They were all
handpicked from the top." Insult is added
to this injury by glossy new billboards
proclaiming, in bright red letters:
"Elections 1998: A colossal victory for
the people."
The people's deep cynicism regarding
the process is never discussed in the
media, since government control is
complete, and often ruthless. Amnesty
International has documented the persecution of many journalists in Cuba.
Some have been imprisoned, others
exiled; many have been physically
attacked. In the mid-1990s, a group of
women in communications formed an
organization called "Magin" (image and
intellect), which worked to bring a gender perspective to the mass media. The
FMC, threatened by the existence of any
women's group other than itself, and by
Magin's overtly feminist message, directed the group of 170 women to disband.

THE PROMISE OF THE PAST
The reality is even more depressing in
light of what the revolution might have
been, and perhaps, in the beginning,
wanted to be. In many respects, women
have had cause to believe in the revolution. The healthcare system, for instance,
radically improved the lives of millions
of Cuban women. Smith and Padula
state that "for women, the new health
system was arguably the most successful
innovation of the Cuban revolution,"
not only because women could count
on good health care for themselves and
their families, but also because the system was "largely staffed by women—
doctors, nurses, researchers, practitioners,
and volunteers ."Women took advantage
of free education as well. Cuba's literacy
rate is among the highest in Latin
America, and its infant mortality rate the
lowest, although this could change if the
economic crisis continues.
Advances in reproductive health have
been particularly encouraging. Women
who choose to become mothers have
had access to free, high-quality prenatal
and neonatal care. Those who do not
want to be pregnant can get inexpensive,
safe abortions (around 40 percent of all
pregnancies have ended in abortion
since the mid-1970s).The population is
now more educated about sex than
before, and single motherhood is accepted as a legitimate way to raise a family.

The revolution has also helped to
change long-held social prejudices. "A
woman doesn't feel like she has to have
a man anymore," says one woman. "In
fact, she may feel like she's better off
without one." Racism is still alive in
Cuba, but not in its the institutionalized,
government-sanctioned, pre-revolutionary form. And laws that made homosexuality illegal have been eliminated,
though with heterosexism deeply
ingrained in the culture, homophobia is
still a big problem.
But now Cuban women are weary,
tired in a way that is difficult for nonCubans to understand. Women from all
walks of life repeat the same story: "I
believed in the revolution, I worked for it,
I sacrificed for it. And for what? To
become a slave of the enemy's currency?
To clean the shoes of foreign businessmen? To be grateful for the $20 they
throw at you after using your body for
amusement?" In many countries, people
are commonly cynical about politicians.
They might get angry at them or be disgusted by them, but they generally don't
expect too much from them to begin
with. Many Cubans, however, believed in
Fidel. To be betrayed by him now is to be
betrayed by a father, a lover, a god.The crisis in Cuba is much more than economic.
Perhaps something good will come
out of today's misery. As socialism and
capitalism collide on the island, Cubans
may manage to create something new by
combining the positive qualities of each.
But currently the opposite is true:
Cuban women are being victimized by
the worst of both capitalism and socialism, and they have no formal power to
change their situation.
In Havana, a faded sign bearing the
revolution's famous slogan, socialismo o
nuierte, socialism or death, stands next to
a pile of rubble that was once an apartment building. Two young girls were
killed in their sleep when it collapsed. As
the revolution celebrates its 40th
anniversary in 1999, it is death, not
socialism, that appears to be winning.
Editor's note: *The identities of some
of the people quoted in this article have
been changed for their protection.
Amy Martin is a freelance writer living in
Chicago, who has traveled extensively
throughout Latin-America.
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PHILOSOPHICAL
COUNSELING

-PLATO

Interview with Lou Marinoff by Merle Hoffman
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Socrates that the unexamined life is not

tress and effect a "cure."
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In recent years, practitioners of a discipline known as philo-
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sophical counseling have begun to take a different approach,

in the process of answering for myself. I

Abjuring the medical model, not intrinsically allied with either
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Merle Hoffman: What is philosophical
counseling?
Lou Marinoff: One of its mandates is
inquiry. If we subscribe to Plato's philosophy, that we already know the important things about ourselves, we sometimes need a guide to help us discover
what we know. The tools could be the
Socratic method of inquiry, modern
decision theory, existential analysis, moral
reasoning, critical thinking—whatever is
necessary to get the job done. The job

being the management of problems.
MH: How is going to a philosophical
counselor different from traditional therapy?
LM: A psychologist looks for causes. If
you have a problem, a psychologist will
say, "Aha! Your emotional distress was
probably precipitated by some problem
in your childhood, and now it's manifesting itself."
Philosophical counseling does not
subscribe to a unitary theory of the psy-

che, according to which we behave "normally" because we have repressed things,
pushed them "down" into our unconscious, in order to preserve our ego. Nor
do we necessarily suppose that there is a
causal theory. It's possible for people to
have a host of problems that have to do
with meaning, purpose, values, goals,
conflicts, relationships, loss, gain, attachments, career changes. None of these
problems in and of itself is a symptom of
mental illness. None of them in and of
(ATHEISSIES 2 5

itself requires us to reach back into our
childhood to find some distressful event
that explains why we have it tough now.
To lead the examined life, we evaluate
each problem through philosophical discourse. Dialogue, unlike diagnosis, is a
sign of well-being, not illness. Hence,
philosophical counseling is, as my
Canadian colleague Peter March says,
therapy for the sane. And because the
idea is not to cure some deeply rooted,
chronic illness, in many of the cases I see,
one or two sessions may be enough.The
idea is to inculcate philosophical self-sufficiency, and this can happen quickly.
MH: What if you never intellectually
examined your life, but came for counseling feeling depressed, miserable,
unhappy?
LM: This would depend on the nature
of your unhappiness:What do you think
happiness is? What will make you happy?
And why aren't you there?
MH: Let's say Bill Clinton is sitting in
your philosophical counseling room
before the Starr report was issued. "I am
50 years old, in the most powerful position in the world, getting my penis
manipulated by a young intern, risking
losing everything that I have created."
What would your dialogue with him
focus on?
LM: Now we have to introduce another
element—medicine. A psychiatrist will
find that Clinton has a disease of some
kind, a mental illness.The problem is, some
psychiatrists find illnesses that are not
there, because they need to make a living.
But maybe Clinton does have some medical problem. So it would behoove him to
be checked out medically.
MH: So the first thing you do for Bill
Clinton when he comes to you is say . . .
LM: Get a major work up! We want
blood, semen; we want all the bodily fluids, not in the Oval Office, but in the lab.
Maybe he's got too much serotonin. We
don't know.
If the medical profile looks normal,
then we have a problem without a cause,
and maybe you want to send him to a
psychologist who will explore his childhood, or to a Freudian analyst who will
discover what sexual problems he has
repressed. But if all that fails, then we
simply want to talk to him about his philosophy of sex and power.
Before Princess Di had her horrific
accident, the BBC asked me what I
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would do if a member of the royal family whose scandals were in the media
came to me for philosophical counseling. What I said was that anybody who is
in the public eye has to be more careful
than the average person because his or
her transgressions are more likely to be
revealed. If you are in a position where
you need to exercise power, you are
going to have to pay for being in that
position, to sacrifice. If you are a hedonist
or a predator, maybe you should consider getting out of such a position, so you
won't disappoint yourself, your family,
and other people who put trust in you.
What would I say to Clinton? I'd
inquire about his conception of right
and wrong. How does he philosophize
about morality? Is what he has done
consistent with that belief?
M H : The alternate explanation for what
you're describing is a discongruence
between what people want to be and
what they are. Philosophical counseling
helps them find a way of seeing reality so
that they can be more congruent with
their ego ideal. So, really, it supports the
individual's status quo in a way that is
very similar to therapy.
LM:
It is therapy. Therapy without
diagnosis.
M H : Would you agree that philosophical counseling could not be viewed as a
radical critique of society?
LM: It can be.
MH: How?
LM: I am an advocate for my client. If
my client wants and needs some kind of
philosophical assurance that she is doing
the right thing, and if I think, without
lying or being unprofessional or
unphilosophical, that I can provide that
assurance, I do. But I am doing so in an
analytical, rather than an emotional,
mode. On the other hand, if my client
comes in and says, "I have all these beliefs
about the world. I really don't care for
them anymore, subvert them," then I
would work with my client to subvert
her views. I don't determine what my
client wants, because I am not in the
business of diagnosing.
M H : So if Leopold and Loeb come in
to see you wanting to be Nietzchean
Supermen, and say they are going to
murder a child to prove it, what is your
responsibility as a philosophical counselor? Do you in fact say, "This is
immoral and you shouldn't kill"?

LM: Yes. Because I am constrained by
the Mill's Harm Principle.
M H : Which is?
LM: Paraphrased, it says that the state is
justified in interfering with or constraining an individual only to prevent him
doing harm to others. So if you tell me
that you are planning to kidnap and torture a child because you want to become
an iiberfrau, then I will say, "This session
is now terminating."
I have a two-tier responsibility: One is
being an advocate to my client. Second is
a responsibility to the larger community.
In a case such as you present, the community takes precedence. Even a client's
merely wanting to harm somebody
would be a sufficient condition for me to
override client-counselor confidentiality.
M H : Do all philosophical counselors
subscribe to this theory?
LM: No.
M H : Let's take a look at a philosophical
counselor who doesn't. In fact, couldn't
such a counselor just have an intellectual
dialogue about the nature of murder?
LM: That counselor would likely find
himself charged with conspiracy if the
client actually murders somebody. But
we are talking about a very bizarre hypothetical case.
M H : No, we are talking about the fact
that philosophical counselors are not
required to have a license, or to adhere to
a specific set of standards. Somebody
who goes to a philosophical counselor
really doesn't know what to expect,
because the field is unregulated.
LM: In so far as it's an art form, that's
true. Each counselor has individual preferences, philosophers, philosophies.
Where morals are concerned, some are
absolutists, some are relativists. So you
have to decide with which counselor
you will have the more interesting or
fruitful dialogue. It's no different if you
go to hear your favorite piece of music
performed; some musicians will titillate
you more than others.
M H : Who is the ideal candidate for
philosophical counseling?
LM: Somebody who is functional, who
can say what is wrong without getting
lost in contradictions or being unable to
remember what she just said. Are you
able to do your work? Are you able to
look out for your children? Are you able
to fulfill your basic responsibilities in
life? Are you eating properly? Are you

sleeping properly?
MH: So, sociopaths would be good candidates for philosophical counseling
because they can be ideal raconteurs of
their life stories? They are totally functional, and then they go home and eat
their friends.
LM: A sociopath would be be able to
pose as an ideal candidate. If somebody
walked into my office with a broken
arm, I don't think it's treatable by philosophical means. And I don't think
sociopathologies are either.
MH: Do you think philosophical counseling could be helpful for someone
who has no experience with philosophy
at all? Perhaps an ex-convict comes to
you and says, "I'm really depressed. I am
in a funk, and I don't know what to do."
He's never heard of Plato, Wittgenstein,
Sartre. Can you be as helpful to somebody like that as to somebody with a
grounding in philosophy?
LM: I'd stand a better chance with the
ex-con.
MH: Really?
LM: Yes, because the ex-con will have
no prejudices to be overcome. In much
of philosophical practice, the people who
have no philosophical grounding, but
just bring their natural curiosity, are •way
ahead of people who have philosophical
training. Some of the worst people to
work with philosophically are philosophers, because they think they already
know all the answers.
PHILOSOPHICAL COUNSELING
AND WOMEN
MH: The majority of people seeking
mental health are women. How is philosophical counseling more attuned to
women, if it is?
LM: Philosophy is dealing with stuff of
the mind, the psyche, which as far as I
know is ungendered.
M H : Philosophy is very often seen by
feminists and feminist critique as
extremely gendered. If you come from a
Western tradition of philosophy—Plato,
Socrates, Descartes—it can even be
viewed as misogynist.
LM: I come from the classical tradition
of philosophy that reaches not only into
Western traditions, but also into Eastern
ones, in which yin and yang are balanced. Just the fact that I read Aristotle
doesn't make me a sexist. On the whole,
philosophy is gender-neutral in its

views. Tell me what gender any kind of were saved and the relatively few nonproblem is.
Jews who risked their own lives to save
MH: Unwanted pregnancy . . .
them. And it helped to motivate the
LM: Unwanted pregnancy obviously. rebirth of the state of Israel.
But depression, anxiety, interpersonal MH: I don't think Israel was worth the
conflicts or problems with relationships Holocaust.
or unfulfilled desires, ethical problems,
problems with one's career—these are VIRTUE AND TRUTH
problems people experience generally. MH: I want to talk about the nature of
These are problems that can be dealt virtue, because it seems to me that sex is
with philosophically.
the one issue that challenges all of us
MH: One feminist critique of therapy is morally. Very few of us are tested like the
that it puts the responsibility for prob- courageous resisters in the Holocaust,
lems—political,
sociological,
the but we are all challenged by sexual
inequities of the world—onto the indi- desire. But is this the way we should
vidual, not the system.You say, "I'm mis- view ethics? Can we say people are
erable and I'm unhappy because my par- moral or immoral solely on the basis of
ents didn't treat me well," not because their sexual behavior?
you're a black or a minority in a society LM: Morality is partly this. The human
that treats you as a second-class citizen. being is a hypersexual being, not just a
How does philosophical counseling han- sexual being. Most animals who use sexdle that transition from self-analysis to ual reproduction use it for procreating
critiquing the system?
purposes. The human being uses it for
LM: We presume for the most part that recreative, for creative as well as procrepeople have a worldview that is much ative purposes, for exercising dominance
richer than merely a psychological view. through humiliation, which is mostly
This is the other way of illustrating why what rape is about.
philosophical counseling is different MH: Also, I have always been under the
from both psychiatric and psychological opinion that the erotic drive in this culcounseling. Leading the examined life is ture is directed toward consumer
supposed to be a good thing. Even if it resources.
shakes you up a little, it still is better in LM: Well of course it is. Everything is. I
the long run for you to know what's have yet to discover anything in this culgoing on. Because although you are not ture that is not market-driven. The only
free to change the past, you are always thing that is not market-driven is virtue.
free to reinterpret the present. And to MH: What is the nature of virtue?
reinterpret the present philosophically.
LM: There are classical virtues such as
M H : So nothing is good or bad but courage and temperance. And there are
thinking makes it so, as Shakespeare said. Christian virtues—faith, hope, charity.
LM: I wanted to go from Shakespeare And there are other senses of the word
actually to Taoism, because Shakespeare virtue in a more modern or post-modgot it partly right, but not quite. Nothing ern sense. People speak of the virtues of
is purely good or bad, but thinking a product, why you should buy it. That is
makes it so. So there is no such thing as not exactly the same meaning.
pure good or bad in the world. Things
But if we speak of the virtues in the
are alloyed. If you look at the yin-yang
classical sense or the Christian sense, men
symbol, you see some white in the black
we are speaking of ideals which are to be
and some black in the white.
emulated. The Stoics had a very interestMH: There is nothing good in the
ing take on this. They thought we
Holocaust. There was nothing good in
shouldn't value anything that can be
slavery. There is nothing good in opprestaken from us by someone else. If we do
sion. There is nothing good in torture.
so, we put ourselves in that other person's
There is nothing good in cruelty or
power. For you to overvalue your car,
inequity.
your stereo, your job, or your life, any of
LM: I am going to have to back off a lit- which can be taken by someone else, is
tle bit and say there was nothing good in in effect putting yourself in a position of
the unspeakable evil of the Holocaust, fear, and always in someone's power. The
but some good coexisted with it, at least Stoics practiced this wonderful sort of
in terms of the relatively few Jews who detachment. Which didn't mean that
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they didn't care; on the contrary they
cared even more about the things we are
concerned about, about what constitutes
virtue. Because the one thing that can't
be taken from you by somebody is your
virtue. You can relinquish it, but no one
can take from you.
M H : Your virtue is what? Courage?
LM: Your sense of justice, your temperance, all the good habits you have developed, practiced and attempted to inculcate in others.
MH: But these can be corrupted.
LM: Only if you are an accomplice. You
can't be corrupted unless you are willing
to be corrupted.
MH: You can be corrupted without
knowing. I know many women who
have been so eager to enter the electoral
political arena, convinced that they
could remain true to their principles.
Convinced that they could make a difference. Yet they become corrupted,
contaminated.
LM: As Lord Acton said, power corrupts
and absolute power corrupts absolutely.
If you are running for office, there are
compromises you'll have to make. That's
the nature of political life. And as soon as
you compromise, you in effect compromise your virtue, too.
M H : But life is a compromise. You get
up in the morning; you don't want to. In
a sense, life creates a process by which
your virtue is corrupted.
LM: Not getting up in the morning
when you should is a vice. Having an
extramarital affair might be a little more
major, depending on the value you place
on your marriage. Telling the truth, even
more important.
MH: Why is truth a virtue?
LM: This is a very difficult question. It
would seem that we are better off having
true beliefs than false ones.
M H : Assuming there is an objective
reality to know.
LM: Well, there are certainly realities of
different kinds. For example, there are
many ways in which false beliefs can be
harmful. To take a medical case: Go back
to medieval times, when it was thought
that the bubonic plague was a divine retribution from God. When the plague
arrived, everybody went to church and
prayed—and spread the contagion.
M H : Truth is a way to survive. Truth is
a preservative.
LM: Definitely a preservative.
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MH: But not all the time. For instance LM: We are human beings. We have
in adultery, if you want to preserve your Eros, so we are tempted. We are in a conmarriage sometimes it's far better not to stant state of temptation. Religiously, if
you fall prey to it, you are called sinful. In
say you're having an affair.
LM: Do you think that in a marriage of a secular sense, if you fall prey to it, you
intimacy, not a marriage of convenience are called immoral.
Each of us has a price which can be
or a political marriage, that one spouse is
capable of really deceiving the other met. Virtue, like it or not, is for sale. We
succumb when the offer looks good
about such a thing?
enough. So the thing you can always
MH: Yes, I do.
LM: Okay. We disagree. Because I think choose to do when you are tempted is
if one is having an affair in a marriage raise your rates. But it's not raising your
and if it is found out, then this will lead rates to have a bigger pay off; it's raising
to conflict and strife and dissention. If your rates in order to avoid succumbing
you assume responsibility, and then there to the temptation.
is forgiveness, there is a possibility of MH: At least, this entire Clinton scandal
moving beyond. Whereas, if the lie is has some of us looking at the difference
perpetuated, when it is found out—and between what is legal, politically expedieventually they all are—it's far worse. ent, and morally principled.
And that's pragmatic. You don't have to LM: Because the lawyers are actually
be noble. You can say, What is better for helping us out here by snarling everyme? Is it better for me to tell the truth or thing in legal red tape. This is gonna be
is it better for me to persevere in the lie. the biggest ball of red tape for the
Of course, telling the truth takes a bit of Guinness Book of World Records. No
one will be able to figure out how to
courage, which is also a virtue.
unwind it so people will back up and say,
LIES, LAW AND POLITICS
"Now wait a minute. We forgot about a
MH: Do you think it matters what you very important distinction." Which
lie about?
Jefferson knew. Which Martin Luther
LM: In one sense, no. If you are a purist, King knew. And that is, whether someyou will tolerate no lies at all. A little lie thing is right is different from whether
differs from a big lie only in degree, not it's legal.
in kind. To succeed as a professional M H :
But our society has replaced
politician, you are probably duty-bound "right" with legality.
to lie a lot of the time, or at least to LM: We elect lawyers to office. What do
deceive a lot of the time.
we expect them to do, but use the law to
M H : Right. Witness the so-called "bril- make things better for themselves?
liance" of Clinton.
M H : In a sense, because the constituLM: So then maybe it does make a tional concept of the separation of
difference what Clinton lied about. But church and state has become a secular
it's not just what he lied about, it's how. mantra. The law has replaced religion
It's the motive for the lie that becomes and culture as the only true unifier in
relevant.
our society. The great trials are our modMH: Isn't survival the ultimate motive— ern morality plays.
the first virtue?
LM: It's just a stage. We will grow out of it.
LM: For biological beings, it's the thing MH: The law is a fad?
without which there is no virtue. LM: Not a fad. It's a phase. We need the
Survival is not questioned in any reason- law, but the law must always be only a
able political philosophy. The human shadow of our morality. It must not dicbeing has a right to self-preservation.
tate our morality or drive our morality
M H : So one can say that Clinton is or inform our morality. It's our morality,
being virtuous by attempting to survive. our sense of right, which must tell us
LM: No. Because survival is not a virtue what the law must say. It can't be the
in itself. I mean, if the only thing that other way around.
prevents me from committing suicide is
dismembering people and eating them, Merle Hoffman, publisher/editor-in-chief ofOn
then my survival is not a virtue.
The Issues, is founder/president of Choices
MH:
So how should you handle Women's Medical Center, Inc. and Choices
temptation?
Mental Health Center in NewYork City.

Nowhere

BY ELEANOR J. BADER

Everyday warrior Patricia Baird-Windle

L

ike many survivors of war,

63-year-old Patricia BairdWindle suffers from chronic
Post Traumatic Stress Syndrome (PTSS). Acute sleep
disorders, depression from repressed
anger, difficulties concentrating, and
short-term memory loss mark her every
day. So does fatigue, resulting from constant infections caused by a severely
compromised immune system.
But Baird-Windle's war was not
fought in Vietnam, or the Persian Gulf.
Her war has been fought on the streets of
Florida—and it is an ongoing conflagration. Currently the founder-owner of
two women's health centers, in
Melbourne and West Palm Beach, BairdWindle has been under relentless attack
for more than two decades—since 1977,
when the first Aware Woman Center for
Choice was brutally targeted by the
Christian right and other anti-abortion
forces. Her clinics have been repeatedly
sabotaged. Her clients and medical
providers, and members of her family,
have been threatened and harassed.
According to Captain Ron Bell of the
Melbourne Police, officers have responded to more than 180 calls from BairdWindle and other clinic staffers since
1993. Incidents have included vandalism,
bomb threats, harassing phone calls,
aggravated assaults, and violations of a
court order barring protesters from
blocking clinic entrances or entering the
buffer zone that was created to put some

physical space between anti-abortion
protesters and clinic patients.
While the worst violence against the
Aware Woman Centers occurred in 1993
and 1994, the unrelenting harassment
goes on. Daily, protesters picket the clinics, often crossing the police barriers set
up to protect the buffer zone. Clients
and staff are followed and taunted as a
matter of course. Earlier this year, the
protesters garnered a spate of publicity
when, to mark the 25th anniversary of
the Roe v. Wade decision that legalized
abortion, Melbourne Mayor John A.
Buckley declared the month of January,
1998, to be a period of "prayer to end
abortion in the city of Melbourne."
Supported by several city councilors, the
proclamation has served as an anti-abortion call to arms.
Unfortunately, the attacks against
Baird-Windle and the Aware Woman
Centers are not anomalies. Since 1982,
abortion clinics across the U.S. have sustained more than $13 million in damages. The year 1993 saw the highest
number of acts of violence, 437, along
with 2,929 non-violent disruptions (hate
mail, bomb threats, picketing, etc.) for a
total of 3,366 incidents directed at abortion providers. (The highest total number of incidents was in 1997: 9,886, with
166 acts of violence.) In reaction to this,
pro-choice activists, service providers,
and physicians launched an all-out, albeit
short-lived, organizing effort to press
federal lawmakers into action.

I

n May, 1994, Congress passed,

and President Bill Clinton signed, the
Freedom of Access to Clinic
Entrances Act (FACE).The Act makes it
a federal offense to use force or threat of
force or physical obstruction that
attempts to, or actually injures, intimidates or interferes with a person seeking

or providing reproductive health services. FACE mandates a $10,000 fine and
up to one year in prison for first-time
violators, and raises the ante to $25,000
in fines and up to three years imprisonment for subsequent offenses.
Since FACE was passed, anti-choice
terrorism has diminished, but violence
against clinics is far from extinct. A fiveyear analysis of anti-abortion violence
conducted by the Feminist Majority
Foundation, and released in January
1998, reveals that serious violence—
blockades, invasions, bomb threats,
bombings, arson threats or attacks, death
threats, chemical attacks, or the stalking
of clinic staff or patients—continues to
plague fully 25 percent of clinics. And, as
the January 29 bombing of a clinic in
Birmingham, Alabama, which killed an
off-duty police officer and seriously
injured a clinic nurse, makes clear, some
anti-abortion fanatics will stop at nothing to end what they call "the abortion
holocaust."

E

nter Baird-Windle, known to
her family and friends as the "steel
magnolia." Like other vehement
defenders of choice, Patricia BairdWindle works more than full-time to
keep abortion legal and provide high
quality health care for women who need
it. Her days include public speaking,
writing, and clinic management, a juggling act that is aided by her quick wit
and unwavering political commitment.
Baird-Windle, who was born in
Arkansas and raised in Louisiana,
became involved in the abortion business serendipitously. "I've been a feminist all my life, but in the late 1960s,
early 1970s, I was really caught up in the
movement fervor," she says. "At the
time, I owned a retail jewelry store.
Brevard County is the part of Florida
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with the missile industry, and we've
always had boom times and bust times;
1976 was a bust time. I decided to close
the store and take a year off to decide
what to do next. I really wanted to use
the time to decide how to be a fulltime, practicing feminist."

feminist group Women's Legal Action
Coalition were launching what they
dubbed a "boot camp for Christians with
an attitude" called the "Institute of
Mobilized Prophetic Activated Christian
Training" (IMPACT Team).

s

T

ness. Then we went to City Hall to get
our operation license. The clerk looked at
us and said, 'You're not those abortion
people, are you?' When we replied 'yes,'
our license was denied. On top of this, the
city of Cocoa Beach passed an illegal and
very restrictive health care ordinance to
keep us out. And it was in all the media."
. hortly after the store closed,
Baird-Windle admits that she had
| Baird-Windle received a call from only $300 in the bank at this time.
the South Brevard Women's Luckily, the news coverage generated
Center, a newly organized project in numerous donations, including $5,000
which she had been tangentially from a South Carolina doctor. "They
involved. Center volunteers asked her to thought I'd give up and disappear," she
help with a study they were conducting says, laughing. "Instead, I found an
on the availability of birth control. After a incredible lawyer, who got us open in
few weeks, she says, they offered her the four days. On September 1, 1977, the
directorship. "I took it as a temporary, 10- Cocoa Beach clinic was open for serweek thing. I did typical women's center vice." In 1982, the Cocoa Beach clinic
stuff: battered-spouse counseling, divorce moved to Melbourne, where it has been
counseling, abortion referrals. I also drove operating ever since.
two patients to the nearest abortion clinSeveral years later, Baird-Windle
ic, which was 70 miles away, 140 miles opened other health centers, in West Palm
round trip. It felt like we were being ban- Beach and Port St. Lucie.The latter clinic
ished to Siberia. It was ridiculous. These closed in 1994, because of the unremitwomen deserved community-based care, ting pressure exerted on the center's landand I made my decision, then and there, lord, the other tenants in the building, and
to open a clinic in the Melbourne area." the clinic s clients and their families.
But how to do this? "Twelve feminist
Although all three Aware Woman clinfriends put up $204 each. I also bor- ics were sites of anti-abortion protests
rowed money. We were the 34th clinic from their inception, it was not until
to open in the state of Florida," she says. January, 1993, that the full-fledged war
Once the initial financing was against Baird-Windle was launched. "My
secured, Baird-Windle leased a fully husband Ted and I were on vacation
equipped doctors' office in Melbourne; when we got a call from an acquaintance
shortly thereafter her troubles began. "As who had been tracking the anti-abortion
soon as the news that we were starting an people," she says. The caller told her that
abortion clinic hit the newspaper, before Randall Terry, founder of Operation
we even opened, two school buses full of Rescue and Meredith Raney of the antipicketers from the local Baptist
and Catholic churches appeared,"
she says. Threats to the landlord
of the proposed clinic were so
unrelenting that she told BairdWindle she wanted to cancel the
lease, leaving the would-be abortion provider in the lurch. BairdWindle goes on: "I agreed to find
another space if she would give
us all the furniture, equipment
and fixtures we needed. She did
this, so I had to pay much less to
outfit another space once we
found one."

Baird-Windle
eventually
secured another site, in Cocoa
Beach, a small town 18 miles
northeast of Melbourne. "We
moved in under cover of dark30
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lerry had announced his threats
against
Baird-Windle
while
preaching in a Melbourne church.
The next day he reiterated his promise in
a face-to-face confrontation. "We will
make your lives a living hell. You will
have no place to hide," he told her.
"Things got frightening at that point,"
Baird-Windle says. "And they stayed that
way until October, 1994. Anti-abortion
activists began targeting our homes. They
were jamming our phone lines, diverting
our faxes. They 'locked' the Melbourne
clinic's seven doors with glue twice. West
Palm Beach had three or four gluings.The
West Palm doctor had acid thrown onto
the roof of his Mercedes. There were
three attacks on our clinics with butyric
acid. One of our employees was out for
six months with chemically-triggered
pneumonia because of this. They put it
under the front-door frame, in mailbox
slots, in the front-door keyhole, around
the window frames. We think they must
have used long veterinary needles. This
acid is so toxic, the smell bowls you over,
and it can give you an intense migraine,
or makes you vomit, or both.The protesters also stole our air-conditioners once
and sabotaged them five or six times." On
top of all this, the IMPACT team organized almost-daily demonstrations out-

Patricia Baird-Windle leads cheers outside her Melbourne, FL clinic after Supreme Court rules
that protesters must stay 36 ft. away from entrances.

side Baird-Windle's home, and in 1993
led nearly 100 people in repeat 7:00 a.m.
FALLEN WARRIOR
''prayer services" that blocked traffic and
As we go to press, all people of
intimidated her neighbors.
conscience mourn Dr. Barnett
Her entire family was—and still is—
Slepian, a physician shot dead in
affected. "During the worst of it, my
his home because he performed
granddaughter, who was then 13, told
abortions.
her mother that she wanted to come to
A victime of hate, fanaticism,
the clinic to help me defend it, and be
intolerance
and ignorance, his
my 'bodyguard.' The anti-abortion peolegacy will inspire a deeper comple took photographs of her on the
mitment to reproductive freedom.
picket line that they sent to us, with a
message that warned:'If you can rip the
heads off fetuses, we can rip the head off bal insults, and still others have had their
your granddaughter.' It was a death names paraded on picket signs.
threat. They followed her and her friends
"Most of our patients become angry at
as they were leaving their junior high the harassment," says Baird-Windle.
school. She had to go into therapy and Nonetheless, she concedes that the numtake antidepressants because of it."
ber of women seeking abortions at the
Other members of the family, includ- Melbourne clinic has fallen. "Brevard
ing her sons and daughter, a nephew, her County is one of the top 10 growing
sister and her husband, have also suffered counties in the U.S., so you'd think we'd
from stress-related illnesses. At the pre- see more women coming in for terminasent time only one of Baird-Windle's tions. In Melbourne we serve between
children, her daughter Rom, is employed 4,500 and 5,000 women a year for generby Aware Woman, as administrator of the al gynecological visits, and do about 1,100
Melbourne center. Yet that still has not abortions.This is down from 2,000."
stopped the anti-abortion activists from
et Baird-Windle perseveres.
targeting the rest of the family. "They
She has taken her fight as far as
regularly steal the garbage of one of my
the Supreme Court (Madsen vs.
sons to gain access to records," she says.
"He was in California a few months ago, Women's Health Center, a 1994 case that
and he discovered that they had changed affirmed a clinic's right to a buffer zone
the address on all his credit cards."Worse, separating patients from anti-abortion
Baird-Windle adds, "All my children protesters), and has seen U.S. Marshals
have seen their marriages and relation- assigned to protect her property from
ships dissolve because of this. We've all anti-choice zealots when local police
had to go through stress-management failed to do the job. "Even on the worst
training. Many of us are on antidepres- day of the acid attack we were able to get
sants. We live in fear of everything, but the clinic open. We knew what to do
from other clinics that had been hit with
we cannot live in a fortress."
butyric acid before us. Maybe I'm arroikewise, doctors working at the gant to have thought I could run an
Aware Woman centers have had abortion clinic. But I knew I had the
their homes picketed, and have social service, the volunteers, and the
been berated in public as "murderers." In business and medical credentials.
"I absolutely love my job," she says.
fact, the impact on medical providers has
"It's
an honor to serve these women.
been so severe that the clinics have been
Look,
I'm a smart-as-a-whip woman. I
forced to fly doctors in from other states,
could
have
made a lot of money if I had
because no local practitioners will perwanted
a
career
for the sake of money.
form the procedure.
But
these
clinics
are
precious gemstones.
Patients have also fallen victim to antiI
insist
we
go
all
out to give every
abortion harassment. Baird-Windle
woman
what
she
deserves."
recounts story after story of patients being
Still, Baird-Windle cannot help but
videotaped as they enter or leave the clinexpress
her frustration at the lack of
ics, of being followed to their homes or
financial
and emotional support she feels
repeatedly telephoned and exhorted to
she
and
other clinic owners have
repent. Several patients have been subjectreceived
from
the prochoice community.
ed to all-night doorbell-ringing and ver-

Y
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She believes that few people understand
the burdens and stresses facing abortion
providers, and urges the pro-choice
community to recognize that without
service providers, there are no meaningful abortion rights. "Providers have
worked without community support
long enough.The prochoice community
can no longer afford to be just pro the
issue. They have to become proprovider. We need financial support.
"My husband has two other sources
of income, a pension and a small inheritance, without which we would have
had to close the Melbourne clinic two
years ago. But we have reached the bottom of the money that we dare put back
into the clinic. I've just taken my
eleventh pay-cut and presently earn just
$16,000 a year for working a six-day
week. Ted and I are jeopardizing our
retirement security. We need direct, concrete help. Eleanor Smeal and the
Feminist Majority Foundation have
helped us in the past, so I hope Smeal
will come down here again to help us
pay for the next round of legal bills
resulting from a frivolous lawsuit against
us by one of the local anti-abortionists.
He is charging that we violated his freedom of speech when we had him arrested for ignoring the injunction keeping
him off our property. People take the
availability of abortion for granted, and
they take providers 10 times for granted.
We would add $80,000 worth of security to our little bitty clinic if we could
afford to. The scope of what the antiabortion movement has done is so overwhelming. But by and large the public
has no idea what we go through."

D

espite this small eruption of

anger at her feminist peers, it is
clear to anyone speaking to
Baird-Windle that she is going to neither back down nor give up this struggle."I'm proud that I'm tough," she confides. "I come from an indomitable
matriarchy. The anti-choice movement
has always underestimated my tenacity
and the tenacity of my family. We are all
indomitable. But I still want to be clear
about this. We can be defeated by our
tenacious and well-funded foes. No one
can hold out against them forever."
Eleanor J. Bader is a writer and teacher who
makes her home in Brooklyn, NY.
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ART.RAGE .US.
Fighting breast cancer through art
t has been said that art thrives in adversity—and if that is
true, there could be no more telling proof than these creations by women with breast cancer. At once exhilarating and emotionally draining, angry and hopeful, the
works on these pages were part of an extraordinary
exhibit in San Francisco earlier this year. The accompanying captions describe each artists feelings and experiences as she
battled breast cancer. The collection is intended to provide a window into the hearts and minds of women who, inspired to create in
the pain and adversity, present the art and outrage of breast cancer.
The multi-media exhibit featured the work of some 56 artists

I

and 21 writers, and was sponsored by a coalition of three national nonprofit organizations,The Breast Cancer Fund, the American
Cancer Society (San Francisco Bay Area), and the San Francisco
chapter of the Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Foundation. It
served as a platform for many educational and fundraising events.
We hope this portfolio will help lend emotional strength and
courage to the one in eight women who are now, or who will be,
counted in the statistics of the breast cancer epidemic, and their
friends and families. These works also are a clarion call to all of us
to support efforts to find better ways of detecting and treating the
disease, and, ultimately, to eliminate it (see box on page 35).

Marilyn Kaminsky Miller 16" x 16 ";
clay, stains, and acrylics 1997
Radiation treatments are given daily far several weeks. To make sure
your body is in the same position each time, a mold is made of the area
around the part being radiated.This piece was made from my radiation
mold. Not knowing what the radiation treatment would feel like, I was
extremely scared the first time out. I felt nothing. When the treatment
began, I was entranced by the beauty of the pattern the laser light
reflected from my body back up to the machine. The red lines on this
piece are one of the patterns I saw.
32
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THE MASTECTOMY QUILT
Suzanne Marshall 64" x 52"; textile 1992
After my bilateral mastectomy, I became alarmed by stones of women who found lumps in
their breasts but avoided treatment because they feared disfigurement. I was also concerned
that many women do not realize they have a choice about implants and cosmetic surgery.
It is not necessary to conform to society's image.
The story of the quilt readsfrom left to right. A healthy, whole woman walks along with
everything right in her world. Then she gets a mammogram. She receives a diagnosis. She
has the surgery. After her recover)', she goes back to the doctor, who asks if she would like
to have more surgery for implants. She says no!
The message of the quilt is enjoyment of life amid flowers and music. Fear of disfigurement is no excuse for postponing a mammogram. A changed body is not important—life is!

Photos of art works and accompanying captions by the artists reprinted from Art.Rage.Us., Art and Writing by Women with Breast
Cancer, introduction by Jill Eikenberry, Epilogue by Terry Tempest Williams, published by Chronicle Books, courtesy of the publisher.
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NIKE OF MASTECTOMY
Kay Minto 29 1/2" x 29" x 14"; lava rock and aluminum 1992
During my brief stay in the hospital, I kept thinking about the Nike of
Samothrace, the Greek statue of winged victory. When I got home, Ifelt compelled to do my own version. I worked for months on the torso, welding and
fitting the aluminum. All the while, my left brain's analytical voice kept whispering, "This is a pretty static composition—no dynamic tension. Are you sure
this is right?"And yet through experience, I had learned to trust the creative
process. I spent another ten days welding a wing. The moment I attached it to
the body, Nike came alive.
Maybe there's a lesson for life here. If I let go of judging what happens to me,
then perhaps I can glimpse a larger pattern in life. My challenge now is to live
day by day with the same trust I have when my art is unfolding. Ray Bradbury
said, "You have to jump off cliffs all the time and build your wings on the way
down." For me, completing the Nike was like graduating to a new stage of life,
being transformed from an earth-bound being to a woman who can fly.
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DEADLY MYTHS
Kelly ForsbergSaid 24" x 30"; oil and marker 1997
The statements on this picture were some of the first comments I
heard after I was diagnosed with advanced breast cancer at age 27.
My goal at the time was to live to be 30. Luckily, my youth, stubborness, and determination got me through: Last October I celebrated my 38th birthday. This self-portrait shows my bilateral mastectomy. I'm wearing a scarf to hide my baldness. The yellow flames at
the bottom show my anger, but I outlined myself in green, which
makes me think of spring, new growth, and healing. Painting these
ridiculous statements allowed me to let go of them.

HOW YOU CAN HELP
Contributions to the ongoing Art.Rage,Us. Project may
be sent to The Breast Cancer Fund, 282 Second Street,
San Francisco, CA 94105, or call 1-800-487-0492.
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Both the
mentally ill and
theirfamilies
sufferfrom
from a lack
of treatment
and resources

Mary and John

Mary is a good mother.
She tried her very best,
John is a good son.
He does the best he can.
Paranoid schizophrenia. That's
what the doctors call it. Mary doesn't
know exactly what that means. It's got to
do with a split personality or something,
but she's not sure. Nobody ever really
explained it to her. The doctors are
always so busy ... and she is only a mother. What she does know is that he's different. He hears voices in his head, and
sometimes he talks to himself. When he John. Mary kept her nose to the grind- He can't help it when he
gets really sick he thinks people are talk- stone, worked her fingers to the bone, gets this way. The voices
ing about him behind his back. but she was glad to do it. She scrimped tell him to do it. He was
Sometimes he thinks she isn't his real and saved (had to watch every penny) to screaming at her, saying all
mother and he can get a little rough with make a nice little home for John, and her the bad words, and then
her, but he's a good boy and is usually and Nana. Like they always say, God he grabbed her and shook
helps those who help themselves.
very quiet and keeps to himself.
her and slammed her
John is up in the county hospital.
He wasn't always this way. He was
against the wall, and then he banged her
Again.
sweet and gentle and kind—God bless
head hard against the kitchen cabinet. But
him—and so smart. Had a good head on
John got a little rough with her.
she's okay now. Really, she is. She didn't
his shoulders. He was such a good stuAgain.
need to see a doctor, nothing like that.
dent before he got sick. Life has not
Mary is doing okay. She is feeling fine, Sure, she was scared to death. Who
always been easy, but God has been good thanks, and she can't complain. There is wouldn't be? But now she is fine, thanks.
to her. She counts her blessings, makes no use complaining. What good would it
Well, yes, he is getting a little bit worse,
do with what she has, and takes one day do? You do the best you can. What else and she is scared to take him back home.
at a time. All her life, she worked hard. If can you do? There was no harm done, There is no telling what he might do. She
she didn't take sick from leukemia, she'd really. He just got a little rough. He can't is learning (the hard way). This time she
still be working. When John was three help himself. He's a good boy, but he's did just what she was told to do. She didyears old, his father walked out on them. sick. There were no bones broken. He just n't even argue with him when he said she
He had his problems, too, but that's grabbed her and shook her and slapped was not his mother. That really hurts the
another story. She went back to work her around a little. Well, yes, he was a little most, when he says that. (Why does he? It
and Mother moved in to take care of rougher this time. He didn't mean to be. makes no sense.) Worse than when he hits
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her. But she didn't say a word, not a peep,
'cause the last time up at the county hospital, they'd told her what to do and what not
to do. They were very nice to her, and told
her exactly what to do. And she did just like
she was told. Yes, she did. Well, not exactly.
No, she didn't leave the house and call the
cops when he started saying all those bad
words. It was late, and she was scared, and she
was in her pajamas. But she didn't argue
with him when he said she'd killed Nana.
She didn't say a word when he asked what
she did with the body. Not a peep.
No, it's true she didn't call the cops like
they told her to, but she did walk away from
him when he said the F-word. She did what
she could. She went into her bedroom and
shut the door. She thought that would
work. Walk away from him, that's what they
told her to do, and so she did like she was
told. Her getting away would calm him
down. That's what they said, and that's what
she did. She didn't argue. She was scared to
death, but she didn't let on. No, she just got
up and walked away.
She thought it would work this time. He
didn't follow her. Not at first. She just calmly walked to her bedroom, quietly shut the
door behind her, turned off the light, and got
into bed. She could hear him banging
around, saying all those bad words, and she
put the covers over her head. She shook and
shook. If it wasn't for all the commotion, she
probably would have heard those bony knees
of hers knocking. That's how scared she was.
But soon he was saying all those bad words,
the F-word, right outside her bedroom door.
He even called her a whore (he never did that
before). She pulled the covers even tighter.
She shook and she shook. Then it got real
quiet like, and she thought he was going to
settle down, but she was wrong. He barged
into her room and dragged her out to the
kitchen and went berserk. Well, you know
the rest of the story. There's no need to repeat
it. The cops took him away. The guy who
lives downstairs must have called them. He's
colored.John doesn't like him. He doesn't like
the colored, but she has nothing against them.
John doesn't trust them. She tries to get along
with everybody.Anyway, she is fine and John's
doing nicely, thank you, and she'll tell John
you were asking about him. She will be all
right. There is truly no need at all to worry.
She's fine. Really. She is.
John called Mary last night.
Again.
He begged her to let him come home.
Again.

He said he wants to come home, he's
ready to come home, he's really ready to
come home, won't she talk to the doctor,
won't she please just talk to the doctor,
please, all she has to do is talk to him, that's
all, 'cause he's ready, really ready this time,
he's been doing good, real good, and he's
sorry, really sorry this time, and it won't
happen again, no way, it will never ever
happen again, never, 'cause he is so sorry
and he's doing so good, you can ask anybody how good he's doing, he's learned his
lesson, he really has this time, he won't listen to the voices anymore, besides they
went away and they're not coming back
'cause he's going to take his medicine
everyday, you'll see, and even if the voices
do come back he promises he's not going
to listen to them, just talk to the doctor,
please, just talk to him, he'll tell you how
good he's been, they didn't even have to tie
him down once, he's been that good, and
he wants to come home so bad and he
loves her and he misses her, he misses her a
lot, yes, he knows she comes to visit him
every chance she gets, and yes, he knows
she loves him and misses him too, sure he
knows that, but it isn't the same, it's not the
same as being home, and it's his home too,
and if she really loves him as much as she
always says she loves him, if she really
means it, she'll give him another chance
and let him come home, please say yes, he'll
do anything, he'll be so good, like when he
was a little boy. PLEASE one more chance,
just one more chance . . . NO, PLEASE,
D O N ' T SAY NO, OKAY . . . okay, think
about it, just think about it. OKAY? . . .
okay, he'll call back again tomorrow.
Mary is afraid, again.
She is afraid to take a chance, again.
She doesn't want to live in fear anymore,
but she doesn't know what do. There's no
telling what he might do the next time. At
77, she isn't as strong as she used to be, and
she isn't getting any younger (that's for
sure), and he seems to be getting worse. She
used to think he would get better. She built
her hopes up. She doesn't think that way
anymore. She doesn't know what to think.
She wants to do what's right.
Everybody tells her he needs to be on
his own. He would be much better off. He
has to learn to do things for himself. Her
friend, who is a teacher, says she needs to
back off a little, he's got to find himself, he's
a grown man and he has to make his own
way, he's fifty years old, for goodness sake.
continued on page 60

National
Failure.
Tragedy

I

must be crazy. I'm one ot those
social worker types, and the
folks I run into just aren't
doing so hot: the old and
young ones, the sick, the
maimed, the slow and the crazy
ones. Maniacs, the demented,
depressives. obsessive-compulsives,
schizophrenics, and their tamilies—
these are the ones I work with (at
times against) the most. I know it's
not nice to call them crazy, but
that's what we mental health professionals do. Not necessarily in a
mean or nasty way, just in a matter
of fact if the shoe fits wear it kind
of way. Psychotic is too clinical and
sounds kind of scary. Schizophrenic has too many syllables. Bi-polar,
too wishy-washy. Manic-depressive
(the old term for bi-polar) is too
stuffy and cumbersome. Crazy is
just about right and is the sobriquet of choice.
Psychiatrists, nurses, social
orkers, clinicians and case mangers, with ever-growing caseloads and case notes, call them
crazy, though not to their faces
(well, not often), and certainly not
in print. Nevertheless, in the parlance, crazy—or fucking crazy—is
the
term
most
frequently
employed. In conversation among
professionals—polite or otherwise—you seldom hear the words
'mentally ill" or "handicapped"
>r "challenged" or "cogmtively
mpaired." The word "lunatic" is
ever heard, though the full
oon remains a popular topic ot
iscourse. Cops seem to prefer
mentals," for some reason.
When times are tough everyON THE [SSI KS 37

National Failure, Family Tragedy
body suffers, right? The poor and the
vulnerable a little more than the rest.
That's the way it goes.Things seem to be
bad and getting worse for the poor and
vulnerable. A lot worse.

It's Only a Paper Moon
Schizophrenia is characterized by withdrawal from reality. Symptoms include:
• Delusions: believing things to be true
which have no basis in reality. For example,
you could have delusions of grandeur,
poverty, or persecution—the CIA is spying
on you. Now we all know the CIA
doesn't engage in domestic espionage.
• Hallucinations: in most cases auditory
(hearing voices speaking to you or about
you) .They may be command hallucinations
(telling you to do things like cut your wrists
or drink bleach). • Ideas of reference: the
TV is broadcasting encrypted messages,
which have special significance or relevance
only to you. • Formal thought disorder: disorganized, illogical modes of thought and
speech, such as losing associations, word
salad. Other symptoms can include magical
thinking, obsessive sexual or religious preoccupation, blunting of emotions, and
varying degrees of social withdrawal and
isolation, lack ot motivation and self-care.
Stuff like that. Historically, schizophrenia
has been attributed to a lot of
things, from imbalances of bile
and phlegm in the brain, to the
moon, to demons, to schizophrenigenic mothers who
impart mixed messages to their
progeny, to myth.These days it's
genes. Psychiatrists usually tell
patients and family members (if
they tell them anything at all)
that it's caused by a chemical
unbalance in the brain. This is
the best modern medicine has
come up with so far.
Things have never been
easy
for
schizophrenics.
Psychiatry has had a dubious
history. As we approach the
millennium, we have become a
little
more
enlightened,
though, and institutional abuse
is on the decline (as are the
institutions themselves). We
don't chain them to walls, beat
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them, bleed them, or give them ice cold
baths ("hydrotherapy") or make them
have convulsions ("insulin coma therapy")
or lobotomize them any more. As a matter of fact, we don't talk to them ("psychotherapy") all that much anymore.
Since we recognized that schizophrenics
have the same civil rights as we regular or
normal people do, we have deinstitutionalized them. Some of them even vote. We
bend over backward for crazy people.
Americans are a generous people. We tell
ourselves this all the time. Probably, it was
Tocqueville who said itfirst.And it's true.
We give them money and provide community-based mental health centers,
short-term care facilities, partial-care programs, boarding homes, etc. So how come
schizophrenics are still doing badly?

Not a Pretty Picture
Maybe it's their fault. They just don't do
what they are supposed to do. They're
non-compliant. They don't take their
medicine or keep their appointments
with mental health professionals. They're
not crazy, they just don't like to follow
the rules. They don't obey their parents
or listen to husbands or wives, who've
had it up to here. No, they don't listen to
anybody. I guess they're just too gosh

darn busy listening to those silly voices
in their heads . .. and muttering and talking trash and screaming at passersby and
hanging out in the streets and parks and
train stations and bus depots and abandoned buildings and Burger Kings and
Dunkin' Donuts and Dumpsters—
refugees from nowhere, scrounging and
wheeling shopping carts and baby
strollers filled with black plastic garbage
bags containing their life savings and
half-eaten sandwiches . . . loitering in
doorways, downing 16-ounce cans of
malt liquor or cheap wine or smoking
crack cocaine and spliffs and blunts, or
just drinking in the scenery, obeying no
one and baying at the moon.
Some never go out. They are shadows
holed up in dank, windowless rooms day
and night, night and day, in dirty underwear that is unchanged, and they refuse
to take advice and baths, so they stink . . .
and they talk incessantly to themselves or
to God or to the Devil, and snicker and
snigger and giggle to themselves, and
overhear others talking about them and
laughing up their sleeves and behind
their backs . . . and get secret messages
from radio static or static electricity . . .
and pace back and forth, back and forth,
and argue with the incessant and merciless voices and chain smoke cigarettes
and leave cigarette butts smoldering in
unemptied ashtrays or burning holes in
sheetless mattresses stained with saliva.

T

Mary worries
about how
she can help
John today
and who will
care for him
when she's

semen, or menses, and reeking of sweat
and urine . . . and eat nothing for days on
end, and grow thin and gaunt and pale in
the dark . . . and get holy-ghost religion
and read the Bible furiously, for mercy
and forgiveness . . . hallelujah.
Eventually, somehow or other they
wind up in psychiatric wards, where they
will be stabilized and discharged with
side effects and good intentions, prescriptions and disposition plans. Inpatients, outpatients. In and out. The
cycle begins anew.

promised? Decent housing, for example?
Who knows? A place to live, a little thing
like that, might keep some of'em out of
mischief.

in denial and refuse to take medication.
Others too paranoid . . . or wise to trust
their doctor. Lack of adequate community mental heath services leads to overcrowded and understaffed clinics. Too
Institutionalization vs.
often medications are misprescribed.
Wealth does not guarantee access to the
Deinstitutionalization
Is deinstitutionalization to blame for this best available treatment.Two or three hosmess, or is it the lesser of two evils? Cost- pitalizations may exhaust a family's
benefit analyses consistently show that, resources, and mental heath insurance
dollar for dollar, it is by far the cheaper. coverage for life. I've witnessed numerous
Forty-three percent cheaper. And the instances of people from affluent families
bottom line is the bottom line. What who wind up on the streets.
about the social cost, the cost in human
At times, they may become dangerA Few Grim Statistics
suffering? Tsk, tsk. It's too bad, but that ous, or abuse the rights and privileges of
The National Institute of Mental Heath simply cannot be quantified. So let's others. How do you determine each
reports that 1.5% of the U.S. adult popula- ignore that question. As it is, keeping one's capability? That's a tough question
tion are diagnosed with schizophrenia. crazy people in the community is still no to answer, and many factors must be
More than 2 million Americans are affect- bargain. Short-term in-patient hospital- carefully weighed. When regular, normal
ed by schizophrenia in any given year. ization alone costs $1,000 a day. It would people abuse these rights and privileges,
Schizophrenia costs the nation some $30 be cheaper to send them to a five-star they go to jail. If they don't learn their
billion annually for treatment, social ser- hotel or on a cruise or to a resort— lesson, and continue to do the same bad
vices and disability payments, lost produc- Disney World or Vegas. And what do they things over and over again, they are
tivity and premature mortality. An estimat- get for all that money? A few activities, a called repeat offenders and sent back to
ed 10% of schizophrenics die by suicide: personal hygiene group, stuff like that; a jail with longer sentences. Prisons are a
their suicide rate is 16 times that of the day room with a TV set; access to a shrink growth industry these days.
general population. Up to 30% of schizo- for maybe 10 minutes a day if they're
When some crazy people's brains are
phrenics are treatment-resistant: Their lucky, and a little medicine. The oppor- on the fritz and they repeatedly dance on
symptoms are not controlled by medica- tunity to share a room with another crazy the rights and privileges of others, they are
involuntarily hospitalized. In most cases,
tion, or they must stop drug therapy due to person, who may be a whole lot crazier.
adverse side effects. The NIMH also
Absurd? The institutionalization vs. whether it be the third or thirtieth time,
reports that the funding provided for men- deinstitutionalization argument is more they are put away for a week or two or
tal health research in the U.S. amounts to absurd. We might as well spend our time three and then released into the commuless than 1% of the yearly cost of mental ill- arguing over how many angels can dance nity to trip the light fantastic once again.
Long-term hospitalization (institutionnesses. Eight percent of hospital beds are on the head of a pin. As for protecting civil
occupied by people with schizophrenia, liberties vs. locking the door and throwing alization) is not the answer, and should
more than by people with any other med- away the key, there is no need for argu- only be considered a last resort. The first
ical condition. The National Coalition for ment. Crazy people should enjoy the same criterion needed to determine the necesthe Homeless cites studies showing that 2<) rights and privileges, and be as safe in the sity of long-term hospitalization is the
to 25% of the homeless population suffers real world, as regular people. The vast individual's ability to function in the
from some form of severe and persistent majority are non-violent and law abiding. community without repeatedly becoming
mental illness. In 1992 the Federal Task They do the best they can even in the a danger to himself or herself or others.
Force on Homelessness and Severe Mental worst of circumstances. In the daily strug- He or she must be able to demonstrate
Illness reported that 5 to 7% of homeless gle for survival, most are heroic. Some minimal self-care (survival) skills over
persons with mental illness need to be lead very rich and productive lives despite time. At some point, after repeated shortinstitutionalized. The others could live in this devastating illness. Life is hard term hospitalizations for suicide attempts,
the community if they had access to appro- enough if you are normal. People are threats against or assaults on others, or a
priate supportive housing and services.
always playing tricks on you and you demonstrated inability to care for oneself
resulting in serious harm, long-term, or, in
A study of the history of sexual and need a brain in reasonably good working
some cases, permanent, hospitalization is
physical assault on homeless females who order to try and figure out what is really
justified. It all sounds so simple, so sensiare mentally ill, published in the American going on. What if your own brain were
ble. All that's needed is to figure out a way
Journal of Orthopsychiatry, indicated that playing tricks on you?
to pay for it. That shouldn't be too diffiA lot of crazy people, even under the
their lifetime risk for violent victimization
cult. I don't know, maybe it's me. It must
was 97%. The New York Times recently best of circumstances, are just not capable
be. I must be fucking crazy.
reported that today, one in ten people or are prevented from enjoying these
with mental illness wind up in jails and rights and privileges. In spite of new and
prisons. It's a lot cheaper than hospitaliza- improved drugs there are still those who Bill Weiner is a New Jersey freelance writer,
tion. Would it be less expensive to provide respond poorly to medication, others who and long-time social worker specializing in
the community services that were once cannot tolerate the side effects. Some are psychiatric crisis management.
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OTI Survey Results

Who

BY

KAVITA MENON

Really Are

We go to bed with you.You spend hours holding us, engaged in silent conversation. Considering
the intimacy of the relationship, we thought it was time we got to know you a little better.
With that in mind, OTI tucked a reader survey among the pages of our Spring '98 issue.
Nearly 12% of you responded—with answers that sometimes surprised us, but more often confirmed our suspicion that we speak to an audience of remarkably intelligent, thoughtful readers.
Population Survey of the U.S. Census to pay close attention to the special chalBureau, only about 5% of American lenges faced by all modern families—
women have a master's degree (with men whether that's a woman and her cat, two
just ahead at 6%), the OTI reader is women and their 12-year-old son, or a
woman and her husband and their 2.2 kids.
exceptionally well educated.
With your professional success in
mind, and the hard work you've put into ~V "W T" hen you were asked to pick
attaining it, perhaps it's not surprising
\ \ I up to four health issues of
that some 7% of you claim that in a fire,
\ \ major concern, "not being
after loved ones, you would rescue books able to pay for health care" got more
and/or computer disks (clearly contain- votes—38% of respondents—than any
ing vital data) first.
other topic listed.
Your economic independence may
That's no surprise, considering that the
also be a factor regarding marriage. U.S. Census Bureau has just released the
Almost even thirds of you are single alarming statistic that 16% of Americans
(more "as a matter of principle" than currently lack health insurance, the highest
"through circumstance"), living together proportion in a decade. Those in higheras a couple (more than half of you in this income households of $75,000 or more
category are in gay relationships), and accounted for about half the increase in
Of course, we also want to celebrate married. A number of you are also living the number of uninsured, which now
those of you who are continuing the with platonic roommates. We are delight- hovers around 43 million people.
struggle, cash-strapped and proud of not ed by the diversity of our audience.
The next highest health concern,
buying into the prevailing marketplace
selected by 34% of you, was breast cancer.
of ideas. We hope you'll find in OTI
Jk bout 45% of you have children, but Even though, according to The New York
plenty of inspiration to feed your soul, as
/ - V more than a third of you seem to
Times, "Heart disease is responsible for
well as stories that sustain your outrage _/_ _\_ prefer raising "companion ani- 30% of the deaths among American
and strengthen your determination to mals." A quarter of you said you never women . . . [while] breast cancer accounts
fight exploitation of any sort.
wanted children.
for only 4%," no more than a fifth of you
The financial security many of you
All of this was interesting to us because included heart disease as a health priority.
enjoy is almost certainly a function of it makes clear the fact that women now Perhaps that's because the bulk of heart
the extraordinarily high levels of educa- have a number of options when deciding research has been done on men. Women
tional achievement out there (though what sort of family life we want, and that have had very little information about
feminist scholar Kate Millett, in our our idea of what constitutes a family can how and whether the findings apply to us.
Summer '98 issue, rather passionately expand to hold any loving, nurturing relaIt was interesting that of the array of
made the point that diplomas and man- tionship. Increasingly, we see children who health issues presented, the inability to
uscripts can make poor insulation). are not necessarily bound to their parents pay for health care, the difficulty of findAlmost one-third of you hold a master's, by blood (more adopted and foster chil- ing good care, and the fear of losing
and 1 in 6 hold a doctorate or profes- dren, as well as those who are conceived insurance all rated higher than any dissional degree. We were astonished by through artificial inseminination), and more ease but cancer. More of you are apparthese figures. If you consider that, partners who are not tied by wedding ently concerned about these systemic
according to the 1997 Current vows. With this in mind, OTI will continue
problems than about HIV and AIDS,

F

irst of all, congratulations are
in order: Of those of you who
reported your household
income, half are making more
than $45,000 (which is substantially higher than the U.S. median of
$37,000 calculated by the Bureau of
Labor Statistics). An impressive 1 in 12 of
you live in households earning more
than $100,000, which perhaps is less surprising when you consider that onethird of you are also in professional or
top management positions. While we
don't want to overemphasize the value of
money, the truth remains that economic
strength is powerful stuff-—and in the
hands of those who identify themselves
as progressive, it's bound to tilt the world
a little closer to our ideals.
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mental health, or, as noted, heart disease.
Your attitudes toward alternative medicine also seemed in line with national
trends. About a third of you reported that
you "are delighted we now have an alternative to allopathic medicine," and almost
half said that you use both mainstream
and alternative remedies.
The most nearly unanimous responses
to our survey came in the answers to our
questions about safe sex. Almost everyone who replied believed that safe sex
should be taught in the schools and that
safe-sex and condom ads "are vital in an
HIV/AIDS era."Would that the nation as
a whole were so single-minded. We're
planning to expand OTTs coverage of
women's health issues and the politics of
medicine, so look for upcoming features
on topics that are important to you.

Y

""our views on some of our most
wrenching social debates tend to
be much more complex than
those we commonly hear voiced on the
national stage. While almost all of you
expressed your support for safe, legal
abortions, nearly half of you added that
abortion "should not be used as birth
control." Anti-abortionists often fail to
recognize the nuances of the claim to
abortion rights for women, and would
prefer to think that those of us who fight
for the right to choose are blind to the
weight of that choice.
Similarly, the vast majority of you
believe that people in need deserve welfare—but half of you also reason that
"there must be a less humiliating alternative," and some of you wrote that we
should be more concerned about corporate welfare than about aid to women and
children. Welfare reform in Washington is
typically framed as a debate between
those who want to continue government
handouts to the undeserving poor and
those who want to cut away more from
America's already too-frayed safety net.
There is far too little attention paid to the
view that while a flawed system should be
replaced, the fundamental need to minimize the pain of unemployment, homelessness, and hunger should not be negotiable. In the drive to trim welfare rolls
and save the taxpayers' money, too few
politicians have the courage to speak of
more meaningful and more humane welfare reform (replete with training, counseling, and day care), which risks being

more expensive.
Marx's famous line about religion serving
With the limits of our present political as "the opiate of the masses," or simply
possibilities made painfully clear these last feeling that religion "is not relevant" to
years, 35% of you said you would vote for your life, with 1 in 8 declaring you are
a third party "if you thought it would do either atheist or agnostic.
any good." Despite apparent dissatisfaction with political offerings, nearly all of ~"^ •%/ ~T hat makes you read OTP
you who responded to the question on
\ \ I Over half of you do so
voting habits said either that you voted
V V because, you say, you learn
"always" or "almost always." And while about issues you don't hear much about
most of you identify with the Democratic elsewhere; 35% responded that the pubparty, only 11% of "Democrats" consider lication makes you think; and 21% said
yourselves "Clinton Democrats," with the OTI gives you the unexpected. "No tips
rest qualifying your affiliation as either on how to please a man!" wrote one
"Liberal Democrat" or "Democrat-by- respondent. "OTI is essential; it gives me
default." And at least 15% of you are hold- hope, it's powerful," said another. Your
ing on as "unrepentant leftists." Almost all replies were as diverse as you are. "It
of you agree that police brutality is an nourishes my spirit," wrote a third, while
issue, that environmental regulations are a fourth said, "It's validation. OTI is like
not strict enough, and that we need affir- therapy." Two percent of you even said
mative action.
you read because it is so provocative, it
There are also a fair number of inter- outrages you. But no matter why you
nationalists among you—with large per- read OTI, and no matter how busy your
centages reporting that you are "well- lives, some 50% of you find time to read
informed on world events," that the UN the magazine from cover to cover.
"is essential" (50%) and the U.S. should
We also heard a few complaints."OTI
pay its U N debt (60%), and that you care is a very serious publication, and I like
about humanitarian crises abroad. Given that, but a shift in balance would be welthe choice between a dinner with come—upbeat has a place here," wrote
Madeleine Albright and one with Jesse one reader. And she's right. We do tend
Helms, the overwhelming majority select- to take ourselves, and the world, too seried Albright. Of the four who opted for ously, often overlooking the positive and,
dinner with Helms, two added identical yes, the "upbeat." We'll give that great
comments:"Only to shoot him!" Some of consideration in future issues. There
the concern about international issues were also complaints about omissions in
relating to women might be explained by the survey itself. One reader asked how
the fact that close to 1 in 9 of you have come we didn't include racial/ethnic or
lived or worked abroad. And the vast sex/gender identifiers. "I'm an Africanmajority of you include traveling among American male reader," he wrote, and he
your favorite pastimes.
doesn't believe he is the only one—
which, of course, is true. And why, pleadA significant percentage of you said ed a female farmer, are farmers always
/ - X you devoted much of your free left off listings of professions? Point
/
V time to volunteering—whether taken in both cases.
We hope that OTI will continue to be
that meant working in the community
(29%), in local politics (19%), or through relevant to your lives. We think we have
a religious group (12%). As for religion a better idea now ofjust who we're talkitself, this is one of the points in the sur- ing to, and we hope that you'll continue
vey where there was a great variety of to share your thoughts and ideas with us.
opinions, so we look forward to many By the way, with almost half of you
more lively debates on topics dealing with doing some writing in your spare time,
spiritual issues. Although 65% of you please consider entering our essay conidentified youselves as "spiritual, not reli- test in this issue, on page 4.
gious," large numbers of you say "religion
is an important part" of your life, pray reg- Kavita Menon is a writer and works in the
ularly (10%), and attend services regular- Asia program at the Committee to Protect
ly (8%). Many of you also find religion Journalists in NY. Survey results were com"comforting." But almost as many of you piled by Laura Reissman, production assistant
seem to be antireligionists, agreeing with for O n T h e Issues.
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War on

Since 1986 the number of
women in prison
has increased
400%. For black
women the rise is 800%.
Here are their stories.

By
Maia
Szala vitz
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hen President Clinton announced this year that he would spend $1
billion on anti-drug advertising, not everyone saw it as occasion for

% /

% /

celebration. Buoyed by the Presidents earlier promises that he would shift

•

•

spending from its long-standing emphasis on enforcement and interdiction

to prevention and treatment, experts in the field of addiction had expected something better.
Though there are several proven techniques for preventing substance-abuse
problems, ad campaigns are not among
them. "I had hoped that President
Clinton would have put more money
into treatment and research on the causes of addiction," says one expert in the
field,JosephVolpicelli, M.D., a senior scientist at the Treatment Research Center
at the University of Pennsylvania.
The Presidents failure to make any significant change was disappointing, but not
surprising. Historically, the American
response to drug problems has been to
ignore the facts and to support strategies
that "send a message" to voters rather than
approaches that actually save lives. Nowhere
does this become more apparent than in the
effect of the drug war on women.
Since 1972, when President Nixon
named drugs "public enemy number
42
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one" and declared all-out war, America
has been fighting a losing battle. A survey
by the Substance Abuse and Mental
Health Services Administration (SAMHSA), a government mental-health agency
in Rockville, Maryland, finds that
although there was a drop in casual drug
use of around 50% between its peak in
1979 and its low point in the early
1990s, it is on the rise again, while the
number of addicts has remained at pretty
much the same high level throughout.
There are presently around 5 million
Americans who have serious problems
with severe drugs. Approximately one
third of them, according to SAMHSA,
are women.
In the drug war, women's concerns
have historically been ignored, dismissed,
or exploited. In the late 19th century, for
example, one of America's first "drug

panics" occurred when cocaine and
heroin (and the opium from which heroin is derived), which were obtainable
without a prescription, found their way
into numerous patent medicines. Women
in particular were seen as gullible victims
of unscrupulous patent-medicine salesmen. The fear that people would overdose on these so-called remedies was a
sensible reaction to the unregulated elixers. Far less sensible—and less tolerable to
society—was the conviction that mothers
and wives were being diverted from their
responsibilities at home by their druginduced stupors. Indeed, it was "opium
inebriety" among women that lead to the
push for the labeling of drugs and passage
of the Pure Food and Drug Act in 1906.
"Female addicts are [seen as] doubly
deviant," explains Sheigla Murphy, Ph.D.,
director of the Center for Substance

Abuse Studies at the Institute for
Scientific Analysis, a California thinktank. "A drunk man is one thing, but a
drunken woman is [considered] disgusting." Murphy theorizes that the traditional expectation that a woman will take
care of her husband and children and
make the care of others her priority is
upset by a woman doing something as
selfish as using a substance for her own
pleasure. "It really rocks the boat," she
says, adding that this is one reason why
our response to addicted women tends to
be even more punitive than our admittedly harsh treatment of male addicts.
The complete outlawing of cocaine
and heroin wasn't accomplished on the
basis of ethical concerns alone, however.
Racism was called into play early on.
Popular literature of the time shows that
racist propaganda, which played on
white men's insecurities about their own
power, flourished at the end of the 19th
century. Among other things, the notion
that using cocaine would heighten the
desire of black men to rape white
women was widely proclaimed. The
same was held to be true with regard to
the use of opium by Chinese men. Fears
of "hopped up Negroes" and "opiumsmoking Chinamen" fueled anti-drug
sentiment, especially in the South and
West. Despite the fact that, at the time,
the majority of addicts were actually
those white housewives hooked on
patent medicines, the alleged threat to
"our women," viewed as poor innocents,
was used to heighten moral outrage over
intoxication. As a consequence, several
states moved to ban the substances.
The federal government, further
motivated by the understanding that a
ban on opium smoking would improve
U.S. relations with China, where opium
was a symbol of unwanted foreign influence, followed the states' lead and criminalized recreational drug use in 1914.
Making medical use the only legitimate
use of opiates and cocaine also settled a
long-running turf war between doctors
and pharmacists over who should control the lucrative drug business.

business. Serena's role was little more
than secretarial: She drove her boyfriend
to the sites of drug deals and confirmed
details on the phone. The government
has tapes of her threatening a witness,
but there is no evidence that she engaged
in violence.
A senior partner in the same business,
however, a man who made millions from
the operation and had been previously
convicted of manslaughter and rape,
received a sentence only half as long as
Serena's—-just seven years. His sentence
was reduced because he helped convict
his own partner—Serena's boyfriend.
Serena's refusal to testify against her
boyfriend, even when his family suggested that she do so to help herself, cost her
dearly. And her case is typical.
Women often incur long sentences
precisely because they refuse, or are
unable, to give prosecutors evidence about
their husband's or boyfriends crimes and
connections. Indeed, a 1997 review of
over 60,000 federal drug cases by the
Minneapolis Star Tribune shows that men
are more likely to sell out their women to
get a shorter sentence than vice versa.
Two-thirds of the $15 billion a year the
federal government spends on the drug
war is devoted to such "supply-reduction"
efforts as policing and imprisonment.
States devote another $15 billion to druglaw enforcement and incarceration. The
people, mosdy men, who sell drugs in
quantity and direct smuggling operations,
are usually well-informed about the
penalties they face, and are quick to implicate others in order to reduce their own
sentences.They also tend to have information to trade. Those who aren't heavily
involved are either unwilling to be disloyal, or, as minor characters in the business,
they lack information useful to prosecutors. Plea bargains go to the big players,
who "have something to trade"; the litde
fish, with nothing to put on the table, get
the tough sentences. Such tactics have the
effect of switching sentencing judgments
from the judge to the prosecutor. They
also enable hardened criminals to be back
on the streets and dealing again much
more quickly.

STAND BY YOUR MAN
Profitable as the drug trade may be to
some, women are rarely among the beneficiaries. Serena Nunn, 28, is serving 14
years for her involvement in her
boyfriend's multimillion-dollar cocaine

The average first-time, non-violent
drug-sales offender (such as Serena) sentenced in the federal system receives a 10year jail term, more than twice as long as
sentences given the average rapist, and just
18% shorter than the typical manslaugh-

ter sentence. The U.S. Sentencing
Commission reported to Congress that
more than half of all incarcerated federal
drug offenders were either street-level
salespeople or "mules" (people hired to
smuggle drugs); only 11% could be considered to be "kingpins."
Suzan Penkwitz, the San Diego mother of a two-year-old son, had never even
seen heroin until she was arrested when
returning to the U.S. from Mexico. Her
friend Jenny had asked her to go along
on a drive south of the border avowedly
to help Jenny get her mind off a recent
break-up with her boyfriend. Suzan did
what she thought a good friend should
do. She had no idea that Jenny was really
going to Mexico to pick up 43 pounds of
heroin. "I never imagined myself going to
prison. Never ever!" says Suzan, who is
serving a six-and-a-half-year sentence at
the Federal Prison Camp for women in
Dublin, California.
Because of the way the system works,
Jenny, who admitted her involvement
and agreed to testify against Suzan, got
out after serving only six months.
"Out of the 300 women here, I'd say 80
percent have stories similar to mine," Suzan
says. "First-time, non-violent, low-level
drug offenders. I've met women who got
five years for what the Feds call 'improper
use of the telephone': answering the phone
for what later turned out to be a drug sale.
Not being involved, mind you, but just
answering [their own] phone. And of
course, the snitches that helped put them
here all get off with litde or no time. I don't
think I've met any high-level drug dealers
here. All these women had boyfriends, or
husbands, or acquaintances who used them
and then let them hang. It's amazing. My
roommates are 48, 50, and 58 years old.
Sweet, talented ladies. Grandmas, doing 14
years for 'drug conspiracy' It all seems so
poindess and tragic."
THE MANDATORY SENTENCE
Suzan, who didn't have anyone to testify
against because she was unaware of the
plot, was seen as "uncooperative," and
therefore subject to harsh federal sentencing guidelines.The severe penalties for possession or sale of large quantities of drugs,
which are mandatory for those without the
ability to plea bargain, are the main reason
American prisons are full beyond capacity,
according to Justice Department statistics.
They account for why we imprison a
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much larger percent of our population
than do other Western democracies.
As a result of the introduction of
mandatory sentencing to the federal
drug law in the mid 1980s, and its adoption by many states at about the same
time, the number of women in prison
has risen 400% since 1986, according to
a recent Department of Justice report,
"Survey of State Prison Inmates"; for
black women, the figure is 800%. Other
statistics from that survey tend to support
Suzan's contention: More than twothirds of women are in prison for committing non-violent crimes. Justice
Department figures further show that a
similar percentage have young children,
only one quarter of whom are in the
custody of their fathers. The rest are with
various extended-family members or
friends, or in foster care.
What's even more distressing is that
long before these draconian sentences
were introduced, there was good evidence that they would not cut drug-related crime or drug use. New York state was
among the first to try mandatory sentencing for drug offenders, instituting the
notorious "Rockefeller drug laws" in
1973. Under these laws, anyone possessing over four ounces of cocaine or heroin—even a first-time offender—is subject
to a mandatory 15-years-to-life sentence.
Still on the books, the Rockefeller
laws were in place even as New York
became the epicenter for the crack
cocaine epidemic. Crack cannot be manufactured without cocaine—so it wasn't
that the penalties didn't apply to the new
drug. Had those laws been effective
deterrents, one would have expected the
crack plague to have been less intense in
New York State than in states that had
less severe punishments for drug crimes.
In fact, the opposite was true.
According to the Bureau of Justice,
crack spurred a rise in violent crime in
the mid-to-late 1980s to rates that have
not been seen before or since. While
crack isn't especially criminogenic—
alcohol, in fact, is more closely associated with violent behavior—a confluence
of factors such as recession, high unemployment in the inner city, and the introduction of a new product by multiple,
independent, gun-carrying crime groups
caused the spike in the crime rate.
And none of this was stopped by the
Rockefeller laws.
44
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WHEN THE TREATMENT IS THE CRIME

A recent study by the Drug Policy
Research Center of the California-based
RAND Corporation found that every $1
million spent on imposing lengthy,
mandatory sentences on drug dealers
would prevent consumption of just 12
kilos of cocaine. Using shorter, traditional
sentences and locking up a greater number of dealers for shorter periods would
reduce consumption by over twice as
much. And using the same amount of
money to treat drug addicts would cut
use by over 100 kilos. Yet, despite these
findings, spending is continually increased
for prison, and reduced for treatment.
The insanity of our spending priorities
has devastating effects on women. Gloria
St.James, for example, was heavily involved
in drugs and crime in her South Bronx

"Female addicts are seen
as doubly deviant. A drunk
man is one thing, but a
drunken woman is
considered disgusting"
neighborhood from the age of 16. Fifteen
years later, by the time she recovered from
heroin and cocaine addiction, she'd been
arrested 66 times and had served numerous
short sentences for petty theft, syringe possession, and embezzlement.
Though it was clear that her crimes
were related to her drug use, she was
never once offered drug treatment;
instead, prison constantly introduced her
to new ways of using drugs and committing crimes. "When I went to jail, I
learned how to pick pockets," she says.
"Then ... I learned how to forge checks."
Like Gloria, more than 80% of
inmates never get drug treatment while
incarcerated, according to a recent report
from the National Center on Addiction
and Substance Abuse, a research center at
Columbia University in New York. Not
until after her 66th arrest, when a
Christian outreach group visited the
prison, did Gloria see there might be a
way for her to break free of her addiction. "There was a woman [from the out-

reach group] who said that she had had a
life like mine," Gloria explains. "I couldn't believe it because she looked so good.
What she said Jesus did for her, that's
what I held onto." The program was neither paid for nor run by the prison.
What's more, when women are able to
seek help for drug problems, they rarely
get what they need. "At a structural level,
most existing drug treatment centers are
abusive to women.They are not set up to
deal with women's experiences," says
Sheigla Murphy, who has studied the
issue for decades. Many centers, particularly the long-term residential programs
called "therapeutic communities," were
developed to break down the tough
street identity of male addicts. The treatment techniques in these facilities tend to
replicate the abuse which often traumatized young girls (and many boys) into
becoming addicts in the first place.
(According to NIDA, more than half the
women in treatment centers have been
abused before they get to the center.)
Before its "methods" were exposed,
one such center was praised by Nancy
Reagan and George Bush, and described
by a former head of the National
Institute on Drug Abuse as "one of the
best programs of its kind in the country."
Moll (not her real name), who grew up
in an upper middle-class home, recounts
her experience at the facility, which is
still in operation: "As soon as you woke
up, you were immediately confronted
with your past. 'What are you lying about
today?' they would ask. If you talked back
or didn't do what they said, they would
respond with what they called 'restraint.'
They would throw you to the floor;
someone would be holding your arms
and legs."At the same time, Moll says,
someone else would cover her mouth
and nostrils so she couldn't breathe.
While boys were subject to the same
rough treatment, there was special sexual
humiliation reserved for the girls. Julia
(not her real name), another patient in
"treatment" with Moll, says, "Guys didn't
have to talk about losing their virginity in
front of the whole group, but girls did. I
had to relive that incident in front of 150
people. And the guys said, 'You know
how I used to feel about girls like you—
you were sick and disgusting sluts.'"
"You couldn't talk to anyone other
than your counselor," Moll explains.
"[Doing] that was 'breaking chain of

command,' and you could be punished
with restraint. There was no ombudsman
or patient complaint procedure—hell
no. No one's required to take your side."
Because the parents of such young
people don't know much about treatment, and sources of information conflict,
they are easy prey. Tell parents that their
child will die if they don't get him or her
into a treatment center, and show them a
positive profile of your facility written up
in a leading newspaper—how are they to
know what to think? The rhetoric of the
drug war is "by any means necessary," and
it sets up parents and kids to be victimized
by greedy providers who tell them, as
Moll said her parents were told, that "any
drug use is abnormal and requires hospitalization." Moll claims that her entire
drug use consisted of smoking marijuana
"maybe 20 times"—a "drug problem"
that in fact does not meet the standards
for in-patient treatment, as denned by the
American Society of Addiction Medicine
(ASAM), a specialty group affiliated with
the American Medical Association. If she
had been evaluated by a reputable treatment provider, she would have been
given out-patient counseling, according
to ASAM. Instead, she spent three years in
a center where she was subjected to 18
hours a day of confrontational "therapy."
Another way in which treatment centers fail women is that most of them have
no provision for dealing with the children of their patients. Says Sheigla
Murphy: "My opinion is that all of
today's treatment is predicated on male
ways of viewing the world. For one,
without facilities for children, you are
effectively excluding women with young
children. Also, those who have lost their
children need to be helped to prepare for
when they will get them back. And most
treatment doesn't deal with post-traumatic stress disorder or with the longterm mental health care needs of addicted women, who've commonly experienced molestation, rape, and other violent traumas." In a recent study, Murphy
found that 75% of women who used
drugs while pregnant, for example, had
long histories of significant victimization.
Murphy adds: "If you put women in a
confrontational situation in a mixed gender group, as is done often, they will drop
out or they will get even further damaged by the experience. We wrote about
this in the seventies, yet with some

notable exceptions, [the situation is] still
the same."
WOMEN AS VESSELS
One of the newcomers to the war
against drugs is the anti-abortion movement, which has found in drug-using
women a target for its campaign to end
choice. Pictures of tiny, sickly "crack
babies" provide powerful visual support
for anti-woman oratory; the defenders of
mothers whose drug use endangers their
babies are few and far between. Laws
recently passed in some states that criminalize the use of drugs by pregnant
women reflect this attitude. Such legislation may open the door to broader definitions of fetuses as legal "persons."
It is apparent that measures enacted to

"When I went to jail,
I learned how to pick
pockets, then...l learned
how to forge checks"
"crack down" on women who use drugs
while pregnant often serve racist and sexist agendas; they are also counter-productive. A recent study funded by The Robert
Wood Johnson Foundation in Princeton,
New Jersey, which finances research on
health policy, found that laws that seek to
punish the mothers of babies who test
positive for drugs tend to keep many from
getting help with their addiction. "They
drive women underground and they avoid
prenatal care," said one of the study's
authors, Lawrence Nelson, a bioethicist
and lecturer in philosophy at Santa Clara
University. But prenatal care is the one
thing known to reduce harm to these
babies. "There are already penalties for
drug use and these women have ignored
them," Nelson says. "Why is adding one
more going to make a difference?"
"Drug mother" laws reinforce racist
stereotypes. In Wisconsin, for example,
what legislators dubbed the "crack mother" law was passed after an unidentified
black woman called "Angela" tested positive for cocaine use during two separate
pregnancies. According to the Congressional Black Caucus, by using the

term "crack mother law," legislators evoke
images of poor, typically black, welfare
queens having dozens of illegitimate children—even though the law also covers
alcohol, powder cocaine, and other drugs
more often used by whites.
People think that such mothers "don't
deserve to reproduce," says Lawrence
Nelson. His study found that in South
Carolina, 40 out of 41 women arrested on
charges of delivering drugs to their fetuses were black, even though the majority
of pregnant drug users are white.
Nationally, according to Nelson, of the
240 women prosecuted in 35 states for
these offenses, 70-80% were minorities.
In South Dakota, a woman who is
found to be using drugs or drinking
heavily during pregnancy can be held in
a treatment center for her entire pregnancy. A 1998 Wisconsin law allows
women in the third trimester of pregnancy to be confined until they give
birth. Similar bills have been introduced
in 13 other states.
Nelson says that while anti-choice
conservatives have tended to support
these laws, they may actually increase the
incidence of abortion. "There are anecdotal reports of women who have gotten
abortions to avoid prosecution for delivering drugs to the fetus," he says. During
the debate over Wisconsin s law, Francine
Feinberg, director of a local drug treatment center that is one of the relatively
few devoted exclusively to the treatment
of women and their children, said that
calls for help had already dropped dramatically. "The primary reason pregnant
women with alcohol and drug problems
do not seek prenatal care or treatment for
their addiction is fear of being turned in
to the authorities and ultimately losing
their children," said Feinberg. "In terms of
public health and better outcomes, these
laws don't get us anywhere," Nelson adds.
"There is no evidence that criminalization or any of these laws improve the lives
of mothers or their children."
TELL WOMEN THERE IS HOPE
"At least 80% of the women I see in
recovery have experienced incest or sexual abuse," says Ada "Cookie"
Rodriguez. "I used to think I was
unique." Cookie, who now works as
assistant director at Exponents, Inc., an
organization which helps addicts deal
continued on page 60
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- A "baby face" may be more than just "cute."
I OUl H
It may determine whether you get a job or
P / I P P I C
serve time, BY LESLIE A. ZEBROWITZ

YourFortune

L

AWYERS AND SPIN DOCTORS MAY
have benefitted Bill Clinton thus far in dealing with the various charges of misconduct
that have dogged his presidency but
something rarely mentioned has probaJ bly also been advantageous to his cause:
^M his widely televised and photographed
babyface. By contrast, Richard Nixon's rather sinister
appearance probably didn't help him deal with the
charges against him (admittedly much more serious than
those against Clinton). Recall the political caricatures of
the era that pictured Nixon with the caption: "Would
you buy a used car from this man?"
A babyface such as Clinton's, with its pudginess and
pouting lower lip, can't help but elicit warm responses
from us. This is the effect babies have on us, the evolutionary value of which is clear: A face perceived as lovable and nonthreatening is more likely to be cuddled
through the night, less likely to be abandoned. As Figures
1, 2, and 3 show, faces with large, babyish eyes, a small
nose, and/or a small chin, are seen as warmer, more naive
and ingenuous, than those with more mature features.
Reactions to these schematic faces hold equally true for
real adult faces with babyish features, and they appear to
be universal. Even preschoolers favor babyfaced adults
when asked to pick someone who is kind. In my research
as a psychologist I have documented the babyface stereotype in judgments about faces of both sexes and all races
made by people from around the globe.
As research shows, these perceptions can also influence judicial outcomes. Reactions to babyfaced defendants may have played a role in the recent case of Louise
Woodward, the "British nanny," who received international attention when she was tried for killing her infant
charge. The judge's decision to reduce the conviction
from murder to involuntary manslaughter may have
reflected in part the fact that Woodward looks so childlike. Similarly, the divergent fates of Richard Nixon and
Oliver North in the Watergate and Iran-Contra scandals
respectively may have been fueled by differences in their
apparent facial maturity. Nixon's face only reinforced the
evidence that he was engaged in criminal actions, •while
boyish-looking North just didn't fit the image of a man
who would engage in treasonous activity. Justice, while
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perhaps compromised, is not blind: Babyfaced and
mature-faced people do experience different fates.
N A RECENT INVESTIGATION OF OVER
500 cases heard in seven small claims courts by 25
judges in the greater Boston area, researchers
found that a babyfaced appearance had a dramatic
impact on the outcomes for defendants who
denied responsibility for claims involving intentional
wrongdoing. Indeed, the effect of
the defendants' babyish looks was
as strong as the effect of the evidence presented to support their
case. In a typical example, a defendant had not paid for a car battery
installed by the plaintiff. The
defendant was accused of ordering
the battery and then refusing to
pay the bill. But he denied this
wrongdoing, arguing that he had
not authorized the installation. In
cases such as this one, 92 percent of
the most mature-looking defendants were found at fault, whereas
only 45 percent of the defendants
with the most babyish features
received this judgment.

I

Figure 1 Small eyes

In addition, highly babyfaced (top) look more
defendants were more likely to be mature than large
found at fault for negligent, rather eyes do.
than intentional, actions. The reverse was true for the
highly mature-faced defendants. It thus appears that even
experienced judges are vulnerable to the perception that
babyfaced people are too honest and naive to commit a
premeditated offense, but are likely to be negligent.
Babyfaced knaves, however, need to beware of an interesting twist to the benign reactions they usually elicit. In
an experiment that simulated judicial decisions, I found
that a babyfaced man who denied that he was guilty of an
intentional crime was less likely to be convicted than a
mature-faced man who also protested his innocence.
However, a babyfaced man who confessed to the intentional crime was punished more severely than an admittedly guilty mature-faced man. It seems that negative

behavior that fails to fit expectations is evaluated more harshly. We
may be more horrified and angered
when an intentional or heinous
crime has been committed by
someone who looks harmless, perhaps because this threatens our faith
in our ability to steer clear of dangerous people. We would somehow
feel safer, for example, if Jeffrey
Dahmer, the Milwaukee murderer
and necrophiliac, had looked as evil
as his deeds.
Not only are judicial decisions
influenced by physical appearance
but, as my research has shown,
stereotyped impressions of babyfaced adults also affect the kinds of Figure 2: A short
jobs for which candidates are nose (top) seems
selected. In one study, students of less severe than a
longer nose
business management evaluated
eight job applicants for two openings in a bank, based on
resumes with photos attached. Babyfaced applicants were
recommended more highly for the position of loan
counselor, which was described as requiring warmth
and submissiveness, while mature-faced applicants were
recommended more highly for that of loan officer,
which called for shrewdness and dominance. This was
true even though all applicants were approximately the
same age, attractive, and equally well qualified.

T

nothing new. Over 150 years ago Charles Darwin reported in his autobiography that a snap judgment by the captain of the Beagle almost denied him passage on the voyage
to South America during which Darwin developed his
evolutionary theory: "I heard that I had run a very narrow
risk of being rejected on account of the shape of my nose!
[The captain] doubted whether anyone with my nose
could possess sufficient energy and determination for the
voyage." It is even more alarming to learn that today practitioners making crucial hiring decisions are deliberately
using facial information that has no proven relevance.
Corporate giants, including AT&T, GE, IBM, MCI, and
3M, hire as consultants in the selection of personnel and in
employee relations people for whom "face reading" is an
explicit, though unproven, tool of their trade. One consultant, for example, claims that people with rounded chins
are cooperative, while those with angular chins are more
argumentative!
An examination of existing
research reveals no conclusive evidence that a particular facial feature,
like the shape of the nose or the
angle of the chin, can be used to
predict behavior. Expectations based
on facial appearance are as likely to
be inaccurate as accurate. Accuracy
is only possible when the expectations are self-fulfilling. For example,
people who expect babyfaced individuals to be warm and non-threatening may treat babyfaced individuals more warmly, and babyfaced
individuals may respond in kind,
confirming those expectations.
However, babyfaced individuals do
not necessarily confirm others' Figure 3: A babyish
expectations, and they may even large forehead with
refute them. While research has small chin (bottom)
shown that babyfaced young men often are assertive and
hostile rather than submissive and warm, their behavior
may be an effort to compensate for expectations that run
counter to the gender norm.

HIS "FACIAL FIT"BIAS HAS implications
for a wide range of employment decisions.
All else being equal, babyfaced people may
be favored for jobs requiring a submissive
and warm nature—the service and helping
professions, such as nursing, teaching, social work, and
counseling. Even a high-status helping profession like medicine may favor babyfaced individuals. An oncologist once
confessed to me that when he selected student interns, he
preferred those who looked "teachable, tractable, and
cheerful"—traits attributed to the babyfaced.
Babyfaced women have been found to be more likely
to have "babyfaced" jobs, such as teacher and nurse's aide, - w - ^ W -V-HILE FACIAL STEREOTYPES
^
^#
m may enable "face readers" to select
whereas mature-faced women are more apt to have work
%
J
^
/
the job candidate who looks the part
requiring physical strength, such as a career as a profession^LJ
^Lg
of
an executive or a loyal subordinate,
al athlete, or a job involving leadership, such as factory
^
f
W
they
will not facilitate selection of one
supervisor or law professor. These dissimilarities in occupawho
truly
has
the
desired
qualities. Facial stereotypes run
tion are not due to differences in the education levels of the
contrary
to
our
cultural
values
of blind justice and equal
babyfaced and mature-faced women, or to differences in
employment
opportunities.Yet
their effects are real and
their attractiveness or personalities. Rather, facial stereotyppervasive.
More
systematic
research
is needed to provide
ing is implicated as the determinant. (Interestingly, more
better
answers
to
the
question,
"Can
we judge a book by
babyfaced men did not have more "babyfaced" jobs.
its
cover?"
But
for
now,
the
best
answer
is "Read the
Rather, it was shorter men who held such jobs, while taller
book;
the
cover
can
indeed
mislead
you."
men garnered the leadership roles, a finding that recalls the
fact that the winner of presidential elections tends to be the
Leslie A. Zebrowitz is a professor of psychology at Brandeis
taller of the two main candidates.)
Though disturbing, the probability that employment University, and author of Reading Faces: Window to the
decisions are inadvertently biased by people's appearance is Soul? (Westview Press, 1997).
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May SaitOn A biography
By Margot Peters

R E V I E W E D

B Y

E L I Z A B E T H

A good biographer can sum/ ^ ^ marize a life by giving us
/ ^k insights into the life and
/
^L work of a notable figure
—I—
» while avoiding the danger of overanalysis, and neither condemning nor idealizing her subject.
In her biography of writer May
Sarton, Margot Peters displays
remarkable skill in dodging such hazards to capture the formidable spirit
of a writer whose life was more
complex and uneven than the work
she left behind.
Peters opens with a brief account
of how Sarton's parents were unprepared for demanding, energetic May,
who appeared as "a tiny white windmill, little arms beating the air so restlessly and continually." As she grew
older, Sarton developed a dual passion
for the theater and poetry, but after
years of trying to succeed in both
professions, she finally acknowledged
that poetry had more pull on her soul
and dedicated herself to the art.
Although her parents protected
her from financial destitution, it was
Sarton's lovers who kept her from
emotional poverty. Her coterie
included poet Muriel Rukeyser,
Simmons College professor Judith
Matlack, Aldous Huxley's sister-inlaw Juliette, and Harvard professor
Cora DuBois. According to Peters,
Sarton was an ardent and temperamental lover, who adored the challenge of conquest, the intricacies of
pursuit, and the sweetness of an
encouraging word. Her letters to
those who resisted her charms are
dramatic and overblown, filled with
passionate ardor in one paragraph,
scathing rebuke in the next.
Believing that the dizzying highs and
lows of unrequited love awakened
her muse, Sarton often romanced
three women at a time, in the course
of her adult life leaving broken hearts
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scattered across two continents. With
each new affair, the poetry flowed.
Although she attempted to write
objectively on "loftier" subjects like
democracy or war, much of Sarton's
best poetry, lyric in form, often
reflected a state of romantic yearning. Infatuated by Virginia Woolf,
who snubbed her, Sarton wrote:
IVIierever I looked was lope,
Wherever I went I had presents in my
hands.
Wlierever I went, I recognized you....
I send you love forward into the past.

Poems inspired by other love
interests were less restrained, comparing paramours to flowers with "a
sharp fertile perfume," or rough and
bold mythical beasts. Her first book,
Encounter in April, published in 1937,
elicited some criticism for the high
polish of the sonnets and for imitation of Edna St. Vincent Millay, but
overall the work was a success.
Marion Strobel, a future editor of
Poetry, wrote that Sarton's "passionate simplicity is not only exciting in
itself but, like the first crocus, must
be a portent."
Strobel's prediction proved correct; Sarton began to write novels,
more poetry, and later in her life,
journals and memoirs. As her awareness of current events and interest in
the motivations of others expanded,
her literary subject matter, once confined to reflecting her romantic life,
expanded to include politics, social
issues, psychology, and academia. Her
novel about a lesbian's struggle with
her sexuality, Mrs. Stevens Hears the
Mermaids Singing, brought fame
when women's studies departments
were created, but was negatively
reviewed when it was published in
1965. Three years afterward, the
publication of Plant Dreaming Deep,
which uses nature as a metaphor for
life, brought her a new wave of
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SARTON
•GOT PETERS
Fawcett Columbine, 474 pages,
$14.95 paperback
admirers, as did her continued ruminations on amour in novels like A
Durable Fire and Kinds of Love.
Followers of her work also delighted
in fanciful, fluffy tales, such as Fur
Person (about her cat) and Joanna and
Ulysses, based on a story of a Greek
donkey. When Sarton later began to
share her more personal thoughts in
memoirs like Journal of a Solitude and
At Seventy: A Journal, more fans
began to write and visit unexpectedly, as if she were a priestess guarding
the temple of knowledge.

T

he critics and her contemporaries were not as awed as the
reading public, however. Due
in part to her admitted sexuality, as
well as her reputation for violent
public outbursts, the betrayal of
friends, and insults directed at other
writers, the literary community generally shunned her, and sharply written reviews followed every work.
Even Peters, who obviously admires
Sarton, admits that some of the novels are weak, with too many cliches,
too-easy resolutions, and over-idealized conversations. Sarton's poetry,
too, often received unfavorable
reviews. The London Times, for example, damned it for "lacking nuance,
ambiguity or the technical mastery
that might counter-balance the con-
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ventionality of her material."
As she was censured by her fellow
writers but lauded by readers,
Sarton's insecurities stemming from
her lack of parental affection, platonic love, and professional acceptance
failed to dilute her passionate nature.
Despite personal setbacks, usually
self-inflicted, she continued to draw
insights from the world she so energetically tramped across. In photographs interspersed throughout the
book, Sarton looks directly at the
camera with a hungry expression,
and more often than not she is looking expectantly at whoever shares the
moment, as if she doesn't dare miss a
glance holding meaning, or a sentence containing praise. The little
windmill never stopped turning;
when she died in 1995, Sarton left 15
books of poetry, 19 novels, and 13
memoirs and journals.

As Peters presents the facts of the
writer's complicated life, she
attempts to find patterns that affected Sarton's actions and writing. After
noting that, later in her life, Sarton's
chosen love interests were older and
heterosexual, Peters theorizes that
perhaps she was trying to recreate
and refine a mother-daughter relationship, as well as disengage herself
from the controversies her lesbianism
stirred up during a time of so little
acceptance. Peters also juxtaposes
incidents in Sarton's life to show the
contradictory nature of her subject,
such as the writer's habit of
denouncing her own work before
publication, but expressing horror
and recrimination when a reviewer
happened to agree with her.
Yet, while detailing Sarton's worst
tantrums, Peters holds back judgment, saving her editorial comments

for the author's work, not her character, and displaying tenderness and
respect without canonization. At the
book's end, having extensively
chronicled the major and minor facts
of Sarton's life, Peters reserves any
conclusions, leaving these to the
reader. Instead, she gracefully reflects
on whether Sarton's work will
endure: "Her subject matter, the
mysteries of the human mind and
heart, will not go out of style. Time,
careless of fashion, may well treat the
best of her lyric poetry favorably.
The ranging conflicts revealed in the
journals are human conflicts and
universal: durable fires."
Reviewed by Elizabeth Millard, a freelance writer living in Cambridge, MA.
Her work has appeared in OTI, Ms.,
Publishers Weekly, and The Boston
Phoenix.

Explaining Hitler:
The Search for the Origins of His Evil
By Ron Rosenbaum
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answers. Haunted by the disparity
between a sweet baby picture of young
Adolph, bright-eyed and innocent, and
our collective image of the ranting
architect of the Third Reich,
Rosenbaum set off on a quest to
explain Hitler. Or, if not that, to conduct an exhaustive survey of what
might be called "Hitler studies" in order
Random House, 440 pages, $30 hardcover to determine who had come close to
the mark. There is no magic explanatom
^~
/ hy does Hitler ry bullet, he decides. But he makes sev%
J^
I seem to elude us, eral related determinations. First, one
^
/^L
I to escape most must not, as Claude Lanzmann, maker
^ /
^ / attempts at explana- of the eight-hour film Shoah, notoriT
• tion? And why is it ously asserts, make no attempt to
important to understand Hitler? These explain Hitler, to account for how he
are the questions that vex Rosenbaum, came to power and how that power was
a distinguished writer and journalist, used to such appalling ends. For
who spent a decade looking for the Lanzmann, any effort to explain him
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ends by justifying what Hitler did. For
Rosenbaum, this is a counsel of antiintellectual despair. But Rosenbaum
does worry about the nature of many
attempts to explain, and this, in turn,
leads to his second determination: that
any and all explanations that either
evade the key questions concerning
"why Hitler?" or offer a form of pious
and false consolation must be resisted.
Any explanation that winds up excusing Hitler, permitting him to escape, or
granting him "the posthumous victory
of a last laugh" must be shunned. This
conviction—that Hitler must not finally win—drove much of the post-war
fervor that led to the creation of the
state of Israel in 1948.
The field of Hitler studies today is
crowded and contentious. Reading
ciNTHEissi i-:s 49
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Rosenbaum's long book, one is struck
by how much time Hitler "explainers"
spend attacking one another's explanations.This is no doubt inevitable, given
the enormity of the task and its inherent moral pitfalls. Schools of Hitler
interpretation that Rosenbaum surveys include those that favor psychological causality (a messed up childhood, unsavory early encounters with
Jews or a particular Jew, and the like);
others, including the distinguished historian, H. R.Trevor-Roper, that represent Hitler as a mountebank, not at all
sincere, are contrasted with those that
see him as a veritable paragon of sincerity in a hideous cause. Yet another
school veers toward Hitlers ostensible
sexual
abnormalities,
including
destructive and deranged relationships
with women. "Christian anti-semitism" is singled out by some; others
(including the great political theorist,
Hannah Arendt) argue that modern
biological racism, of which Nazi antiSemitism was a variant, bears little or
no relation to religious anti-Semitism,
which was not at all racially grounded.
Some historians gesture toward a kind
of perversity at the heart of the collective German soul, while others find
this explanation anathema: Without
Hider, no Holocaust, they insist.
ere the ferocious debate surrounding Daniel Goldhagen's
book
Hitler's
Willing
Executioners enters the picture.
Goldhagen fingers a uniquely German
horror that fueled what he calls "exterminationism." A small army of critics,
including the distinguished historians
Fritz Stern, Christopher Browing, and
Raul Hilberg, whose own work on
the Holocaust is considered definitive
by many, take sharp exception to
what they view as Goldhagen's simplistic account. Finally, there are theologians struggling with the theodicy
question: If God is just, why is there
so much evil? Here matters become
complex indeed, with leading interpreters going so far as to saddle God
with Holocaust guilt, while to others
this is blasphemy.
Rosenbaum settles none of these
controversies. He is more critical of
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Books such as
Rosenbaum s remind us
that we cannot let our
alertness slacken if there
is truly to be no repetition
of what happened fifty
years ago

again and again. It is as if we find
syndromes much more comforting
and certainly much easier to talk
about than sin. But this is worrying,
because the entire medicalized discourse that now prevails among us
veers away from holding people
accountable, and this we most certainly are obliged to do, whether
we are talking about Hitler or the
Menendez brothers.
Most disquieting of all in the matsome Hitler interpreters than others—those who throw up their hands ter of Hider and "his" evil is the fact
and decry any attempt at explanation that Hitler's evil looks, upon close
(Lanzmann) as well as those who examination, like a magnified version
seem to exculpate Hitler in the of the ordinary, garden variety evil
process of explaining him (here he that is rife in all human societies. For
locates the distinguished George no society is free from spite, cruelty,
Steiner). By the book's end, we know destructiveness, arbitrary mistreata great deal more about Hitler ment, and murder. What Hitler and
explainers than we do about Hitler. the movement he spearheaded sucThis is perhaps inevitable, but it does ceeded in doing was to garner and to
incite some frustration with the man- focus the human capacity for evil into
ner in which Rosenbaum has parsed a deadly manufactory whose end
his topic. First, because Rosenbaum product was corpses. Events of the
might have said more about those past ten years in places like Bosnia and
who, having understood Hitler, Rwanda tell us that the vile energies
opposed him. He does mention a few devoted to the destruction of others
intrepid reporters from the Munich persist. But it seems reasonable, and
Post newspaper who denounced and not naive, to hope that a Hitler could
ridiculed Hitler, delivering up "poi- not rise to power again in a perverse
son-pen polemic" calling Hitler a imitation of what has already haptraitor. Some of this material—satiri- pened. One bit of good that came out
cal, Rosenbaum insists—makes one of all the horror was the insistence
squirm, however, as, for example, that the international community has
when the authors claim Hitler is act- a responsibility to forestall genocide
ing "like a real Jew" himself. Still, they and that human rights cannot be arbiassaulted Hitler at every turn and trary abridged. That this same comseveral, including the most outspoken munity often fails to live up to this
among them, like editor Martin responsibility is no doubt true. But
Gruber, eventually paid with their those who plan and carry out genolives.
Astonishingly,
however, cide, or attempt to, cannot do so with
Rosenbaum makes no mention of the impunity once attendant upon
theologian Dietrick Bonhoeffer and such efforts. As the twentieth century
the Confessing Church, many of draws to a close, those who had direct
whose
members,
including experience with Nazism are fading,
Bonhoeffer, were martyred after hav- or have nearly faded, from the scene.
ing broken with the state church and Books such as Rosenbaum's remind
organizing a conspiracy to kill Hitler. us that we cannot let our alertness
Second, the reader comes to the slacken if there is truly to be no repeend of the book hoping for a con- tition of what happened in central
clusion, but there is none. One thing Europe a half-century ago.
is clear, however, and that is just how
completely we in late modernity
have lost a working language of sin Reviewer Jean Bethke Elshtain is a proand evil. This isn't the main point of fessor of social and political ethics at the
Rosenbaum's work, but it surfaces University of Chicago. Her books include
Democracy on Trial (Basic Books).
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erature sections of your local bookstores. But here are a few some
young friends of mine have been
particularly taken with.

Martchenko (Annick Press Ltd., $5.95
paper)

Written in 1980, this princess story is
a classic by now, but not to be overlooked. It is is the tale of the "beautiful princess Elizabeth," who is left
with only a paper bag to wear after a
dragon burns her castle and her
clothes, and kidnaps her intended,
Prince Ronald. She decides to chase
the dragon and get Ronald back. But
after she finds and outwits the dragon and,rescues the prince, Ronald
shows his gratitude by telling her she
is "a mess" and ordering her to come
back "when you are dressed like a real
princess." Elizabeth decides she doesn't need him after all and goes cjancing off into the sunset by herself.
Suggested for ages 4-7.

gift-giving. And if children—especially girls—are on your list, there's
|
the additional work of finding items
g
that promote positive models of girls
|
and women as strong, thoughtful,
I
bold, and adventurous people. A
|
number of studies in recent years
|
have shown that as girls approach
I
adolescence, society's pressures to "fit
JE
g
in" and mold mind and body to the
|
traditional image of femininity often
|
take a disastrous toll on their selfi
esteem. But a quick stroll in any good
o
bookstore today presents numerous
possibilities for building up a girl's One of the illustrations from A
I The Frog Prince Continued, by
Weave of Words: Anait leads an
self-image from an early age.
% Jon Scieszka, illustrated by Steve
s
Johnson (Viking, $14.95)
There are many stories set in the army to rescue the prince.
Along with featuring passive
present, from picture books for preprincesses, old-style fairy tales also
schoolers through pre-adolescent A W e a v e o f W o r d s : An
adventure stories, that feature girls as A r m e n i a n Tale R e t o l d , /•)• Robert give frogs a bum rap. For a different
heros. And there are also some clever D. San Souci; illustrated by Raul Colon twist that will please animal-rights
advocates, this story is about the nowand compelling reworkings of tradi- (Orchard Books, $16.95)
tional folk and fairy tales that banish A story of male-female equality that bored-out-of-his-mind prince who
forever the old images of females as features a prince who must learn to used to be a frog until a princess
helpless, passive, and just waiting for read, write, and "earn a living by his kissed him (remember that one?). He
that handsome prince to turn up. Since own hands" before Anait, a clever and complains that he and the princess
the holidays are times for tradition, beautiful weaver's daughter, will aren't "living happily ever after" as
why not turn tradition on its head marry him. After they are married, he they're supposed to, and at considerwith these new-style fairy tales, in teaches her to ride and fight with a able peril goes wandering through
which princesses slay demons and res- sword. The new skills of each come other fairy tales, until hefinallyfigures
cue princes, princes learn to do useful in handy when the prince is captured
work and appreciate brainy, outspoken by a three-headed monster (a dev, in
females, and some princesses decide Armenian mythology) but is able to
Paper Bag PrincessJV^>
send a woven message (the "weave of
they don't need princes at all!
These are tales that could create words" of the title) to Anait, and she
nightmares for promise-keeper decides to lead an army to rescue
patriarchs and other believers in him. The illustration of Anait in batsuch traditional "virtues" as female tle-gear on a charging horse facing
obedience and male domination. down the hideous dev is almost reaBut for the rest of us, they're a son enough to buy the book!
delight! There are too many of them Suggested for ages 5-9.
to cover here, and I advise you to
browse in the children's department, The Paper Bag Princess, by
as well as in the women's studies/lit- Robert Munsch; illustrated by Michael
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out the solution: he kisses the willing
princess, they both turn into frogs—
and then they live happily ever after!
A provocative way to look at "happiness"—and a real hoot for both adults
and children (ages 5 and up), especially those steeped in Western European
fairy tale traditions.

Frog Girl, by Paul Owen Lewis
(Beyond Words, $14.95)
Frogs are center stage here, too, along
with a young Native American girl
whose bravery saves her people. When
the frogs are stolen from a lake, she is
summoned to the underwater world
of the Frog People and instructed by a
mysterious "grandmother" to help
find her missing "children." As a volcano begins to erupt and the forest
catches fire, the girl finds and returns
the frogs to the lake and, by so doing,
restores balance to the world and saves
her village. Vibrant full-page illustrations (also by Lewis) reflect Northwest
Coast Native art and myth, which is
explained in a detailed authors note.
Told in few words, the story will interest children as young as 4, and older
ones will appreciate the more subtle,
mythic elements, such as the interrelationship of all living creatures.

Mala: A Women's Folktale,
adapted by Gita Wolf; illustrated by
Annouchka Galouchko (Annick Press
Ltd., $6.95paper)
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cards, dance and sing though her son
and daughter-in-law "thought she
ought to know better at her time of
life." She outwits their scheme to
frighten her out of her "scandalous"
ways, and they never try to interfere
with her life again. Collective action
is emphasized in an "origins" story
from the Republic of the Ivory Coast
when a giant, fearsome caterpillar
swallows a child. The village men run
away in fright, but the women work
collectively to kill it - and when the
women chop it up and find the child
alive and unhurt, hundreds of little
caterpillars emerge (thus, the origin of
caterpillars as we know them today).
While some of the tales have "true
love" endings, all have pleasing twists
which promote equality and mutual
respect between women and men. In
a tale from Japan, three generations of
physically strong women who live in
the mountains teach a conceited
wrestler what "strong" really is; when
he returns to their home after winTatterhood and Other Tales,
ning a wrestling contest to wed the
edited by Ethel Johnston Phelps, illusdaughter in the family, he and the
trated by Pamela Baldwin Ford (The
take turns carrying
Feminist Press, $9.95 paper)
young woman each other up the
A collection of 25
mountain. An instories about magic
formative introducand adventure, all of
AND OTHER TALES
tion and afterward
which have active
with notes on the
and
courageous
tales helps put them
girls or women
in historical context
who deal with exand increases our
traordinary events
appreciation of this
in the leading roles.
valuable and pleaPleasingly multisurable collection.
cultural (the tales
come from Asia,
Africa, and the
For more girl-positive
Americas, as well as
titles, see the newsletter
Europe), most are
"Brave
Girls
&
told (or re-told) in
Strong Women," a
an engaging, witty
sampling of books from
manner and should
small publishers for
entertain children
children aged 2-17.
of school-age years
For a copy, write P.O.
through adult. While most old-style Box 15481, Washington, D.C. 20003fairy tales cast older women as fear- 0481, or go to their website, http://memsome witches or evil hags, there are bers. aol.com/ brugirls.
several stories here which feature
cheerful, clever and fearless women in
Reviewer Mary Lou Greenberg is mantheir later years. In a tale from
aging editor of O n T h e Issues and a
England, a mother-in-law likes to play
This is another tale in which a young
girl saves her people. To track down a
demon who stole the rain seed and
brought drought to her village, Mala
persuades her three spirit godmothers
to change her into a boy. She becomes
Amal, but the godmothers give Amal
a mirror that contains Mala's courage
and wisdom. Of course, it is Mala's
quick wits and bravery that make it
possible for Amal to find the demon
and solve the riddles it poses. In the
end, Mala as Mala is rewarded for
finding the rain seed, and, most
important of all, she conies to realize
that she doesn't need to be a boy to
rise to challenges and overcome them:
An important lesson for girls—and
boys—of all ages. Based on a traditional folktale from India, Mala is
advertised for ages 5-7, but older girls
(and boys) will enjoy it too, including
the wonderflilly detailed illustrations,
with intricate designs on every page.

PAMtlA BAiOv.r. FOSO

long-time activist and writer.
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STRONG WOMEN

Two you won't want to miss
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i o everyone's apparent
' astonishment, the debate
between
home
and
career—that old conflict
we thought had been
resolved once and for all in the '70s
under the banner of women's liberation—has heated up again. Suddenly
we're in the midst of a flurry of
books and articles—handwringing
discussions going one way and the
other: the glory of motherhood, the
trials of motherhood, the importance of parents in the first three
years, the unimportance of parents,
etc. Op-ed pieces and angry letters
pit stay-at-home moms against professional women, as if there were
only One True Path.
But maybe the
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itself bogus. It's a
conceptual convenience, giving voice
to warring emotions, but it also distorts the truth, the unending inner
conflict and the compromises most of
us are forced to make—or even enjoy
making! No doubt there are a few
women at the spectrum's extremes:
career women without children or
partners, and with no desire for either,
at one end; devoted homemakers, centered on husband and family, at the
other. But most of us are somewhere
in the vast and complex middle, a
combination of urges, endlessly shift-

ing between one mindset and another,
and it's the tension within, which is
unresolvable, and is therefore projected
onto external Others, that is giving the
debate its fuel. And those who seem to
be at one extreme or the other, we suspect, have probably denied some part
of themselves.
That two riveting new films
about women—one set in 16th-century England, the other in late 20thcentury suburban America—both
address the conflict suggests it has
been with us longer than we think,
and is not likely to die down anytime soon. The first is Elizabeth, a
pulsating,
swirling
chunk
of
Elizabethan history centering on the
woman herself, and starring the
luminous Australian actress Cate
Blanchett. The movie chronicles
Elizabeth's transformation from an
"I" to a "We," from a fun-loving
princess to England's magisterial and
iconic "virgin queen."

effects or male derring-do, and, in the
wings, a few script doctors waiting to
come to the rescue if the dialogue
really stinks. What it takes to get an
intelligent, woman-oriented film
made, on the other hand, is not only a
full house of luck, talent, money, experience, and a property with recognition value (British history; Anna
Quindlen's Pulitzer Prize winning
novel), but commitment on the part
of all concerned as well—a commitment that must border on obsession to
go against the prevailing winds of bottom-line formulae. Finally—last and
perhaps rarest of all!—what's required
is a director who likes and wants to
work with women. Surprisingly (or
not), the filmmakers of Elizabeth and
One True Tiling are both non-white
males with proven expertise in this
area: for the former, Shekhar Kapur,
whose notorious Bandit Queen, about
the rape of an Indian woman, was
banned in India. One True Tiling's Carl
Franklin is African-American. The
he other film, set in the '80s,is director of the stunning (and violent)
One True Tiling, the story of an noir film One False Move and the periambitious
career
woman od thriller Devil in a Blue Dress would
(Renee Zellweger) who goes home seem an odd choice, except that he,
to attend to her dying mother (Meryl like Forest Whitaker (Waiting to Exhale
Streep). Having grown up idolizing and Hope Floats), was an actorfirst,and
her brainy father, she has always con- acting is a profession in which instinct
descended to her mother and dissoci- and empathy are more at a premium
ated from the "narrow" domesticity than tough-guy swagger.
she represents—until a newfound
Wild-card Kapur was chosen for
closeness profoundly shakes her prej- his risk-taking style and lack of revudices. Both movies are as pertinent erence
for
English
tradition.
as today's Letters to the Editor, yet Elizabeth is no sedate homage to a
never seem like "issue" films, or clob- "golden" period in the British
ber you over the head with a mes- empire, but a volatile, brutal portrait
sage. And in their intense focus on of a time seething with menace and
women and the great acting oppor- bloodshed. This is history as one long
tunities they provide, these two gangster film, The Godfather transmovies are downright anomalies in posed to the mid 1500s, when the
the current climate of male action death of Henry VIII had left
and male bonding pictures.
Catholics and Protestants fighting for
As is evident from the way they roll control of England, the throne in
off the assembly line, "guy" movies get jeopardy, Spain and France hovering
bankrolled on the slimmest of menacingly, and beheadings, conspiragrounds: one bankable star, a script cies, and betrayals the order of the day.

T

that successfully imitates a thousand
others, a heavy emphasis on special

It is 1558, and Mary Tudor (Queen
Mary I), daughter of Henry and
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whose to ignore, and eventually to
initiate policy and command on her
own. Her chief ally is Sir Francis
Walsingham, Master of Spies (and the
first "secret serviceman"). As played
by Geoffrey Rush, he is a mesmerizing figure, ruthless, brilliant, sexually
ambiguous—an utterly different
character from the unkempt, idiotsavant pianist of Shine.
Our first glimpse of Elizabeth is
gambolling in a flowery outdoors,
with the gaiety of a young woman in
love. Mary by contrast is entombed
before her death: her scenes take
place in the harsh, cold interiors of
one of the many castles featured in
the film. Unlit corners, vast stone
Catherine of Aragon, is dying, clutching at authority and her Catholic God.
In a brief but memorable performance,
Kathy Burke (the hilarious ditz-Mom
from Absolutely Fabulous) plays Mary

with great, anguished intensity. She
vacillates between a determination to
execute Elizabeth, her half-sister
(daughter ofAnn Boleyn, and a bastard
in Mary's eyes), who is rumored to be
plotting against her, and pleading with
her to keep England connected to the
pope and Rome.
ate Blanchett, with her red hair
and translucent skin, gives a
whole new perspective on the
early Elizabeth. We're used to the
whey-faced and stony queen of maturity: Bette Davis in Elizabeth and
Essex, Glenda Jackson in the a multipart Masterpiece Theatre series.
Blanchett takes us back to the young
woman before she ascended the
throne, a playful and romantic sensualist. I'm
reminded of the old
Hollywood story of Oscar Levant saying he knew Doris Day "before she
was a virgin," except that, as the movie
makes clear, Elizabeths embrace of
virginity at a crucial moment in her
reign was not an expression of sexual
denial but of allegiance to the Virgin
Mary and what she stood for, her
embrace of mankind.

G

We're not meant to trust the
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Cate Blanchett (top)
as a fiery young
Elizabeth I; In One
True Thing (right),
Meryl Streep plays
an ailing mother;
Renee Zellweger is
the self-absorbed
daughter who returns
home to take care of
her and comes to
understand and
respect her mother
and her mother's life
as a homemaker.

movie as totally reliable history (as
history buffs will quickly notice), and
the narrative at times is elliptical to
the point of obscurity. But availing
themselves of a post-modern interpretive style, the filmmakers imagine
what it must have felt like for a
young woman of scant experience
and dubious legitimacy to be thrust
into this maelstrom. While Mary
seethes, and Protestant heads roll, the
young Elizabeth enjoys a passionate
love affair with the Earl of Dudley
(Joseph Fiennes). Even after she
becomes queen, she continues the
liaison under watchful eyes; but gradually she begins to separate those she
can trust from the many she can't,
calculate whose advice to heed and

columns, an atmosphere of discomfort make intrigue almost inevitable.
The movie captures the brutality not
only of lives cut short but of lives
lived in an atmosphere of constant
uncertainty and reversals of power;
of lives conducted within the heavy
confines of ritual and of cumbersome clothes, interrupted by outbursts of sexuality and grabs for
power in a world ruled by fanatics
and opportunists, with little apparent
difference between them.
To remain at the center of such a
world, Elizabeth must harden herself
against weaknesses and temptations,
become a woman whose love is her
people rather than one man. In order
to carry out the tasks at hand—to

fortify England for war, replenish the
coffers, accommodate religious
demands, and preside over the cultural renaissance for which she is
justly celebrated—she must have the
strength of both sexes and the weaknesses of neither.
First seen over here in the eccentric period epic Oscar and Luanda,
where she played an independentminded entrepreneur opposite Ralph
Fiennes' neurotic cleric, Blanchett
showed she could portray a woman
who is aggressive, yet remains both
feminine and vulnerable. She shows
the same remarkable combination of
qualities in this career-defining performance, as she takes Elizabeth from
a winsome girl to an awesome
emblem of royalty, her femininity
deliberately hidden behind a theatrical
white mask, a massive presence who
nevertheless has preserved, for their
practical and necessary purposes, her
womanly instincts.
It would be too easy to say she
begins as her mother and ends as her
father, but certainly there's a progression
towards
seigneurial
strength, as she takes on the mantle
and manner of Henry and becomes
"his daughter," the second Protestant monarch of a now-Protestant
Church of England.
One True Thing is also about succession and a daughter's loyalty to
her father, but the process is reversed.
A hot-shot
Harvard-educated
career-oriented journalist has to
unlearn some of the lessons she has
absorbed from her father and leave
herself open to the spiritual legacy of
her mother.

A

English professor and (in the
movie) a one-time prize-win-ning author, the father
(William Hurt) is a literary snob—
exacting, sophistic, and egocentric.
When his wife is diagnosed with an
inoperable cancer, he summons Ellen
from New York. Giving up her job
and promising future as a reporter for
New York magazine, she grudgingly
moves back home to help her moth-

er through chemotherapy.
of dying, the struggle to
The movie plays up the opposi- remain normal, the tiredness, the
tion between mother and daughter: rage, the denial, the terrible solitude.
When Ellen (Zellweger), clad in In one great scene, she confronts her
"Sylvia Plath black," arrives for a daughter's preconceptions, shredding
Halloween party, Kate (Streep) is the "mystery" of her marriage, refusdolled up like Dorothy on the road ing to be "shushed," revealing how
to Oz, fussing around the kitchen hard-fought and determined her
over a dozen homemade dishes. Ellen happiness has been.
is a klutz in the kitchen, and avoids
her mother's pals—a group of eagerfound myself,finally,full of admibeaver volunteers and community
ration for the movie—more
helpers called the "Minnies" . .. until
admiring than moved, and not
they insist on making her one of sorry for that.With its crystal opposithem. Gradually, their simplicity and tions and grim subject, One True Tiling
generosity melt Ellen's defenses, just could so easily have been maudlin
as her grown-up eyes now begin to and weepy, "positive" in the lessons so
take in her father as he is—a weak pointedly learned; but director
philanderer whose literary snobberies Franklin plays against the sentimenconceal the terrors of failure.
tality, allowing the
The story, framed by the mystery hard-edged intelliof the mother's death by overdose, gence of the actors
sometimes seems too schematic in its to shine through.
rendering of husband and wife, and
The
movie
of opposing females: the mother too implicitly addresses /)" addresses
the
good, too ideal; the father and the ambivalence of
daughter too self-absorbed and our society (and ambivalence
of
uncharitable. Yet overcoming such feminism) toward
schema is the point for Ellen, the the task of mother- our SOcietJ (dtld
emotional and intellectual dividend hood: we know it's
of growing up.
important, crucial
feminism)
Ellen comes to see that her moth- to the "future of
er is not only a magnificent human humankind, yet so toward the task
being, but a good deal more interest- oriented is our culing and knowing than the home- ture toward per- of motherhood*
maker
label
would
suggest. sonal achievement
Quindlen's novel, well served in (and so skewed are our Oedipal feelKaren Croner's tight, focused adapta- ings toward the superiority of the
tion, is sharp about the ways in which father) that we think of the choice
people face crisis, including the plat- between career and home not as the
itudes men often dish out in the choice between equals, but between
guise of wisdom. When the Mr. better and worse. Here is a movie
Wrong Ellen has been going with for that blurs the categories and suggests
years suggests that men (her father) that it isn't a clean-cut choice, that
who seem insensitive have to deal the stay-at-home mom and the
with emotions "in their own way," career woman aren't op-ed stick figshe retorts that that's just an excuse ures dueling to the end, but overlapfor not dealing with them at all.
ping instincts in every woman's soul.

I

One True
Thing implicit-

Zellweger and Hurt are outstanding as daughter and father, though
Zellweger will probably not earn the
praise she deserves for playing the
churlish young woman to Streep's
bravura mother. For it is Streep's
movie: she captures the colors and

j

Film Critic Molly Haskell is author of

Holding My Own in No Man's
Land (Oxford

University press) and

From Reverence to Rape: The
Treatment ofWomen in the Movies
(University of Chicago Press).
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WOMEN:
The New Broadway Mafia?
refers to as some kind of collective
tizzy over "this mass invasion of The
xcuse me for laughing, Women," the industry pondered all
but the Broadway reac- manner of specious questions:
tion when two women "Would women directors create a
took top honors for new oligarchy, as gay directors are
stage direction at the perceived to have done, using their
1998 Antoinette Perry Awards really "feminist power base" to transform
the form and substance of popular
cracked me up.
The event itself was certainly theater? Would they adopt a "femimomentous. First, Garry Hynes nist slant" in developing new
picked up a Tony for The Beauty playscripts? Or impose a "feminist
Queen ofLeenane, making her the first style" on musical productions? In
woman in the 52-year history of the short, would The Women become
awards to be honored as Best Director the new Broadway mafia?
of a Play. Only moments later, Julie
"Honestly, I am so sick of people
Taymor took the stage to accept her asking me if being a woman influTony for The Lion King, becoming ences the way I direct," says Susan H.
the first woman to be honored as Best Schulman, whose production of The
Director of a Musical. In a heartbeat, Sound of Music made her the third
woman director with a show on
Broadway this season. "The answer
4 4 I'm sure everything
to that question," she states emphatiI do is affected by the fact I'm cally, "is: Of course not!" With five
commercial shows under her belt
a female...I'd like to think that (before The Sound of Music there was
M A R I L \

ft

S T A S H )

E

whatever's good about the
direction of The Beauty
Queen of Leenane is because
of me as a director, not because
of me as a woman
theater history was made, and
Taymor's sly dig ("I'm very proud to
join in this long line of award-winning women directors") properly
brought down the house.
But if the night of the Tonys was
the time for celebration, the following morning found Broadway agonizing over how this "onslaught" of
award-winning women directors
might change the face of the theater. Succumbing to what the producer Elizabeth I. McCann drolly
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The Secret Garden, Violet, and revivals
of Sweeney Todd and Merrily We Roll

Along), Schulman qualifies as an
industry veteran; but that doesn't
exempt her from the perpetual gender scrutiny. "My reaction when
Julie and Garry won was: Great—
maybe now we can finally put that
political issue to rest."
Like Schulman, most women
directors are eager to bury the gender hatchet and just get on with the
work. Still, when pressed on the
point, these professionals will
acknowledge that a female perspective does, indeed, inform the choices
they make on a theatrical production. Even if unconsciously, the life
experience of being a woman influences which projects they take on,
provides insights into dramatic character, suggests methods for rehearsing actors, and can even determine
the way a director negotiates her

contract with a producer.
"I'm sure everything I do is
affected by the fact I'm a female,"
says Garry Hynes, whose physically
brutal and emotionally savage directorial style illustrates the complex
dynamics of that female sensibility.
At the same time, she adds, "I'd like
to think that whatever's good about
the direction of The Beauty Queen of
Leenane is because of me as a director, not because of me as a woman."
And to those who are inclined to
gush over the "feminine" values of
this disturbingly forthright motherdaughter drama, Hynes always points
out that it was written by a 25-yearold man.
A lthough Julie Taymor also brisL \ ties at gender-loaded ques-L » Horn about her work, she
freely acknowledges those aspects of
The Lion King that substantially
reflect a feminine interpretation of
the material. One dramatic example
was her casting of the South African
singer Tsidii Le Loka in the key role
of Rafiki—a male baboon in the
original animated film—thereby
giving a woman's voice to the show's
wisest and most prophetic character.
("I felt a strong female character carried the spirituality of the piece,"
Taymor explained.) She also toned
down young Simba's belligerence,
which gave the cub prince an
appealing air of vulnerability, and
added a layer of intelligence to Nala,
the young lioness who becomes
Simba's queen.
"I wouldn't deny that there's a
certain female sensibility to my way
of working," says Taymor. But she
also says that a perceptive male director might have made similar corrective decisions to strengthen the
"female presence" missing from the
original script.
Listening to these directors ana-

lyze their work and identify the feminine impulses behind their own
artistry is a far cry, however, from listening to the Broadway power brokers calculate the profit potential in
hiring women directors for their
shows. "Do you think they really are
looking for the next women directors?" says Carole Rothman, artistic
director of the Second Stage and one
of the most visible directors in New
York's theatrical community. "I just
can't imagine that, because they certainly haven't been looking for the
twenty years we've been around."
In the view of many women who
have made their careers in the theater, the industry should stop speculating on the market value of the
exciting and fearsome "new" women
directors and start studying how they
learned their craft and established
artistic bases in the national arena of
non-commercial theaters—because
that's the real story.
" ^ ~^T 7~hile acknowledging that
% / \ I it's
"wonderful
two
V V women directors finally
won Tonys," Barbara Hauptman,
executive director of the Society of
Stage Directors and Choreographers,
notes that hundreds of other women
are directing on professional stages
across the country. "Women represent about 25% of our total membership of 1400," she says, "and some of
them have been out there beating
the bushes for years."
To get to Broadway, a woman
director has the same three options as
a man. She can learn her craft in notfor-profit and regional theater. She
can take the more unconventional
alternative-theater route. Or she can
keep her focus on the mainstem,
worming her way uptown through
any commercial job she can get.
Garry Hynes took the first, most
common route, staking out her
regional territoiy by starting her own
company, the
Druid
Theatre
Company, in a small coastal town on
Ireland's Galway Bay. For more than

Recent Tony winners Julie
Taymor and Garry Hynes
prove that women can handle big-budget shows, yet
few producers will entrust
a woman with the huge
budget of the average
Broadway musical.

20 years (including a three-year stint
as artistic director of Dublin's Abbey
Theatre), she nurtured unknown playwrights, developed a singular directorial style, and won a wider audience
for her work by sending it out on the
international
theater
network.
Through this process, The Beauty

Queen was all but giftwrapped for a Broadway
transfer when it landed at
the Atlantic Theater
Company in New York.
"That was something
of a slam-dunk," says
Barbara Hauptman. "The
reviews were positive and
the show was a proven
commodity, so it wasn't
Broadway that was taking
the chance. It just wasn't
the same thing as hiring
Julie Taymor for an $11
million musical."
Indeed, the entire
industry was making book that
Disney would get burned on Tlie
Lion King—not because they hired a
woman, but because they hired a
woman whose unorthodox directorial genius was forged in experimental
theater and opera, and whose imagination is driven by the folk-art forms
<>\ Tin-:
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of ancient cultures. It isn't that Julie
Taymor didn't have the credentials; it's
that she got them in Paris, Japan,
Indonesia, and in the avant-garde underground theaters of New York. On
Broadway, it was widely assumed that
either Disney didn't know what a kook
they had hired, or that Taymor would sell
out her esoteric art and give them a cuddly kiddie show.
That Taymor did not compromise her
artistic integrity and, in fact, turned the
commercial theater on its ear by sticking
to her own idiosyncratic visions has had
an electrifying effect on other women
directors who work unsung in the theater. But their euphoria has not blinded
them to the fact that very few producing
organizations will entrust a woman with
the huge budget of a Broadway musical.
Even those producers who have faith in
their theatrical skills hesitate to trust the
"little ladies" with the checkbook.
"There is still this notion that women
can't handle a 'really big' show," says
Susan Schulman, who brought in The
Sound of Music on a budget close to $7
million. "I hear it in their voices when
they talk about whether they should hire
a woman to direct their show."

Perseverance Theater in Douglas, Alaska,
now in charge at the Washington Arena
Stage; Emily Mann, at the McCarter
Theater in Princeton; Martha Lavey, at
Steppenwolf in Chicago.
And then there's Libby Appel. As
artistic director of the Oregon
Shakespearean Festival in Ashland,
Oregon, Appel operates the biggest
Shakespeare Festival in the world. With
an annual budget of $12.7 million and a
professional staff of 400 people, Appel s
operation far outdoes its rivals in financial heft and organizational scope.

ypical of this hardy breed of
director-producer is Sharon Ott,
who put in 13 years at Berkeley
Rep before taking over the Seattle
Repertory Theater last year. With a staff
of 175 and a budget close to $8 million,
she presents her 18,000 subscribers with
nine mainstage productions (in two theaters), four workshop productions of
new plays, and multiple touring shows.
Like other artistic directors of major
institutional theaters, she wouldn't at all
mind if one of her shows went to
Broadway. But she puts a higher premium on the quality of life and art in
regional theater.
Barbara Hauptman points out,
"When you work in this kind of thethis reluctance to hand over a big ater," she says, "it's really about forging a
_show to a woman director is whole life in the community. When you
rooted in a deep male distrust of the way commit yourself to regional theater, you
women handle money in general. are making bigger choices than which
"When it comes to an $11 million plays you're going to do next."
Broadway production," she says, "you are
The notion that theater outside the
really looking at a big corporation in commercial sector can be life-sustaining
which the director functions as CEO— is even more an article of faith with
and how many women CEOs do you directors who work in experimental
see running big corporations?"
forms or in companies with a strong colBut if women directors have yet to be lective identity. That would include
routinely entrusted with multi-million- women like Elizabeth LeCompte, Maria
dollar Broadway productions, directors Irene Fornes, Anne Bogart, JoAnne
like Graciela Daniele (a 1998 recipient of Akalaitis, Martha Clarke, Margaret
the George Abbott Award for Booker, Tisa Chang, Lynn Austin, Joanne
Distinguished Direction) don't do too Woodward, Tina Packer, Karen Amano,
shabbily on whatever pennies they're Susan Einhorn . .. and Julie Taymor.
tossed. Other women are running entire
And that explains why so many
theaters on the budget of a single women are thrilled about the Tony honBroadway show. Skimming the cream of ors—not because a couple of women
this group, we find: Carey Perloff, artistic finally got noticed, but because two
director of A.C.T. in San Francisco; Irene women directors won commercial sucLewis, at the helm of Baltimore's Center cess by doing their work their way.
Stage; Carole Rothman, currently raising
$5.5 million to build a new home in Marilyn Stasio is a columnist for T h e N e w
midtown Manhattan for the Second York Times and frequently writes on theater
Stage; Molly Smith, founder of the for national publications.
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WOMEN IN MUSIC

Signora Strozzi, an heiress, became
part of the circle of the first great opera
composer, Monteverdi. She studied with
exploitive of her looks.
the world-famous Francesco Cavalli
In classical music, as in pop, the less- (who worshiped her). Her wonderful
than-attractive have a hard time building and often daring settings of texts from
their careers, no matter how talented. operas demonstrate a big talent—far
Even the basically sympathetic critic removed from the short dance forms
Hoelterhoff makes fun of the titanic favored by her male colleagues.
soprano Jane Eaglen, whom she likens to However, even a privileged woman
a "Web potato" (a reference to Eaglen's could be mocked, and discouraged from
on-line activity). However, as long as attempting complete operas. Vicious
Eaglen can produce a loud noise, some- satires full of grotesque sexual innuendo
one will hire her for Wagner, hoping to were published by her male rivals, and
hide her bulk under a breastplate and ultimately, they silenced her.
horned helmet.
Though few can whistle an aria or
twofromtheir works, many women have
CAN A LADY WRITE OPERA?
written opera. Ethel Smythe (1858Women who want to write large-scale 1944), allegedly an early Margaret
"serious music" have a more difficult Thatcher combined with Jack the
time than pop composers because, being Ripper, was a brilliantly trained, highly
dependent on a symphony orchestra, they cosmopolitan musician. Her opera is
have less autonomy. That's one reason called The Wreckers. In her diaries,
seminal composers like Laurie Anderson Virginia Woolf makes very cruel sport of
and Pauline Oliveros work so extensively her grand manner, her aggressiveness,
with electronic instruments, performing and her increasing deafness.
More recently, Thea Musgrave in the
their own works with only a few collaborators (of necessity), but with remark- 70s and Judith Weir in the early '90s had
able imagination, and inventing an successes of sorts with their operas. And
entirely new range of colors and sounds. this past summer, the Lincoln Center
One of the greatest classical com- Festival in New York City presented
posers in the world today is the Finn Patience and Sarah, composed by Paula
Kaija Saariaho (b. 1952). She has used the Kimper, with libretto by Wendy Persons.
computer and a vast range of carefully The two title characters are women who
controlled electronic "noises," as well as fall unabashedly and sexually in love.
the conventional orchestra, to create After the first act, young gay women
music like none other ever written. Her went roaming through the lobby
massive works Du Cristal and a la fumee shrilling in falsetto, making fun of opera
are staggering on records (Ondine) and voices—they're apparently more at home
with Melissa Etheridge, or perhaps
overwhelming in live performance.
Female opera composers have it Queen Latifah. And several of the men
worse, needing a huge apparatus, includ- present were very uncomfortable—"feels
ing a big orchestra and chorus, and a little like the Bacchae," said one.
Yet at the end of the third act, everyfamous singers. Opera did, in fact, have
one
was crying. There was a soaring affirits founding mother, Barbara Strozzi, at
mation
in this music that had nothing to
the start of the 17th century. For a long
do
with
sexuality or gender, only with
time her contribution was erased from
the history books, however. Music histo- the transcendent beauty of being alive
rians (all male) could not bear the and in love. The audience jumped to
thought of a blindingly beautiful woman their feet and applauded—the men too.
who was a brilliant theorist and a signif- That's not "women's composing." That's
icantly gifted composer. Strozzi sang her opera.
own arias, to the delight of the Venetian
Academy, where the whole notion of Albert Innaurato, playwright and sometime
opera was being refined. Singing as a way composer, is a frequent lecturer for the
of surviving for serious women com- Metropolitan Opera. He writes on the arts for
posers still holds true, through Joni The New York Times, Vogue, Opera
Mitchell and Laura Nyro up to Ani News, The Yale Review and Forbes
Magazine.
DiFranco and Lisa Loeb.
continued from page 17
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with HIV issues and trains them to educate others, grew up in the Marcy
Projects in the Bedford-Stuyvesant section of Brooklyn, New York. She was
raised in a single-parent home, with
three half-siblings. She describes the men
her mother dated as "abusive, alcoholics,
dope fiends or all three." At five, Cookie
was molested by an uncle. She was also
sexually abused by her grandfather—and
when she told her mother about it years
later, her mother said, "He did that to
me, too." Cookie was initially outraged
that her mother hadn't tried to protect
her; now she says, "Parents do the best
they can with what they know, and that
gives me some solace." But she adds,"I'm
still angry and resentful sometimes."
In elementary school, Cookie was
classified as gifted, but she dropped out of
junior high. She couldn't take the teasing
other kids inflicted on her for being fat.
At age 11 or 12, she started smoking pot
and at 13, she remembers, she had "one
of the best experiences I have ever had in
my life" after stealing LSD from the
uncle who had molested her.
By 14, she was shooting cocaine and
heroin; by 16, she was addicted. Her relationships with men were violent and
abusive. One man, whom she finally fled
with just the clothes on her back,
"kicked my ass for breakfast, lunch and
dinner." She adds, "The sick thing is, I
got my own apartment, but then I went
back. I used to tell myself'a little bit of
love is better than no love,' and after he
beat me up, he would tell me how much
he loved me and how beautiful I was."
It took several hospitalizations—in one of
which the crack she was smoking crystallized in her lungs, causing cardiac arrest—
but eventually Cookie realized that drugs
were killing rather than helping, her. She
joined Narcotics Anonymous, and after
three years clean in that self-help program,
she sought further care to deal widi her
abuse history. "I was having flashbacks,"
she says, and describes how her boss asked
her what was wrong when she returned
after a two-week vacation noticeably
heavier. She'd been trying to avoid her
pain by eating.
Now 12 years clean and married for
six years to a kind and caring man,
Cookie says, "I would tell women that

there is hope. It's a cliche, but there's life
after drugs and there's life after abuse."
Female addicts are demonized by our
drug laws—and drugs are blamed for their
problems when in fact, they are simply one
way they've found to cope with often
painful, horrifying, heart-breaking lives. If
we want to help women recover and break
the cycle of abuse, which is passed on from
one generation to the next, we need to
stop punishing the victims and start looking at why so many Americans want to
blot out their lives so badly that they get
addicted to illicit drugs. Until we decide to
treat those wounded in the battles against
illicit drugs with the same diginity and
respect we reserve for others who have
been hurt and are desperate for relief, we
will continue to fight a losing war.
Maia Szalavitz has written for The New
York Times, New York magazine and the
Washington Post and recently served as
series researcher for Moyers O n Addiction:
Close to Home, a five-part PBS series.

CRAZY IN AMERICA
continued from page 37

She knows. She wants him to grow up, he
needs to, and she's not going to be around
forever . . . but it is so hard to let go and
it's a little lonely without him. Up at the
county hospital, they told her the same
thing, plenty of times. They want to put
him in some boarding home. But he
doesn't want that, he wants to be in his
own home. And all she wants for him is
to be happy. That is all she ever wanted. Is
that too much for a mother to ask? She
tells him he's got to behave himself this
time. He promises to be good. And take
his pills. Sure thing, he doesn't want to be
sick anymore. He wants to be Johnny
again, the good son who always brought
home a good report card and always went
to church on Sunday. And she wants so
badly to believe him.
In her heart of hearts she does believe
him. Maybe this time it will be different.
It just may be.
And she will try her very best
And
keep her fingers crossed.
Bill Weiner is a New Jersey freelance writer,
and long-time social worker specializing in
psychiatric crisis management.
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IN AFGHANISTAN
Since 1996 under Taliban rule in Afghanistan women have not been
permitted to leave the confines of their homes unless accompanied
by a close male relative and covered from head to toe in the
burqa—an oppressive garment which completely shrouds the body,
with only a small mesh-covered opening over the eyes through
which to see.Wearing the burqa can cause or aggravate respiratory
conditions and loss of vision, both of which can be deadly.
Wear a Symbol of Remembrance for the Women of Afghanistan—
a swatch of mesh representing the obstructed view of the world for
an entire nation of women who were once free. Wear it in remembrance—so

that we do not forget the women

and girls of

Afghanistan until their right to work, freedom of movement, education, and healthcare are restored and they are free once again. Call
the Feminist Majority Foundation to join the campaign and get your
Symbol of Remembrance.

Join the Campaign to Stop Gender Apartheid in Afghanistan
Call 1-888-93-WOMEN orwww.feminist.org
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The Visual and the Visionary
Art and Female Spirituality in Late Medieval Germany
Jeffrey F. Hamburger
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Hamburger unfolds the full antidiscursive dimension of late medieval iconography,
and without apology." — Christopher S. Wood, Yale University
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HIGH SCHOOL CHEMISTRY LED HER TO A LIFE OF CRIME.
As Director of the Delaware State Police Crime Lab, forensic microscopist Julie Willey
catches murderers, rapists and thieves by analyzing hair and fiber specimens. It's a job she
has today because, in high school, she didn't think it was uncool to take chemistry.
There's a whole world of interesting jobs in science out there. Find out how you can turn
your daughter on to them.
Call 1-800-WCC-4-GIRLS. Or visit us on the Internet at http://www.academic.org.
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